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3Abstract
The growth of sub-monolayer islands in heteroepitaxial semiconductor systems is sim-
ulated by means of the Monte Carlo method. As the relevant processes, deposition, dif-
fusion and nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor bonding is included. Diffusion processes
occur with Arrhenius-like probability. To account for the elastic strain inherent to lattice
mismatched growth, a self-consistently calculated elastic strain field is incorporated.
The influence of macroscopic growth parameters like temperature, flux to the surface
during deposition, surface coverage and growth interruption time on size ordering and
regular spatial arrangement of islands is analyzed. An optimal parameter range is identi-
fied to obtain both a regular spatial arrangement of dots and a narrow size distribution.
The transition from kinetically controlled growth conditions to thermodynamically con-
trolled growth reached after long equilibration times is analyzed and a crossover in island
size distributions between both regimes is found for different temperatures.
Simulations with anisotropic elastic strain parameters related to the
 
system are
performed to verify the experimentally observed formation of island chains oriented along
 
	
direction. Simulations are in good agreement with experimental data.
The growth of stacked quantum dot layers is considered by fully taking into account
the self-consistently calculated elastic strain field. A transition from vertically correlated
growth to anti-correlated growth with increasing buffer layer thickness is observed as
well as an improved ordering with respect to island sizes with increasing number of
deposited layers.
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5Zusammenfassung
Das heteroepitaktische Wachstum von Inseln im sub-monolagen Bereich wird mittels
der Monte Carlo Technik simuliert. Die fu¨r den Wachstumsprozess relevanten Parameter
sind Deposition, Diffusion und na¨chste sowie u¨berna¨chste Nachbarbindungen. Diffu-
sionsprozesse geschehen mit einer Wahrscheinlichkeit, die u¨ber einen Arhenius Faktor
bestimmt wird. Die fu¨r gitterfehlangepasstes Wachstum typische, elastische Verspannung
wird u¨ber ein selbstkonsistent generiertes Verspannungsfeld in das Programm eingebun-
den, wobei auch eine kubische Anisotropie beru¨cksichtigt werden kann.
Der Einfluß der makroskopischen Wachstumsparameter wie Temperatur, Materialfluß
zur Oberfla¨che wa¨hrend der Deposition, Oberfla¨chenbedeckung und Dauer der Wachs-
tumsunterbrechung auf die Gro¨ßenordnung und ra¨umliche Anordnung der Inseln wird
betrachtet. Dazu wird ein optimaler Arbeitsbereich im Parameterraum bestimmt zu
dem sowohl eine regula¨re ra¨umliche Anordnung der Inseln als auch eine schmale
Gro¨ßenverteilung erzielt werden kann.
Es wird der ¨Ubergang von kinetisch kontrollierten Wachstumsbedingungen, wie sie
wa¨hrend der Deposition vorherrschen, zu thermodynamisch kontrolliertem Wachstum,
wie es nach langen Relaxationszeiten beobachtet wird, analysiert und ein ¨Ubergang
zwischen den Wachstumsmodi beobachtet, bei dem sich die Gro¨ßenverteilungen zu ver-
schiedenen Temperaturen u¨berschneiden.
Es wurden Simulationen mit einem anisotropen elatischen Verspannungsfeld, welches
dem von  a¨hnlich ist, angestellt um experimentell beobachtete Strukturen in der
Form von Inselketten, die entlang der ﬀ Richtung orientiert sind, nachzuvollziehen.
Die Simulationsergebnisse decken sich auf befriedigende Weise mit den experimentellen
Befunden.
Das Wachstum von gestapelten Quantenpunkt Schichten wird betrachtet, wobei das
selbstkonsistent berechnete Verspannungsfeld vollsta¨ndig mitberu¨cksichtig wird. Man
findet einen ¨Ubergang von vertikal korreliertem Wachstum zu antikorreliertem Wachstum
mit zunehmender Pufferschichtdicke sowie zunehmend bessere Gro¨ßenordnung unter den
Inseln mit zunehmender Anzahl der deponierten Schichten.
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I.
Introduction
Nature provides a seemingly endless vari-ety of forms, patterns and shapes and it
might take a similarly endless amount of time
before scientists have unveiled the precise and
detailed mechanisms which are ultimately re-
sponsible for their emergence.
As complex as these driving processes
might be and indeed quite often they are
chaotic in character, it turns out for most cases
of ’natural’ pattern formation that the resulting
macroscopic structures are of suprising sim-
plicity – some say beauty.
These simple patterns are a result of self-
organisation. This term generally describes
the spontaneous formation of stationary or
time-dependent structures in open dissipative
systems. The key feature of such systems is
the existance of a hierarchy of dynamics. At
the lowest level, for example, is the dynam-
ics of single atoms or cells. Their behaviour
usually is quite unpredictable. Stochastic pro-
cesses dominate and the dynamics can be
called complex at best. The Brownian motion
of a single water molecule might serve as a
handy example.
By moving towards larger spatial scales,
self-averaging effects reduce the number of
degrees of freedom and spatial correlations be-
come apparent, like for instance, a directed
flow of water molecules. Also, as an effect
of self-averaging macroscopic parameters can
be assigned to the flow like direction and ve-
locity. By further increasing the length scales
one might end up with the macroscopic pic-
ture of a deterministic, laminar flow of wa-
ter in the shape of a vortex over the drain of
a bath tub, which is a rather simple structure
compared to the underlying, random motion
of water molecules. The formation of a vor-
tex after pulling the plug is actually a result of
self-organisation.
The term ’self-organization’ can, to some
extent, be considered the guiding thread
throughout this thesis. Ultimately, it can be
held responsible for all the important results
derived in the following chapters. Though
a very special field of physics, namely the
growth of quantum dots on a semiconductor
surface under the influence of elastic strain
[Sch98d, Bos99a, Bos99b, Bos00, Mei00a,
Mei01c, Mei01a, Mei01b], is considered in
this work, the observed self-organizing effects
are by no means unique to this particular sys-
tem and it might be instructive to have a closer
look at pattern formation in self-organized sys-
tems from a more general point of view.
In the following a couple of examples from
various fields of scientific endeavour are given
to elucidate the universality of self-organized
pattern forming processes in nature.
Chemistry A very prominent example of a
pattern forming process is the so called
Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction [Zha64].
This reaction involves only a few organic
Dissertation final version Berlin, March 5, 2002
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molecules and produces two morpholog-
ically different patterns – concentric cir-
ular waves and expanding spiral waves
– by a chemical reaction. The reaction
is made visible by indicator molecules
which turn blue or orange in color de-
pending on the concentration of a certain
reaction product.
It is very interesting to note that very
similar patterns can be observed on cer-
tain forms of sea-shells and even the
stripes on a zebra might be related to
the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, in-
dicating a certain universality of self-
organized, pattern forming processes.
Biology Self-organization also governs the
evolution of a biological ecosystem, con-
sisting of a certain number od species,
some of them predators, some of them
prey. As is shown in [Pim91] the evolu-
tion of a simple system consisting only of
foxes, rabbits and grass, which is the feed
for the rabbits, might result in a limit cy-
cle motion of population numbers. The
system is driven by periodic population
explosions of rabbits due to few foxes and
plenty of grass and a consecutive explo-
sion in the population of foxes driven by
a surplus of well fed rabbits.
Again, the basic processes of a rabbit
gathering grass and trying to escape hun-
gry foxes is a by all means complex pro-
cess. But seen from a proper distance, the
number of life rabbits performs a simple
up and down motion in time1.
Society It is claimed in [Kau95] that even
in our society self-organisation processes
play a vital role in the coexistance of peo-
ple and in the adaption to changing ex-
ternal conditions in the form of economy
and politics.
In physics self-organization has been real-
ized in almost every discipline, from mechan-
ics over optics to electronic transport [Sch87,
Sch01, Mei97a, Mei97b, Mei97c, Mei98a,
Mei98b, Mei99, Mei00c, Mei00b]. A com-
mon problem a scientist faces in dealing with
self-organization processes is the choice of a
proper hierarchy to describe the problem at
hand.
A microscopic view, including many minute
details can give a precise description of
the dynamic processes which lead to self-
organization. Thus, using a large number of
microscopic parameters usually is the most
general ansatz if it comes to predicting the
influence of small parameter changes in the
vicinity of a critical point where the dynamical
behaviour of the system may change rapidly if
certain parameters are tuned. But it is also the
least general method, since one is restricted to
the system the microscopic model has been de-
signed for and the applicability to other sys-
tems is rather limited.
The opposite approach would be to neglect
the microscopic fundament from the begin-
ning and to model the dynamics of a given
system by a limited set of macroscopic param-
eters like pressure or temperature to capture
the essential features of the system. This ap-
proach usually includes a fair amount of ed-
ucated guesswork but one might end up with
differential- or rate equations which describe
not only the considered system but a whole
class of systems with similar dynamic be-
haviour, a so called universality class.
The applicability of this macroscopic ansatz
sensitively depends on the amount of rele-
vant parameters. It might work fine for large
length- and time scales, where only few pa-
rameters are sufficient to describe the system.
It might, however, be worthless on intermedi-
ate scales, where dynamics is determined by
ﬁﬃﬂ
The same, of course, goes for the foxes as well
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a large number of independent or interacting
parameters. Omitting one important parame-
ter might result in an altogether different (and
usually wrong) description of the system.
One more important difference exists be-
tween the two approaches concerning time
scales. Since in macroscopic models no mi-
croscopic processes are considered and only
parameters enter, which vary on much slower
time scales due to self-averaging, statements
about the systems long term evolution can be
readily obtained. If one is pressed to ex-
tract the same information from a microscopic
model, since, for example, no macroscopic de-
scription of the problem or only crude ones
are accessible, one might be facing an unsur-
mountable obstacle. Though a microscopic
model, in principle, would yield the same re-
sults as a good macroscopic one, it might take
an unacceptably large number of microscopic
steps to get there.
Now, this thesis considers a problem just of
such character. The growth of quantum dots
on a semiconductor surface per se is a micro-
scopic process characterized by atomic inter-
actions. The interaction potentials are rather
complex and depend strongly on external pa-
rameters and the local atomic environment.
Though a complete microscopic treatment is
possible, for example by ab-initio methods,
the long term evolution of such a system far
from equilibrium is still a couple of orders of
magnitude beyond the capability of even the
most advanced computers available today.
On the other side, purely macroscopic de-
scriptions exist in the form of rate equations,
which, for example, can explain the temporal
evolution of the average island size depending
on temperature or coverage. However, these
models are only valid for a limited parameter
range and only explain a fraction of the whole
growth process.
Still, the complete dynamics of quantum
dot growth can be modeled and simulated
even for reasonably long times by a method
which combines the use of detailed, micro-
scopic single particle events with the general-
ity and speed of a macroscopic approach. This
method is called Monte Carlo scheme and re-
lies heavily on computational effort.
The basis of a Monte Carlo simulation are
single particle events which do not attempt
to cover all atomistic processes but are rather
chosen from an intermediate level as charac-
teristic, self-averaged parameters as for exam-
ple the average binding energies to neighbor-
ing particles. To further reduce the complexity
of the systems dynamics, all possible micro-
scopic events are sampled by the Monte Carlo
algorithm in dependence on few macroscopic
parameters as temperature or the bulk elastic
moduli.
In this sense the Monte Carlo simulation
is placed between the purely microscopic ap-
proach of basic, single particle events and the
general but not so precise ansatz of macro-
scopic models.
Of course, the success of a Monte Carlo
simulation clearly depends on a proper choice
of atomistic events as well as on their relation
to the macroscopic parameters. To give a clear
understanding of the Monte Carlo model used
throughout this work chapter II deals with the
atomistic processes in surface growth, explain-
ing all the relevant microscopic effects which
enter the Monte Carlo scheme. Since the term
’Monte Carlo’ itself is quite a general one,
an overview over different Monte Carlo meth-
ods is given as well and various Monte Carlo
approaches used in surface science are com-
pared.
Chapter III deals with the effect of self-
organized growth that leads to the formation
of quantum dot structures. The influence of
external growth parameters like temperature,
deposition rate or coverage on the resulting
growth patterns is analyzed and an optimal pa-
rameter range identified with respect to size or-
Dissertation final version Berlin, March 5, 2002
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dering and the spatial arrangement of dots.
Macroscopic rate equations for the size dis-
tribution of quantum dots on a semiconductor
surface can be derived for the dynamic case of
during or shortly after the deposition of quan-
tum dot material. The predicted size distribu-
tions are, however, completely different from
the predictions of thermodynamic equilibrium
theory. Here, the IVth chapter makes full use
of the Monte Carlo method being an interme-
diate technique. By performing a long time
Monte Carlo simulation it can be shown that
growth during deposition indeed agrees with
the macroscopic rate equations derived for the
dynamic case but then, in the course of equi-
libration, the size distribution swings towards
the equilibrium distribution. It is shown that
this process has a pronounced temperature de-
pendence.
By incorporating the elastic anisotropy of
the binary semiconductor compound ! "$#
into the Monte Carlo simulation it will be
shown in chapter V, that the regular arrange-
ment of islands along chains oriented along
the %&'')( crystal direction, which can be ob-
served in liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) experi-
ments by [Sch98b] can be explained by a self-
organization effect mediated by anisotropic
strain. This strain is generated by the lattice
mismatched growth of islands on the surface
of a ! crystal. Indeed, a very good agreement
between the Monte Carlo simulations and the
experimental results is found.
The last chapter VI considers stacked layers
of quantum dots, so called quantum dot super-
lattices. In experiments it has been found that
quantum dot growth is clearly influenced by
the distribution of dots in buried layers beneath
the surface. Depending on the thickness of the
separating layer, dots tend to grow on top of
each other, which is called correlated growth,
or they grow anti-correlated. Again the strain
field seems responsible for the correlation ef-
fects.
The transition from correlated to anti-
correlated growth in dependence on the sep-
arating layer thickness can be reproduced by
the simulations and important insights into the
growth dynamics of stacked quantum dot lay-
ers can be gained from the Monte Carlo tech-
nique.
The whole of the following chapters will
identify the Monte Carlo scheme as a versatile
and potent tool for the modelling and simula-
tion of quantum dot growth processes at semi-
conductor surfaces.
Berlin, March 5, 2002 Dissertation final version
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II.
Theory of Self-Organized Growth
In this work the growth of nanoscale surfacestructures is considered. From a very sim-
plified point of view the process of growth is
very much like spreading sand grains onto a
table top. This analogy is, of course, only
a very crude one and it does not take a lot
of physical insight to spot the evident differ-
ences. Sand grains do not behave like atoms
and a nanoscale surface is never as level as a
table, but most importantly, it is very difficult
to obtain little sand piles — preferrably of sim-
ilar size and in a regular arrangement — by
depositing sand uniformly on a table. How-
ever, this is just the effect that this work in-
tends to explain since the emergence of quan-
tum dots is observed in experiments dealing
with atomic or molecular deposition.
The key words for understanding nanoscale
structuring are diffusion and particle interac-
tion, none of which is present in sand grains.
There are, in fact, various ways of diffusive
motion possible for atoms on a surface. For
example, the deposited atoms will perform
a more or less pronounced Brownian motion
in dependence on temperature. This can be
adapted in the sand example, and it is possible
to make the grains diffuse by moving the table.
Then, under certain conditions, the diffusion
of the sand grains is indeed sufficient to ob-
serve pattern formation, like ripples or dunes.
Unfortunately, the driving forces in these open
systems need to be of a special form and no
pattern forming process is known to exist for a
purely stochastic motion of particles1. There
exists, however, another structuring process
for atoms that is not present in sand. The
electro-chemical interaction of atoms of the
same or different elements is responsible for
effects on short lengthscales, like atomic bond-
ing, up to long range interactions mediated by
elastic strain. These features are ultimately re-
sponsible for the emergence of self-organized
quantum dots of a well defined average size
and lateral arrangement.
This chapter is split into two parts. To
elucidate the basic physical concepts and, of
course, to emphasize the complexity of self-
organized growth mechanisms of nanoscale
particles in contrast to the trivial macroscopic
sand-on-table experiment, the first part ex-
plains a couple of relevant terms and effects
in surface science that will be used throughout
this text. In the second part an introduction
to Monte Carlo techniques is meant to clarify
the numerical and computational framework
of the simulation routine that has been used
to obtain most of the numerical results. Fur-
*ﬃ+
Random diffusion processes can be analyzed by
means of the ‘Langevin equation’ or the ‘Fokker-Planck
equation’. Both equations do not exhibit instabilities that
could lead to self-organized patterns unless some inter-
actions or nonlinear potentials are introduced. This is
rather fortunate since these physikal laws, inter alia, gov-
ern the distribution of oxygen in our offices.
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ther on it will be discussed which of the afore
mentioned effects have been included in the
present work.
II.1 Physics of growth on surfaces
II.1.1 Deposition and diffusion
The first step towards the formation of quan-tum dots is the deposition of a certain ma-
terial on a given surface. To this end a cou-
ple of technologically different procedures ex-
ist that are nevertheless very much alike, as far
as the basic processes like deposition of ma-
terial on the sample surface and diffuson are
concerned.
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) belongs to
the physical vapour deposition methods. The
substance to be deposited is vaporized, and the
molecules formed into a beam. This beam is
under ultra high vacuum conditions directed
towards a surface, where the particles conden-
sate. To allow for diffusive motion of the de-
posited atoms, the sample is heated. Since no
other chemically active substances are used in
this form of epitaxy, deposition and diffusion
is characterized by only the most basic pro-
cesses. For this reason the growth technique of
MBE is very convenient for theoretical mod-
elling of growth.
On the other hand in chemical vapour depo-
sition (CVD) the growth material is brought
to the sample in form of a chemical carrier
gas solution. A prominent example is metal
organic CVD (MOCVD). Deposition occurs
via chemical reactions at the sample surface.
These reactions can be very complex and since
the deposition rate depends sensitively on the
concentrations of the various chemically ac-
tive species the local growth kinetics can be-
come quite involved. Furthermore, reactions
usually occur both ways and consequently des-
orption is much more important in CVD than
in MBE.
An other widely used epitaxial method is
the liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) where the sub-
strate is submerged into an oversaturated liq-
uid solution. Material precipitates from the
solution and is deposited on the sample. Here,
again, the relevant deposition processes are ba-
sic but diffusion is widely aided by the pres-
ence of a liquid phase.
While in MBE and low pressure CVD the
interaction of the growing surface with the
ambient atmosphere is of minor importance,
the theory of growth from dense phases like
LPE or growth from the melt can become
most complex. Here, for instance, a simulta-
neous solution of the Navier-Stokes equation
and mass- and energy-transport equations is
required.
Obviously, the technical details in various
epitaxial setups can differ strongly. Neverthe-
less all methods used for epitaxy follow a sim-
ple scheme that consists of transporting ma-
terial to the sample surface, depositing it and
allowing for diffusion.
The deposition might be as simple as scat-
tering atoms on the surface (as in MBE or re-
lated sputtering techniques) or complex and
dominated by chemical reactions (as in CVD)
but ultimately any of the above mentioned
techniques ensures a certain flux of particles to
the surface. The flux is the relevant quantity in
terms of growth kinetics and its physical effect
is basically independent of the applied method
of deposition.
Once an atom is deposited on the surface
it can travel from , to - on various paths
(Fig.II.1).
Plain surface diffusion (Fig.II.1b) is an im-
portant mechanism in all growth techniques
and consists of consecutive hops from one lat-
tice site to a neighboring one. Since it is the
energetically most favorable way of diffusion,
at least for short distances, it generally domi-
nates all other ways of transportation.
The movement of atoms through the bulk
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A
B
a
c
b
Fig. II.1: Possible ways of diffusion from . to / :
a - desorption, condensation process, b - surface
diffusion, c - volume diffusion.
solid (Fig.II.1c) is usually negligible. Volume
diffusion might, however, play a role on inter-
mediate distances, if all other means of trans-
portation are blocked, for example in samples
with a capped surface.
Without the help of a chemical agent, des-
orption processes have to overcome a larger
energy barrier than those responsible for sur-
face diffusion. Nevertheless, desorption-con-
densation processes (Fig.II.1a) are relevant,
especially in CVD where adatoms are des-
orbed from the surface by a chemical back-
reaction, and provide an energetically favor-
able way of travelling long distances. In spe-
cial cases, like in MBE growth of 0214365 , des-
orption can become the dominant effect when
at high temperatures arsenic evaporates.
II.1.2 Growth classification
If material 3 is deposited on material 7 it isnot at all clear in which way the growth will
occur. Additionally, for a given material sys-
tem the mode of growth depends on external
parameters like temperature and pressure.
The simplest growth mode of hetere-
ogrowth, where one complete monolayer
grows after the other is rather the exception
than the rule. Under certain conditions rare
gases grow layer-by-layer on graphite. An-
other example is the 368:9)021<;>=?9@ film growth
on sapphire ACBBD:EGF as reported in [Wic94]. This
growth mode is also called Frank-Van der
Merwe[Fra49] growth mode (Fig.II.2b).
a)
b)
c)
Fig. II.2: Important growth modes in epitaxy:
a) Volmer-Weber growth mode, b) Frank-Van
der Merwe growth mode, c) Stranski-Krastanov
growth mode.
Conversely, in growth experiments with
lead on graphite the lead does not form mono-
layers. It rather forms little droplets very simi-
lar to water droplets on a freshly sealed car top.
This growth mode is referred to as the Volmer-
Weber[Vol26] growth mode (Fig.II.2a).
Indeed, this analogy between lead and wa-
ter droplets is worth pursuing. By defining the
surface tensions for a liquid droplet on a plane
surface as HJILK , H
INM
and H
MOK
for the interfaces
solid/vapor, solid/liquid and liquid/vapor, re-
spectively, one can show that the droplet forms
an angle P with the solid given as:
QRTS
P U
H
ILKWV
H
INM
H
MOK
D (II.1)
For H
IXKZY
H
IXM\[
H
MOK
eq.(II.1) is well de-
fined and the liquid is said to be non-wetting.
Suprisingly, the same is true for solid lead
on graphite, whereas for example xenon is
wetting the graphite substrate and is growing
layer-by-layer.
But then again solid droplets are not quite
like a liquid. Solids come up with additional
features like a well defined lattice constant and
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certain elastic properties. This is the main rea-
son for the existence of a third growth mode,
the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode.
A monolayer of atoms adsorbed on a for-
eign substrate is subjected to two different ef-
fects. The adatom-adatom interaction within
the layer favors a certain interatomic distance
]
. In general, the lattice constant of the sub-
strate ^ is different and the adatom-substrate
interaction forces the monolayer towards lat-
tice constant ^ . The lattice misfit _ ]a` ^b>cd^
then determines if the growth will occur in
a commensurate or incommensurate way. If
the adatom-adatom interaction is the dominant
one, the adlayer will not adopt the lattice con-
stant of the substrate and grow incommensu-
rately.
For commensurate conditions the lattice
misfit is zero or the adatom-substrate interac-
tion is stronger than the interaction of adatoms.
The deposited material grows with the same
lattice constant as the substrate, i. e. epitaxi-
ally.
In contrast to liquids another problem
arises, if more than just one monolayer is de-
posited. The energy gain for the first mono-
layer wetting the substrate might be large
enough to enforce commensurate growth. The
corresponding energy gain is proportional to
the interface area. Now, every consecutively
grown layer has to adopt a commensurate
structure and the energy loss is proportional
to the deposited volume of adsorbate. It is
obvious that at some point the losses of en-
ergy outweigh the gain and a transition will oc-
cur from commensurate growth to the relaxed
crystalline structure of the adsorbate. This
transition is characterized by the appearance of
misfit dislocations (Fig.II.3a) where additional
atoms (green) are incorporated into the grow-
ing layer to relax elastic strain. This process of
strain relief results in a Frank-Van der Merwe
like growth mode.
There is, however, another way of reducing
a)
b)
Fig. II.3: Strain relief by a) generation of mis-
fit dislocations (green atoms) and b) Stranski-
Krastanov growth mode. The green line marks the
end of the wetting layer. Atoms of the substrate are
blue, deposited material is red.
the strain generated by commensurate growth.
Here, again, the growth continues up to a crit-
ical thickness basically without dislocations.
Then, instead of the emergence of misfit dislo-
cations the growth proceeds by the formation
of small clusters of adsorbate, much like the
droplets in Volmer-Weber growth (Fig.II.3b).
Here, the strain relief is more efficient by the
formation of islands; this growth mode is re-
ferred to as Stranski-Krastanov growth mode
[Str39, RP98, Dou98].
Stranski-Krastanov growth can be
found in eTfhgjikcl ] gji growth [Kon98b],
m
^npokc
m
^q6o)_rrrGb [Pin98], in n!sltoucnvs
[Tei98] and gWwcn!sx_ryy)b [Par98] to name but
a few.
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II.1.3 Nucleation and growth of quantum
dots
Single atoms that have been adsorbed to thesurface are called adatoms. Depending on
temperature these adatoms will diffuse on the
surface with a probability for single hops given
by eq.II.2 [Sch97b]. They will continue to dif-
fuse until they find another adatom where they
can stick.
The additional binding energy between the
two adatoms reduces the diffusion probability
dramatically. If temperature is low enough, it
is not likely that the adatoms will dissociate
again and an island has nucleated. For higher
temperatures the bond between two adatoms
might not be stable for long; then the critical
nucleus for a nucleation process needs to be
larger than just one adatom. It is then likely
that a critical nucleus of two adatoms might be
suited to allow nucleation of an island if a third
adatom attaches.
The so formed islands or terraces can grow
by the further collection of other adatoms.
During this growth process nucleation will
become less important since the existing is-
lands will efficiently compete for incoming
atoms. Experimental evidence of nucleation
and quantum dot growth is given in [Zha99,
Kam94].
At some point the islands will coalesce and
yield a complete layer. This process is charac-
teristic of Frank-Van der Merwe growth. Up to
the completion of the first monolayer the sys-
tem is said to have a sub-monolayer coverage.
Sub-monolayer coverages are defined as the
relation of the number of atoms deposited per
unit area to the number of atoms that would
cover this area completely. It is usually given
in units of percent.
If, however, strain is a relevant factor,
the lateral growth of islands might be ener-
getically inconvenient before coalescence be-
comes important. Then a transition occurs
from 2D-growth to three dimensional or verti-
cal growth and islands become droplets or dots
[Ter94, Shk98]. The critical layer thickness
for this transition is investigated in [Leo94] for
zT{h|j} dots on ~2 |6} and in [Spr94] for t<6
on $6G .
The actual shape of these dots depends very
sensitively on the elastic properties of the ad-
sorbate and may change during the growth
process [Gar97, Dar99b]. Discussions of equi-
librium shapes of quantum dots can be found
in [Mol96, Rob98, Mol98, Lee98b, Wan99]
and for z){h|6} on ~t |j} CŁŁG in [Peh96].
Physical properties of dots on vicinal surfaces
in the
zT{h|j}k
~t
|j}
system are examined in
[Evt99] and pyramid-like quantum dots are
discussed in [Gru95].
If quantum dots are grown in Stranski-
Krastanov growth mode the dots have to re-
lax strain, which is only partly possible by
a proper choice of shape. In large dots it is
very likely that dislocations will appear, addi-
tionally. The emergence of dislaoctions as a
way of relaxing strain is considered in [Gha89,
Mad96]. Dislocations are, however, an unde-
sired effect, since they influence the physical
properties of the dots considerably. Instead
technological applications demand dislocation
free or coherent dots.
At low temperatures an effect similar to the
2D – 3D transition can be observed in sys-
tems that would grow layer-by-layer at higher
temperatures. This effect is called kinetic
roughening and is intimately connected to the
Schwo¨bel effect that will be discussed in sec-
tion II.1.4.b. The Schwo¨bel effect is basically
an extra energy barrier that prevents adatoms
from falling off island edges. If adatoms ar-
rive atop an island, they are likely to stay on
top because of the Schwo¨bel barrier, which
is even more efficient in low temperature sys-
tems. Thereby the nucleation rate in the sec-
ond growth layer is increased and consecutive
layers begin to grow long before the lower lay-
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ers are complete [Orr92, Hey97, Ros98].
This, of course, is a kinetic effect and a con-
siderably smoother growth morphology can be
achieved by introducing a growth interruption
that gives the adatoms enough time to find
their equilibrium positions [Kam96, Shc99a,
Liu00].
In this context it has to be mentioned that the
in some sense opposite effect to kinetic rough-
ening – the induced layer-by-layer growth in
systems that would otherwise show 3D island-
ing – can be obtained by the use of surfactants.
These surfactants are adsorbed impurities that
float on the surface during the whole growth
process. Their effect is to change local kinetic
processes like attachment and detachment to
islands and they might even have an influence
on nucleation processes [Hwa98, Kan95].
The smoothing action of surfactants can
be quite impressive as in the growth of $
on v . Without surfactants $ grows in the
Stranski-Krastanov growth mode with a wet-
ting layer thickness of three monolayers at
k
K. If a surfactant like Antimony or Arsenic
is used, the layer-by-layer growth is extended
up to thirty monolayers before 3D dots emerge
[Cop90].
The impact of surfactants on the growth pro-
cess have also been verified in Monte Carlo
simulations with and without strain in [Liu01]
and [Liu99a], respectively.
II.1.4 Edge effects
Now, the main features of growing adsor-bate have been discussed. To construct a
good simulation code of heterogrowth, one has
to consider a couple of other effects that are
caused by the atomic interaction and influence
the diffusive motion of adatoms in a specific
way.
The diffusion of sand grains on a rough sur-
face is only hindered by the height of the en-
ergy barrier they have to surmount with every
hop. This is not so for adatoms. Due to inter-
action phenomena the diffusion barrier height
varies in dependence of the local surounding
and even depends on the locus to where the
adatom is moving, since the considered parti-
cles are of a quantum physical nature.
The atomic structure of the surface gen-
erates a corrugated potential landscape for
adatoms. At least for low temperatures
adatoms will be located at the energy minima,
the so called easy sites. To make a transi-
tion from one easy site to another, they have
to cross a free energy barrier  . According
to the Gibbs-Boltzmann formula the probabil-
ity  for an adatom having enough energy for
such a transition is
  d 
x¡d¢£!¤j¥ (II.2)
where the attempt frequency d is of the order
of a typical atomic frequency ( ¦¨§ 4©XªG«¬­© ).
Energy barriers for adatom homodiffusion
on (111) and (100) surfaces of ® ¯ , ® ° and ±T²
have been obtained from first-principles calcu-
lations using the full potential linear muffin tin
orbital technique [Boi95]. Values range from
³
§´$µ
³OT¶
eV for Ag(111) to § ³¸·¹ µ ³O ´ eV
for Ir(100). Results for adatom self-diffusion
on º2»§§§ ¥ are presented in [Boi98]. If strain
is present, the diffusion barriers change as is
shown in [Rat97b] for º2»§§§ ¥ and ®W°¼§§§ ¥ .
Ab initio results for microscopic growth
processes in 2½4®
«
homoepitaxy are derived
in [Kra98, Kra99]. A density functional theory
derivation of hopping rates is given in [Rat98].
II.1.4.a Edge diffusion
If other adatoms are present in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the hopping atom, the processes
become more complex and, for this matter,
different from sand diffusion. Here, the dif-
fusional barrier is increased by a number of
nearest and, possibly, next nearest neighbor
bonds  ¾ . For the motion of an atom away
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from its neighbors where a bond has to be bro-
ken (Fig.II.4), the diffusion barrier will change
from ¿À to ¿WÁÂÄÃÅ¿6À!ÆÇ¿ È .
Eedge
Eoff
Ecorner
Fig. II.4: Possible moves for adatoms (green) at
an island edge (top view). Characteristic energy
barriers for detachment, edge- and corner diffusion
are labeled ÉpÊNË , ÉpÌÎÍxÏNÌ and ÉpÐÎÊÑ:ÒxÌÎÑ , respectively.
On the other hand, if the atom diffuses along
a step, some of the bonds to (next-)nearest
neighbors will stay intact. Consequently, the
energy barrier for diffusion along an edge
¿WÓLÔÕ>Ó will in general be smaller than the bar-
rier associated with detachment. The same is
true for diffusion around corner atoms even if
the lowering of the barrier is less pronounced
here ( ¿WÁÂaÖ×¿ Ø Á>ÙÛÚﬃÓXÙ Ö×¿ ÓLÔÕ>Ó ).
A more detailed discussion of ways to deal
with the energetics of jumps of adatoms in the
presence of neighboring atoms will be given in
the next section on Monte Carlo methods.
II.1.4.b Schwo¨bel barrier
A similar effect can be found for atoms atop
a step edge. An adatom willing to step down
has to break bonds in the upper layer and go
through an uncomfortable position (Fig.II.5c),
where it has only few neighbors. The same
holds, by the way, as well for an adatom cross-
ing the step on its way up.
This effect was first observed by Ehrlich and
discussed by Schwo¨bel in terms of its conse-
quences for crystal growth. In Fig.II.5a the
potential as experienced by an atom at the step
is shown. The additional energy an atom has
a)
b)
c)
Fig. II.5: a) Adatom (green) at a step edge experi-
ences the Schwo¨bel-barrier. The red line sketches
the potential felt by the adatom. b) and c) show
ways to overcome the edge barrier.
to gain to overcome a step is called (Ehrlich-)
Schwo¨bel barrier.
Depending on the material there might be
an energetically more favorable way to cross
the step (Fig.II.5b). Here, the atom atop the
step edge pushes the outermost atom of the
upper step layer aside and slips down into
the formed vacancy. This behaviour can ge
found, for example, in ÜÝ -layers with Þßàà)á
orientation. The jump-process, on the other
hand, is favored in most semiconductor mate-
rials and can also be observed in âjÝ , ÜWã and
äaå [Sto94].
The Schwo¨bel barrier seems to be responsi-
ble for the stability of atomically sharp tips as
they are used, for instance, in scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy. A stabilizing effect on certain
facets of three dimensional nanostructures has
been found by means of Monte Carlo simula-
tions in [Ko¨h00, Tu¨r96].
In [Ter94] it is shown that the Schwo¨bel
barrier has a major impact on the critical is-
land size, beyond which the growth kinetics
changes from two dimensional island growth
to the formation of three dimensional quantum
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dots.
II.1.4.c Kick-out effect
A similar process as the exchange mechanism
in crossing the Schwo¨bel barrier (Fig.II.5b) is
also observable during the deposition of atoms
with MBE techniques. Here, the atoms arriv-
ing at the surface carry a comparatively high
kinetic energy. If they happen to hit a step
edge, the transfer of energy might be sufficient
to break the bonds of the edge atom. As a re-
sult the arriving atom will be incorporated into
the upper layer as shown in Fig.II.6.
Fig. II.6: ‘Kick-out’-effect at step edges during
MBE deposition.
This effect is called ‘kick-out’ effect and is,
in contrast to the Schwo¨bel exchange mecha-
nism, independent of the material but only rel-
evant in MBE.
II.1.5 Anisotropy and surface reconstruc-
tion
So far we have assumed the surface tobe homogeneous and isotropic. Unfortu-
nately, almost all atomic surfaces exhibit fea-
tures that result in an anisotropic diffusion of
adatoms. In this context we have to differen-
tiate between forms of anisotropy that affect
diffusion. As far as this work is concerned,
the most important forms of anisotropy are
the diffusional anisotropy that arises with re-
constructed surfaces and the elastic anisotropy
that leads to an anisotropic extension of sur-
face stress. Both forms of anisotropy will be
discussed in the following.
Apart from these forms of anisotropy one
might obsere anisotropy of sticking. Here, the
nearest neighbor bonds are different in dif-
ferent directions. This effect is, for exam-
ple, present in ævç on æ!çxèCééêGë . Under cer-
tain conditions one observes the formation of
elongated sub-monolayer islands during MBE
growth [Mo91, Mo92]. It is argued that this
effect is due to the sticking anisotropy2 . Stick-
ing is much easier at the end of the dimers
that make up the ìÄíîê reconstructed surface
of ævçxèCééêGë than along a dimer side (Fig.II.7a).
If a solid is cut to obtain a surface of a cer-
tain orientation, the surface atoms lose part of
their neighbor bonds. The now unsaturated
bonds are called dangling bonds. In most
cases it is energetically favorable to connect
two dangling bonds. This is only possible,
if the atoms at the surface change from their
bulk positions to distinct places that allow for
saturation of open bonds. Usually, the now
reconstructed surface has a lower symmetry
than a planar section of the bulk. In terms
of diffusion it has to be remarked that a re-
constructed surface has certain designated di-
rections in which diffusion processes are more
likely to happen than in others.
æ!çﬃèCééêGë , for example, has a ìïíðê recon-
structed surface (Fig.II.7a) where dimers form
at the surface. Fig.II.7b shows a sketch of the
potential landscape of the reconstructed sur-
face. It is obvious, that diffusion along the
dimer rows is energetically easier than diffu-
sion across the rows, since the energy barriers
in the trench are low. This anisotropy due to
ñóò
Diffusional anisotropy is, however, present in
ôõLö:÷ﬃ÷Gø>ù
as well. In fact diffusion along the dimer rows
of the ñûú
ø
reconstruction is strongly enhanced
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a)
b)
Fig. II.7: a) (2 ü 1) surface reconstruction of
ý¼þ>ß  
. Reconstructed surface dimers in green.
b) Sketch of the corresponding potential landscape
(blue - low, red - high potential).
the surface reconstruction is referred to as dif-
fusional anisotropy.
Surface reconstructions can, however, be
quite complex giving rise to equaly complex,
anisotropic surface diffusion.
There is evidence, for example, that for
phosphorous-terminated 
	 grown by
MOVPE a coexistance of different surface re-
constructions can be found [Vog99b, Vog99a].
For the growth of 	 on  , for ex-
ample, islands with a structure similar to a
surface reconstruction emerge. The energetic
minimum favours ﬀ ﬁﬂﬃ ﬁﬂ! #"%$&('*),+-.ﬁ
islands before a transiton to a square phase
is induced with increasing growth temperature
[Li93].
II.1.6 Elastic anisotropy
Until now the diffusion of adatoms has beendiscussed to some extent. This seems jus-
tified, since diffusion is one of the key ingre-
dients towards pattern formation. The second
ingredient relevant to self-organized growth is
the elastic strain that is generated if materi-
als with a different lattice parameter are con-
nected epitaxially. The strain makes itself felt
by an isotropic or anisotropic contribution to
the binding energies. This contribution in-
fluences maximum island sizes and the shape
of islands on a short length scale and island-
island interaction that is important for spa-
tial ordering of islands on a long-range scale
[Rat94a, Rat96, Dar97, Orr92]. An experi-
mental techniques to quantify elastic strain in
quantum dot structures by means of transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) is presented
in [Car98].
To estimate the effect of strain on the bind-
ing energy, it is helpful to consider the inter-
action of a pair of atoms. For large separa-
tions the interaction is attractive but becomes
repulsive for very short distances. A corre-
sponding atomic interaction potential is shown
in Fig.II.8I. For a certain distance the potential
has a minimum, which defines the equilibrium
distance of the pair of atoms. This distance is
equivalent to the lattice constant in a relaxed
crystalline solid.
If the pair of atoms is forced to leave its
equilibrium positions by, for example, epitax-
ial growth on a substrate with a different lat-
tice constant, the interaction between the pair
of atoms will decrease and with it the binding
energy. Thus, in a strained adsorbate the atoms
are more loosely bound than in an equilibrium
crystal. Strain also reduces diffusion barriers
and allows adatoms to diffuse faster.
If growth on a strained surface is considered
as is the case for growth on a wetting layer
in the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode, the
interatomic distance between surface atoms
is already different from the equilibrium dis-
tance. Now a change in the relative distance
caused by strain shifts the atoms closer to or
farther from their equilibrium positions. In
this case it is important to differentiate be-
tween compressive and tensile strain, since
now the contribution of strain to the binding
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a)
b)
c)
r
Eint
a)
b)
c) r
Eint
Fig. II.8: Interaction potential of a pair of atoms. A - effect of strain in a relaxed pair of atoms. a)
equilibrium distance, b) compressed and c) extended pair. B - same as A for a pair of atoms under external
tension.
energy has a different sign in each of the two
cases. For certain surface reconstructions this
effect can also be observed in unstrained sur-
faces, as for /10 on 2354765899:; -c 8=<?><@; , where
the energetic change of adsorption and tran-
sition sites increases the diffusion barrier for
moderate, tensile strains.
In the next step the problem arises of how
to calculate the elastic strain fields that are
present in heteroepitaxy. The easiest approach
is to make up a heuristic model that captures
the main features of strain. Bose [Sch98d,
Bos99a, Bos99b, Bos00] has explained self-
organized growth of regularly arranged island
arrays with a sharp size distribution by means
of a purely heuristic model. Here, the strain
energy correction decayed linearly with the
distance A from the island boundary. Its abso-
lute value was proportional to the island size
with a square symmetry of the strain field that
was centered about the center of mass of the
island, to relate to the geometry of a sqare lat-
tice surface. Despite the fact that, particularly,
the simple geometry of the strain field is not
able to cope with unusually shaped islands, the
obtained results conform to a lot of experimen-
tal findings [No¨t96, Abs96, Wan97]. Further-
more, the heuristic model has the great advan-
tage of computational simplicity.
To find a more physical motivation to con-
struct the strain field, one could start from an
atomistic point of view and model the actual
atom-atom interaction potentials. This would,
unfortunately, necessitate a detailed knowl-
edge of, for example, surface reconstructions,
potential landscapes and temperature depen-
dencies of energy barriers. Though, it would
give rather precise results of elastic effects,
this method would make any calculation very
complicated and, thus, render it useless for
long-time simulations, where several million
steps of single adatom movements have to be
considered.
There is, however, a trade off between pre-
cise atomistic calculations and purely heuristic
models. By using elasticity theory of macro-
scopic solids one of course neglects the com-
plexity of atomic interactions but is still able to
catch the important features of elasticity like
scaling with size, sensitivity to shape and par-
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ticular material parameters and anisotropic ef-
fects [Dow97, Pry98]. Though, for very small
islands elasticity theory might give results dif-
ferent from atomistic calculations, for larger
islands both theories should converge [Ter95].
The fact that the elastic equations are rather
simple to evaluate numerically and the su-
perposition principle for contributions to the
strain field makes this method of strain calcu-
lation a good candidate for a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation.
II.1.6.a Isotropic elastic strain
To calculate a strain field for the isotropic
surface it is helpful to revisit the problem of
the origin of strain. As has been mentioned
above, strain is caused by the interaction of
the surface atoms and the adsorbate atoms,
which grow commensurately, that is with a
non-equilibrium lattice constant. The result-
ing strain field is generated by forces that act
all along the interface between surface and ad-
sorbate.
By applying elasticity theory of continuum
mechanics the problem can be defined some-
what easier. To obtain a homogeneous com-
pression or dialation, it is sufficient to assume
forces acting only along the border of an is-
land that has formed commensurately on the
surface or the wetting layer. The problem
then simplifies to calculating the strain field
for a line force acting on a given length of the
boundary, say the linear extension of a lattice
site, to obtain the whole strain field of the is-
land by linear superposition of the line forces
for the whole boundary (see Fig.II.9).
Now the problem at hand is to find the strain
field of a force B acting on point C in par-
allel with the surface3 (see Fig.A.1 on page
99). This problem is well known in elasto me-
chanics [Saa74] and is called Cerruti’s prob-
lem. This problem can be solved by a proper
choice of a scalar Lame´s strain potential and
a Galerkin vector potential to obtain the dis-
placements DEFG . Differentiation with respect
to the coordinates delivers the tensor compo-
nents of the strain field H@EFG . For a more com-
plete derivation see Appendix A. As a result
one finds:
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Here, the Lame´ coefficients x and R are
used. Also common in literature is the use
yz Strictly speaking, we would need to consider a line
force acting on a short, straight line element. Since we
assume that the line element is very short compared to
the island extension, we can as well assume an equiva-
lent point force. Under these conditions the strain field
of a point and line force are only different in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the origin. One lattice constant away, the
difference is already negligible.
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a) b)
Fig. II.9: Strain fields generated by an island (grey and green circles) by superposition. in a) a single atom
(green) generates a strain energy field shown in the plot below the sketch of the island. In b) the same
situation is presented, if all the atoms contribute to the strain field.
of Poisson’s ratio { which is connected to the
Lame´ coefficients via
{ | }
~
}?
(II.4)
in addition to the shear modulus |

. Alter-
natively, one may use the compression modu-
lus
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(II.5)
and

, or the elastic modulus
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and { [Lan70].
The reverse relations are
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The  -dependence in eqns.II.3 is only rele-
vant, if the source of the strain is buried be-
neath the surface, as, for example, in quantum
dot stacks. If  is chosen equal to zero, one
finds with | =o
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Now, of course, the strain field has to be
translated into an energy correction term to be
used in the Monte Carlo simulation. The en-
ergy term in question is the Helmholtz free en-
ergy ² , that is given in terms of the strain com-
ponents as [Lan70]
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This equation is valid for the isotropic
case only. Unfortunately, most crystalline
structures have a more or less pronounced
anisotropic character and the elastic properties
even for the simplest anisotropic case, the cu-
bic crystal, are given by three material param-
eters ËÈaÈ , ËÈ
À
and Ë§ÌaÌ instead of the two Lame´
coefficients.
As a measure of anisotropy the quantity
Í Î
³
¸
ËÌaÌ
ËÈaÈfÏ£ËÈ
À
(II.10)
can be used; for almost isotropic, cubic crys-
tals like tungsten its value is close to one. In
this case the use of isotropic equations seems
to be justified and average Lame´ coefficients
can be defined via [Hir82, Pim98]
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In the isotropic case with
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³
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It might be instructive to have a look at
the decay characteristics of the strain energy
with increasing distance to the source of strain.
Looking at a small island, one can assume that,
for a large distance away, the island should
appear as a point defect. Continuum theory
of elastic media now claims [Pim98] that the
elastic interaction energy of a point defect with
another adatom vanishes like Ú5Û É with increas-
ing Ú . For an infinitely long row of point de-
fects the elastic interaction energy is obtained
by integration over all point defects along the
row and gives a dependence like Ú@Û À on the
distance Ú .
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Fig. II.10: Decay of strain energy with increas-
ing distance from the source of strain in a double-
logarithmic plot for a) an infinite step edge and b)
a point source. Results from the numerical routine
are plotted as open circles. A linar fit ﬀ
is shown as a red line. Parameters for the fit are a)
ﬁﬃﬂ ! and "$#&%' () and b) *,+- + and
./#&%' 01 . ( 23547678:9 ;<=>@? )
To check the consistency of the implemen-
tation of eqns.II.3 into the Monte Carlo pro-
gram, the interaction energies of a point de-
fect and a row of sources of strain with an
adatom have been computed. The result is
shown in Fig.II.10. The expected exponents
of Ï Ò and Ï ¸ for the single strain source and
a row of defects, respectively, are well recov-
ered by the numerical routine. The linear fit
to the data points gives a slope of Ï ¸ Ù
Õ
Ö for
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the row and ACBﬀDFE G for the point defect. The
deviations for large distances are a numerical
artefact and caused by the finite extension of
the strain field.
II.1.6.b Anisotropic elastic strain
If the elastic anisotropy of the adsorbed ma-
terial is considerable as, for example, in lead
( HJILKﬀDFE ) or if minor anisotropic effects seem
important, one has to use an approach that al-
lows for anisotropic contributions, explicitly.
This can be done by a Green’s functions ap-
proach for the cubic crystal [Por77, Shc95b].
A detailed derivation is given in Appendix B
and as a result one finds expressions B.24,
B.19 for
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with
Rba
the spatially dependent displace-
ment field from the unstrained case. For
detailed information of how to calculate the
anisotropic displacement field in the context
of a Green’s formalism, the reader is again re-
ferred to Appendix B.
The equivalence of the isotropic equations
and the anisotropic extension is easy to show
and given in Appendix C.
The Helmholtz free energy for anisotropic
strain is given by
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which reduces to II.9 in the isotropic case
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II.2 Monte Carlo simulations
In this section a short introduction to the topicof Monte Carlo algorithms is given [New99].
The whole concept of the simulation of self-
organized growth on surfaces, as it is pre-
sented in this work, crucially depends on the
numerical Monte Carlo algorithm. Therefore,
it seems a good assistance towards understand-
ing the structure of the simulator to have a well
defined idea of what Monte Carlo techniques
can achieve (and what not).
II.2.1 Equilibrium Monte Carlo
Statistical sampling methods have beenused for a long time dating back to the be-
ginning of the 18th century. The determination
of the constant { and later on the evaluation of
integrals was a common application in those
times.
The term ’Monte Carlo’ was coined by
Nicolas Metropolis in 1949 [Met49] and with
the invention of the computer Monte Carlo
methods have found a wide field of applica-
tions mainly within statistical physics.
II.2.1.a General Methods
Consider a system with a discrete set of states
that exhibits some sort of dynamics. For such a
system being in state x one can define |~}xy
bﬀ- to be the probability to find the system in
state  after the time ' . Here |~}x  is
the transition rate from x to  and assumed to
be time independent.
To characterize the system completely one
has to define a set of weights Ł}  which rep-
resents the probability that the system will be
in state x at the time  . Then one can write
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a master equation to describe the dynamics of
the system:
'
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e (II.16)
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Following statistical mechanics, the expec-
tation value of a quantity ¡ , which takes the
value ¡

in state

, is at the time t:
¢
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For equilibrium systems the values of the
weights


i
are known as the equilibrium
occupation probabilities ¥

which follow a
Boltzmann distribution:
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with
®
the partition function,
³
the inverse
product of temperature and Boltzmann con-
stant ¶ , and
´S
the energy of state

.
The expectation value of ¡ is then
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The ideal way of calculating the value
¢
¡·£
would now be to average over all possible
states

weighted with their own Boltzmann
probability. This of course is only possible
for the very smallest of systems. Monte Carlo
techniques work by choosing a subset of states
at random from some probability distribution
¥

to be specified. If one chooses ¸ states
º¹P»P¼P¼P¼O»iµ½
the best estimate of the quantity
Q is:
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¡
½
is called the estimator of ¡ . Choos-
ing the M states used for the calculation of
the estimator ¡
½
at random would in gen-
eral be a rather bad choice. Most of the states
would have tiny Boltzmann factors and the
sums above would be dominated by only a few
states making ¡
½
a very inaccurate estimate.
If one has some information about the states
which make relevant contributions to the sum
one could pick the ¸ sample states just from
those states and have a very good estimate of
¡ from a relatively small number of terms.
This is indeed a key idea behind Monte
Carlo simulations and the technique of choos-
ing the appropriate states is called importance
sampling.
The strategy with importance sampling is
this: Instead of picking the ¸ sample states in
such a way that every system state is equally
probable to be chosen the states will be picked
according to their Boltzmann probability ¥

.
Then the estimator ¡
½
is
¡
½

­
¸
½

¿À
¹
¡
Á (II.21)
The only remaining question is how exactly
to pick the states in order to ensure that each
state appears with its correct Boltzmann prob-
ability. The standard solution in Monte Carlo
simulations makes use of a Markov process
(which is closely connected to the choice of
the random number generator).
II.2.1.b Markov-Process
Instead of choosing states at random (which
would be rejected almost all the time, since
their probability is exponentially small) most
Monte Carlo routines rely on a Markov pro-
cess.
From a given state

the Markov process
generates a new state

at random. The prob-
ability it generates a certain state

out of

is
called the transition probability Ç
_

and
is time independent. Note that the probability
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for not changing the system ( ÈÉÊ_ËÌÊeÍ ) need
not be zero.
However, a certain constraint on the Markov
process has to be made considering that the
process must generate some state Î when
handed an initial state Ê . So the transition
probabilities have to satisfy
ÏÐ
ÈÉÊËÎbÍÒÑ Ó (II.22)
In the Monte Carlo routine the Markov
process is now repeatedly called to create a
(Markov-)chain of states. With the proper
choice of the Markov process the states in
the chain appear with a probability given by
the Boltzmann distribution, as is expected in
equilibrium. To achieve this equilibration,
two more constraints have to be made on the
Markov process.
Ergodicity It is required that any possible
system state can be reached by the
Markov process.
Detailed balance This condition ensures, that
we end up with the Boltzmann distribu-
tion of states rather than any other distri-
bution. Here the crucial condition is, that
the rate of all transitions into and out of
any state Ê must be equal
Ï
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However, this balance of transition rates
does not guarantee thermodynamic equi-
librium, since a dynamic equilibrium,
characterized by the emergence of limit
cycles, might be found. To avoid this, the
condition of detailed balance is imposed
Ô
Ö
ÈÉÊ_Ë×ÎbÍØÑ
Ô
Ð
ÈÉÎËÙÊeÍ (II.24)
Now it is ensured that we end up with a
distribution of states Ê characterized by
the probabilities
Ô Ö
. For a Boltzmann dis-
tribution a proper choice would be one
that satisfies
ÈwÉÊyËÎbÍ
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There are many ways in which to satisfy
the above condition. One possible choice
is
ÈwÉÊyËÎbÍÒä ÛÜ@ÝeÉ
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å
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Ö
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another one is discussed in the next chap-
ter on the Metropolis algorithm.
II.2.1.c Acceptance ratio
The construction of a Monte Carlo algorithm
now looks very straightforward. Given a set of
transition probabilities ÈÉÊæË ÎÍ a Markov
process is started that produces states with just
their right Boltzmann distribution. Unfortu-
nately in most cases it is far from obvious,
how the ideal Markov process has to look like.
There are, of course, many ways of generat-
ing new states Î from an old one but most of
them will not satifiy eq.II.22 or have the right
transition probabilities.
Luckily it turns out that it is not necessary
to have the Markov process generate exactly
the ’right’ states. In fact it may produce states
with arbitrary probability if one introduces an
acceptance ratio.
As was mentioned above, it is allowed to
choose the transition probability ÈÉÊ]Ë ÊeÍ
non zero. As far as the sum rule eq.II.22 is
concerned, this allows for changes in ÈÉÊ°Ë
ÎbÍ simply by compensating with an opposite
adjustment of ÈwÉÊ,Ë ÊeÍ . Detailed balance
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is preserved if çèéëê ìeí is simultaneously
changed.
This leads to the following, more mathemat-
ical consideration. We break down the transi-
tion probability into two parts
çèìyêébíÒî ïŁèì_êéíñðòóèìêébí (II.27)
The quantity ïŁèìÙê ébí is called the se-
lection probability for the transition from ì
to é and is defined by the Markov process.
òóèìôêõébí is the acceptance ratio which tells
us that a fraction of time òöèì_êéí we should
indeed change the system from ì to é . The
rest of the time we should just stay where we
are and not change the system at all.
Since the critical constraint eq.II.24 only
fixes the ratio
çèìyêébí
çèéêÌìeí
î
ïŁèì_êéíeðOòóèìyêébí
ïŁèéwêÙìeíeðOòóèéwêÙìeí
(II.28)
and the rate òóèì÷ê ébíiøòöèéôê ìeí can take
any positive value, we are completely free to
choose ïŁèìùêúébí and ïŁèéûêüìeí ; i.e. we can
choose any Markov process we like.
For a decent Monte Carlo routine it is of
course desirable to have the acceptance ratios
as close to unity as possible. This means a
clever programmer would like to put as much
information about the equilibrium distribution
of states as possible into the design of the state
selecting Markov process to keep the accep-
tance ratios large.
For a perfect Markov process which creates
states with their Boltzmann probability the ac-
ceptance ratios are always one.
Continuous Time Monte Carlo This algo-
rithm is also called ’event based Monte Carlo’
or the ’BKL algorithm’ after Bortz, Kalos
and Lebowitz (1975) who invented it [Bor75].
This algorithm is extremly helpful in simulat-
ing low-temperature systems.
Such a low-temperature system in equilib-
rium will spend a lot of time in the ground
state. For each time step a common algorithm,
as discussed above, chooses a new state which
is then rejected since the acceptance ratio is
very low. This consumes a lot of computer
time doing nothing.
The basic idea behind continuous time
Monte Carlo is now the following: By looking
at the acceptance ratios the system is likely to
spend a certain (and long) time in the ground
state. Continuous time Monte Carlo now as-
sumes that this is indeed the case, skips the
time interval where nothing is happening and
moves on directly to the time step where the
system makes a transition.
To quantify this idea one has to evaluate the
time ýöþ in which the system does not leave the
ground state. The probability that the system
is still in the same state ì after þ time steps is
just:ß
çèìyêÌìeí ×î eèþ	
ŁèâçwèìyêÙìeíiíií(II.29)
The time scale ýöþ is then
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The actual algorithm now consists of three
parts:
1. Calculate the probabilities çèì ê ébí
for transitions to all states é that can be
reached from the current state ì . Change
the system to a state é where the new state
is chosen with a probability proportional
to çèìyêébí .
2. By using the values for çèì÷ê ébí cal-
culate the time ýöþ . Note that in general
the time ýöþ changes from one step to the
next.
3. Increment the time þ by ýöþ to mimic the
effect of waiting ýöþ time steps.
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II.2.1.d Metropolis Algorithm
The Metropolis algorithm was introduced by
Nicolas Metropolis and co-workers in 1953
[Met53].
Let us consider a system in state  . From
this state our Markov process has access to ﬀ
new states. The Metropolis algorithm now as-
signs the same selection probability to all of
the ﬀ states.
ﬁﬂ
ﬃ! #"%$
&
ﬀ
(II.31)
The condition of detailed balance then reads
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One possible choice for the acceptance ra-
tios would be
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The constant
/
A
may take any value except
those which make
/
ﬂ
Eﬃ  #" greater than & .
On the other hand we wish the acceptance ra-
tios to be as large as possible, so we choose
/
A
$F234
ﬂ6587G:IH9JLK
" with :8H9JLK being the
largest energy difference possible for that par-
ticular system. We then have
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This acceptance ratio gives the right Boltz-
mann distribution of states but the acceptance
ratios are pretty small for most values of
P
:
$
:.<I5D:I? (Fig.II.11).
Since eq.II.24 only fixes the ratio of
/
ﬂ
0ﬃ
 #" and
/
ﬂ
 Qﬃ+*" we are allowed to make the
Fig. II.11: Plot of acceptance ratios for a simple
Monte Carlo algorithm (solid) and the Metropolis
algorithm (dashed) vs. energy difference RTS .
larger one equal to unity and have the other
one satisfy eq.II.24. Then we get
/
ﬂ
 ﬃ  #" (II.35)
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This is the Metropolis algorithm and it
means that we accept every system change to-
wards lower energies. Changes to higher ener-
gies are rejected depending on the energy dif-
ference (Fig.II.11).
II.2.1.e Wolff Algorithm
Simple and hence most widely used algo-
rithms do not make complex changes to the
system from one Monte Carlo step to the next.
Instead they alter the system in the smallest
possible steps — for example in the case of the
Ising model4 by changing the spin orientation
at only one lattice site.
fhg
The Ising model is a simple model of a magnet and
deals with interacting magnetic dipoles that are arranged
along a regular lattice. At each lattice site the spin orien-
tation may be i9j or klj .
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Close to a critical temperature, however,
this so called ’single spin flip’ dynamics be-
comes very cumbersome, since typical fluc-
tuations of the magnetization are no longer
caused by turns of single spins but rather large
domains changing their spin orientation.
The Wolff algorithm is similar to a
Metropolis algorithm and is tailored to deal
with systems where a single spin flip dynamics
is not suitable [Wol89].
The basic idea of the Wolff algorithm is to
connect equally aligned spins to clusters with
a certain connection probability (to preserve
detailed balance) and then instead of flipping
single spins to change the system by flipping a
whole cluster.
This type of algorithm is referred to as a
’cluster flipping’ or ’cluster’ algorithm.
II.2.1.f Swendsen-Wang and Niedermayer’s
algorithm
Two more cluster flipping algorithms are com-
monly used. The Swendsen-Wang algorithm
[Swe87] works very much like the Wolff al-
gorithm by dividing the lattice into clusters.
But instead of flipping only one cluster all
the clusters are flipped with probability monqp .
The proof that detailed balance is preserved is,
however, difficult. This algorithm works best
very close to the critical temperature.
The Niedermayer’s algorithm [Nie88] is
a Wolff algorithm where not only equally
aligned spins can form a cluster but also an-
tiparallel spins may be connected to form a do-
main. The connection probability for parallel
and antiparallel spins is assumed to be differ-
ent. This approach is a very general one and
makes this algorithm applicable to a vast range
of models.
II.2.2 Monte Carlo in Surface Science
The Ising model has another application inquite a different field of physics; in surface
science. Here the Monte Carlo scheme simu-
lates the diffusion of adatoms on a crystalline
surface.
II.2.2.a Dynamics of a single adatom
The hopping rate rtsvu from lattice site w to x is
related to the separating energy barrier y.svu by
the Arrhenius law
rtsvu{z |~}*68*y.svuo (II.36)
| is the attempt frequency and sets the over-
all time scale for adatom movement. Since |
does not enter the exponential it is a reasonable
assumption to take | as a constant, i. e. inde-
pendent of temperature. Successive hops are
assumed to be uncorrelated.
A simple Monte Carlo routine to move the
atom around would be to choose one direction
to move in and then make the move with an
acceptance ratio

z }*68C;y
svu
DyT
s
@ (II.37)
y

s is the lowest energy barrier in the sys-
tem and ensures that the largest acceptance ra-
tio becomes equal to one. Every Monte Carlo
step then corresponds to a real time interval of
Ł
z
}V**y.
s


|
(II.38)
The

comes from the four possible directions
in which the atom can move on a square lat-
tice.
For a continuous time Monte Carlo scheme
we have to sum the hopping rates over all ac-
cessible sites x and find
Ł
z
m

u
r
su
(II.39)
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II.2.2.b Many adatoms
If there are many adatoms on the surface one
has to exclude hops to lattice sites already oc-
cupied by other atoms. Another difference to
single adatom motion is the influence of the
other adatoms on the energy barriers by the
formation of bonds and strain fields.
Most Monte Carlo simulations for adatom
diffusion fall into one of the following three
classes
Kawasaki-type energy barriers The en-
ergy barriers are called Kawasaki-type be-
cause with their particular form they lead to
a code that is structurally the same as for the
Kawasaki algorithm [Kaw66]. This algorithm
is used to simulate ’conserved order param-
eter’ systems. If, for example, in the Ising
model magnetization has to be kept constant,
neither single spin flip dynamics nor simple
cluster algorithms can be used since they alter
magnetization.
The Kawasaki algorithm solves this prob-
lem by choosing two spins of opposite direc-
tion and exchanges their value. It does this
with Metropolis-like acceptance ratios.
Structurally the conservation of magnetiza-
tion in the Ising model is the same as the con-
servation of adatoms on the surface. If an atom
leaves a lattice site to diffuse, it has to show up
again somewhere.
The Kawasaki-type barrier Tv for hopping
from  to  is given as (Fig.II.12):

v  
T
98D8{;C¡ ZI£¢



¥¤¦_§`¨b©LªI«¬@¨
(II.40)
where    is the lowest energy barrier in the
system. For this type of Monte Carlo routines
one step corresponds to an interval of real time
of­®

¨¯°G68±G

²¢
³´Gµ (II.41)
Ei
Ej
Emin
Bij
Bji
Fig. II.12: Binding energies ¶C·¸6¹º¸»· at the adsorp-
tion sites ¼ and ½ resp. The lowest binding energy
is ¾À¿ ·ÂÁ .
with
´ being the number of adatoms on the
surface.
Bond counting method Here we add to the
constant energy .

the binding energy
IÃ
to
the
´
neighbors present at lattice site  . Then
we get for a hop from site  to  :
Tv





´
Ä
IÃ
(II.42)
For this type of routines one might include
nearest and next nearest neighbors or nearest
neighbors only.
Lookup Tables The energy barriers for
moves in different directions in general depend
very sensitively on the spatial configuration of
the surface (neighboring atoms, surface recon-
struction, etc.). If we can calculate the energy
barriers for hops in different directions for all
the relevant configurations5 by certain atomic
ÅtÆ
For a full lookup table treatment there are ten near-
est and next nearest neighbor sites on a square lattice to
be considered. This amounts to ÇbÈÊÉÌËÎÍÐÏÇLÑ different
configurations!
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structure methods, we can store these energies
in a table to be used in a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. For every Monte Carlo step the surround-
ing of the initial and final site is determined
and an acceptance ratio is assigned to the move
in accordance to the energy value stored in the
lookup table.
II.3 The Monte Carlo routine
By now, all the important physical conceptsand numerical techniques have been in-
troduced and the program code used for the
simulations presented in this work can be dis-
cussed. First, the physics included in the pro-
gram will be reviewed, the numerical details
make up the second part.
II.3.1 Physical concepts
The code is capable of simulating the depo-sition and diffusion of adatoms on a sur-
face using single adatom diffusion processes6 .
The desorption of adatoms is not included
neither is bulk diffusion. Consequently, as far
as the kinetics is concerned, its routine is best
suited to simulate MBE growth, where desorp-
tion is of little importance and the sticking co-
efficient Ò is close to unity, as in ÓÕÔ and some
metals [Zan88].
As is obvious from eq.II.2 the hopping
probability Ö depends exponentially on the en-
ergetic diffusion barriers ×8Ø . For this rea-
son the modelling of surface kinetics reduces
to modelling suitable energy terms associated
with the various surface processes.
The most important energy contribution in
terms of the absolute value is the binding en-
ergy to the surface ×.Ù . It is chosen to be ÚqÛÝÜ eV,
which is close to values used in other Monte
Carlo simulations [Cla91]. The surface bind-
ing has to be considered in every diffusion pro-
cess and is related to the overall time scale.
The covered time interval Þß by a process of
probability Ö is related to the energy barrier ×.Ù
as
Þßà
Ú
Ö
à áâãåä
×.Ù
æèç(é (II.43)
Since the surface binding energy ×TÙ is a
common factor to all diffusion processes, one
can define a new time scale Þß6ê by changing
× Ù by Þë× Ù . One finds:
Þß
ê
à áâãåä
×TÙ*ìOÞë×TÙ
æèç é
à Þßîíbáâãåä
Þë× Ù
æèç é (II.44)
The next important energy contribution is
the binding energy to the nearest and next
nearest neighbors. The strength of a single
nearest neighbor bond is set to ïÛÝÜ eV, and re-
duced by a factor of ðñðóòõô ö for next near-
est neighbors. To evaluate the diffusion bar-
rier due to the nearest neighbor interactions,
the binding energy at the site ÓÕï , where the
diffusing atom is located, is calculated to be
×.÷ø8òùð¡×Iú=ìMðñðûü×Iú in dependence of the
number of the ð nearest and û next nearest
neighbors. The same is done for the locus Ó~Ú
where the adatom is going to diffuse to. It is
×
÷ý
òßþ ðñêb×
ú
ì ðñðûQê ×
ú , where þ is a con-
stant that describes the coupling between adja-
cent lattice sites. It is chosen to be equal to ïÛÝö ,
which corresponds to a weak coupling. The
overall binding energy × caused by neigh-
bor interactions for a given diffusion process
from site ÓÕï to Ó~Ú is given by the difference
of the binding energy at the corresponding lat-
tice sites
× ò  ðDþð
ê

×Iúì	 û
Dþû
ê

ðñð¡×Iú
(II.45)

This corresponds to a single spin flip dynamics,
but strictly speaking we use some sort of continuous
Kawasaki algorithm since every diffusing atom disap-
pears at one site and at the same time appears somewhere
else, usually close by
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For diffusion processes away from island
boundaries the diffusion barrier is just  .
However, for diffusion along step edges or
around corners the hopping probability is
slightly enhanced. In the simulation this effect
results in smoother island boundaries, since
vacancies and gaps are efficiently filled by
atoms diffusing along the perimeter of the is-
lands.
For diffusion processes across step edges a
Schwo¨bel energy barrier has been defined to
be  eV. For atoms being deposited,
the Schwo¨bel barrier can be surmounted by the
kick-out effect with a probability proportional
to the number of free nearest neighbor sites.
To account for diffusional anisotropy effects
caused by a certain surface reconstruction, an
extra energy term ﬁﬀ can be assigned to
a particular direction. Since the underlying
lattice is of a square symmetry, diffusional
anisotropy can only be included for energy dif-
ferences in the two main directions of the sur-
face.
The last important energy contribution is
made up by the elastic strain energy. This en-
ergy ﬂﬁﬃ is calculated via the anisotropic ap-
proach (eqns.II.14) for simulations on a plain
surface. In simulations of the growth of quan-
tum dot stacks, where buried dot structures in-
fluence the strain at the surface and, addition-
ally, the third dimension has to be considered
in calculating strain fields, the isotropic formu-
las (eqns.II.3) are used.
It has to be mentioned that a certain diffi-
culty in the strain calculation made it neces-
sary to introduce two different methods of cal-
culating the line forces, that compress or dilate
the islands. Both methods have their pros and
cons and their applicability depends strongly
on the simulation parameters.
To change the lattice constant of a pair of
atoms, the necessary force   is assumed to
be such that the binding energy between the
two atoms is reduced by   meV7. In a chain
of ! atoms the force  necessary to compress
or extend the chain by the same amount for
each pair of atoms is given by Hooke’s law and
consequently equal to
  !"#$ (II.46)
By applying this wisdom to the calculation
of strain for an island, one is lead to solution
A in Fig.II.13. Here, depending on the orien-
tation of the boundary, the number of atoms
in a horizontal or vertical direction is counted
to yield the number ! . This method has the
main advantage of being completely indepen-
dent of the island morphology and works well
for compact islands (Fig.II.13a) as well as for
fractal-like structures. This local approach
has, however, an important drawback that be-
comes even more apparent for high tempera-
tures or long equilibration times. The equi-
librium crystal shape induced by method A is
indeed not compact, as one would expect for
isotropic strain. It rather favors the emergence
of diagonal rows (FigII.13c), since here the
thickness in the main directions is small and,
consequently, the strain along the boundary as
well. As a result, the strain does not inhibit
the further growth of diagonal rows and thus
looses its size limiting property. Of course,
this effect is unphysical and can be overcome
by method B.
This second method does not evaluate the
extension of an island by counting atoms in
a certain direction but rather by determining
the distance of the boundary from the center
of mass of the island (Fig.II.13b). This dis-
tance is multiplied by two to give the factor
! in eq.II.46. For highly symmetric, compact
islands, method A and B give just the same re-
sults. But, as one can see in Fig.II.13d, the
generation of diagonal structures is now sup-
pressed, since parts of the island boundary far
%'&
It is very difficult to obtain absolute values for act-
ing forces or strain fields from experiments. Though,
some sparse results can be found [Pen01]
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b)a)
CoM
CoM
Fy
-Fx
-Fy
Fx-Fx
Fy
-Fy
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c) d)
Fig. II.13: Two methods to calculate the line forces along island boundaries for strain field calculations.
Method A determines the island thickness perpendicular to the boundary, method B measures the distance
boundary to center of mass (CoM). a) and b) compare the two methods for compact islands and c) and d)
for elongated islands.
away from the center of mass experience a
stronger force than those close to it. Now, the
equilibrium shape using method B is a com-
pact island.
This would render method B the method of
choice, if there were not an unphysical effect,
that appears if two islands coalesce. If two is-
lands are connected by only a single ‘bridge’-
atom, the strain field of the now joined islands
would not be very different from the two sep-
arate islands. This is no longer true for cal-
culating the strain via method B. Indeed, the
center of mass changes position considerably
if the islands merge and so does the strain field.
Soon a new, compact island has formed around
the new center of mass. This is an effect simi-
lar to the merging of two water droplets to one
large droplet due to surface tension.
Since the effect of coalescence becomes im-
portant for high island densities, method B is
unsuited for the simulation of cold systems or
high coverages. However, for the sake of con-
sistency, all simulations presented in this work
have been obtained using method B, unless re-
marked otherwise.
Now, the physics of surface diffusion pro-
cesses of adatoms can be summed up by the
probability ( for a hop from one lattice site to
a nearest or next nearest neighbor site as
( ) *,+.-0/1
24365879;:<7=>:<7@?.AB3C79DﬁEGF
HJI K
(II.47)
The attempt frequency *,+ is assumed to be
temperature independent and equal to *,+L)
M NPORQ
Hz. Similar to the surface binding en-
ergy 79 , *,+ influences the overall time scale.
Eq.II.47 now gives the basis for the Monte
Carlo simulation routine described in the next
section.
II.3.2 Numerical concepts
The simulation routine is based on a contin-uous time Monte Carlo scheme. A BKL
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algorithm is very efficient for the problem at
hand, since the independence of a particular
time scale is of great advantage in simulat-
ing surface diffusion [Pre92]. A surface atom
without any neighbors might diffuse by a fac-
tor of S TU more rapidly than atoms bound to a
step edge.
Adatom diffusion processes are simulated
one by one. The principal course of a simu-
lated diffusion process is always the same and
sketched in the following. An atom is cho-
sen by a random process and moved across the
surface by hops to nearest or next nearest lat-
tice sites. The corresponding time interval VXW
is calculated and added to the elapsed simula-
tion time. If atoms are still deposited, accord-
ing to VYW and the flux conditions new adatoms
are placed at random positions on the surface.
The main difficulty lies in the assignment of
a proper weight to each possible diffusion pro-
cess, so that every adatom hop is executed with
a likelihood according to its overall probability
with respect to all other processes.
This is done (see Fig.II.14a) by evaluating
the probability Z from eq.II.47 for every possi-
ble diffusional step of a given adatom. These
eight possible transition probabilities to near-
est and next nearest neighbor positions are
stored and then added up to give a total prob-
ability Z\[^]`_ba for the adatom to move in any
direction at all. This probability is translated
into an effective energy barrier c
[^]`_ba
for dif-
fusion8. Since the energy barriers can take
on continuous values due to the strain energy
correction, it is necessary to introduce energy
intervals, so that all adatoms with an effec-
tive diffusion barrier cd[^]e_ba between cf and
c
f\g
VXc can be grouped together in a class of
adatoms with the same likeliness to move.
The grouping and building of classes is, of
course, not really necessary, since every diffu-
sional process could be handled on its own ac-
count, it just helps enormously in bookkeep-
ing. In a given class all the probabilities are
again summed up to yield the total probabil-
ity Z.hikjml`l , that an atom from this particular
class makes a move. The total probability that
anything might happen at all is then given by
adding up the n terms Zﬁhikjmlel to give Zpo
_m]
jmi .
Now the choice of a certain diffusion pro-
cess works like the assignment of a diffusion
process to a certain class, just in the oppo-
site direction (Fig.II.14b). A class is chosen
at random, considering that different classes
contribute differently to the overall probabil-
ity Zpo
_m]
jmi . Each class contains a number of
atoms of which one is chosen with equal prob-
ability. Then from the eight possible diffusion
processes, one is selected in accordance to its
likeliness and executed. Then the simulation
time is propagated by an amount of time VYW
given by
VYWrq
S
Zpo
_m]
jmi
(II.48)
Usually the movement of an atom also al-
ters the diffusion barriers for the neighboring
atoms in the old neighborhood as well as in
the new one. So the moving atom and all
atoms in its surrounding have to be assigned
new classes. Strictly speaking, also the strain
energy field would have to be recalculated af-
ter every step. But, since the evaluation of
the strain is a lengthy procedure and the strain
only changes little with the motion of a single
adatom, it has turned out that it is sufficient to
recalculate the strain every couple of S TTT dif-
fusional steps. Then, of course, all atoms on
the surface have to be assigned new classes.
To speed up the computations even further, the
st
It is not necessary to introduce a linear energy scale
and it would be possible to use just the transition prob-
abilities uvwyx{z . It is, however, easier to have a quan-
tity that can be broken down into intervals equidistantly
like the energy. To achieve the same with the transition
probabilities one would have to use a logarithmic inter-
val scaling. This would amount to just the same as the
linear energy scale but look much less neat in the pro-
gram code
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Fig. II.14: Sketch of algorithms to assign adatoms
to Monte Carlo classes in dependence of their en-
ergetical situation a) and the selection process for
certain diffusion processes by the simulation rou-
tine b).
strain field does not extend over the whole sys-
tem but only over a circular area of a given ra-
dius | around the source of the strain which
is in most cases chosen to be of thirty lattice
constants.
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Optimization of Growth Parameters
For most applications that include activequantum dot layers it is of key impor-
tance to have as many and as equally shaped
dots as possible to obtain a well defined re-
sponse to optical or electronical signals, while
losses are small. To achieve high densities of
dots, spatial ordering in the average distance
between two neighboring dots as well as or-
dering along distinct directions is necessary
[Muk98, Muk99].
To obtain spatial and size ordering, self-
organized quantum dot growth can be used
as will be shown in this chapter [Shc99a,
Dar97, Ipa98]. Unfortunately, the problem of
generating self-organized patterns can not be
solved in a straight forward manner. Even
though Stranski-Krastanov growth is known
to be suitable for self-organized quantum dot
growth, there are many external parameters
that influence the growth result considerably.
This is easy to see, if one considers the im-
mense number and the complex interplay of
parameters that control growth conditions in
an actual growth reactor.
Growth control is still difficult to gain, if
one restricts the set of relevant parameters
to temperature } , flux ~ and coverage  by
choosing a simple numerical model, as is done
in this work. If, for example, the growth
temperature is chosen too low, the deposited
atoms will just stick to the surface without
having enough thermal energy to diffuse. In
this case, of course, no self-organization is to
be expected. If, on the other hand, tempera-
ture is too high, interatomic bonds are too eas-
ily overcome and one observes an ensemble
of monomers and small polymers of adatoms
performing random walks over the surface. In
this scenario larger islands are inherently un-
stable. Only for a distinct interval of temper-
atures self-organization is effective and acces-
sible to production processes. Similar effects
can also be seen with parameters like flux to
the surface or the surface coverage.
Another important factor to influence the
growth result is the time between the end of
deposition and the capping of the quantum
dot layer with another material, the so called
growth interruption. During this growth in-
terruption the adatoms can relax to energet-
ically favorable positions and approach ther-
modynamic equilibrium. Since there is a strik-
ing difference between kinetically controlled
growth and a thermodynamically dominated
size distribution, as will be shown in Chap.IV,
the effect of a growth interruption can be dra-
matic. Furthermore, the inital stages of growth
of quantum dots are most important for order-
ing effects, since here the monolayer islands
can respond more easily to energetical changes
in their vicinity. The morphology and spa-
tial arrangement of these ‘platelets’ will then
determine the arrangement of the fully grown
dots [Kun90, Pri95]. For this reason, a growth
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x
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a) b)
Fig. III.1: a) Spatial distribution of adatoms. Blue is the wetting layer surface and red the first growth layer.
b) Plot of the strain energy generated by a). Red is high strain and blue the unstrained case. Simulation
parameters are C K, Y<  Ml/s and ŁC$ . Simulated time:  s on a 'X' grid.
interruption during the transition from two-
dimensional to three-dimensional growth can
improve the quality of the quantum dot layer
considerably.
Now, the aim of this chapter will be to de-
fine optimal growth conditions with respect
to size distributions and the spatial ordering
of islands. Each of the above mentioned
external parameters will be considered sepa-
rately. Apart from assigning an optimal work-
ing range to each parameter, the effects of a
poor choice of parameters will be adressed as
well.
Firstly, however, a set of numerical tools
will be introduced that are useful to quantify
the quality of a given size distribution or the
spatial ordering. With the help of these tools
it will be possible to spot tiny changes in the
resulting growth patterns caused by parameter
variations, that would otherwise be lost to the
unarmed eye.
It should be noted that for the experimen-
talist it is even more difficult to obtain infor-
mation about island distributions. With the
invention of the electron microscope and re-
lated techniques, however, the direct obser-
vation of nanoscale structures became possi-
ble and is intensively used for characterizing
quantum dots ex situ.
The initial stages of d@ﬁ8^ growth,
for example, are investigated in [Zha97]
by means of scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM).
A powerful tool is, for example, the trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM). It is re-
ported in [Car98] that not only the shape of
the quantum dots can be extracted but also
the strain distributions of  P¡8^
quantum dots are accessible by TEM. Using
the shape of the dots measured by TEM and
appropriate elastic constants, good agreement
is found with finite element calculations.
Experimental tomographic x-ray diffraction
is done in [Keg00] to investigate nanometer-
scale self-assembled £¢$"J£¢ quantum
dots. Shape, lattice constant distribution and
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composition can be resolved by this advanced
technique.
To monitor the growth process in situ a cou-
ple of techniques are available which allow to
estimate the amount of deposited material by
basically measuring the surface roughness.
A correlation between island-formation ki-
netics, surface roughening, and RHEED (re-
flection high energy electron diffraction) os-
cillation damping during GaAs homoepitaxy
gives direct access to the deposited layer thick-
ness [Hey97].
A similar technique can be used for in situ
monitoring of 2D island growth by ion beam
scattering [DeL99] or by grazing icidence x-
ray scattering [Sch98c].
The Stranski-Krastanov formation of InAs
quantum dots can be monitored during growth
by reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy and
spectroscopic ellipsometry giving information
about layer thickness and composition[Ste97].
III.1 Numerical tools
The basis for all evaluations is the spa-tial distribution of adatoms on the sur-
face (Fig.III.1a). During the simulation of the
growth process these distributions are saved
and analyzed after a fixed number of time steps
have passed. Together with the adatom distri-
bution the strain energy field generated by the
islands at the surface (Fig.III.1b) is kept, but
rather for the sake of completenes since no fur-
ther processing of the strain field is done.
The strain in all simulations is updated
every ¤¥,¦¦ Monte Carlo steps. Through-
out the simulations the isotropic, elastic con-
stants are §
¨©¦ª«¥$¬®­°¯ ¦P±R² erg/cm ³ and ´µ¨
¦ª«¶¤Y­·¯ ¦
±R² erg/cm ³ , which can be obtained in
isotropic approximation from the material pa-
rameters of ¸ ¹Pº£» via II.11 and II.12. Other
parameters are ¼½	¨ ¯,ª«¶ eV, ¼d¾¿¨ ¦ª«¶ eV
for surface and nearest neighbor bonds, re-
spectively. The binding energy to next nearest
neighbors is reduced by a factor À°ÀÁ¨Â ¤ and
edge diffusion is modelled by a coupling fac-
tor of Ãd¨L¦ª«¤ . The Schwo¨bel barrier is chosen
to be ¼ÄJÅÆ¨L¦ª¯ eV.
All simulations in this chapter have been
performed on a ¤,¦¦®ÇÈ¤,¦¦ grid with periodic
boundary conditions. This system size has on
one hand the advantage of being big enough
not to prefer certain symmetries induced by
self-interaction of islands or to produce un-
desired effects like noise caused by the small
number of deposited adatoms1. On the other
hand, computational effort is kept handy. The
time for the pure Monte Carlo simulation in-
creases about quadratically with the system
extension due to the increasing number of pos-
sible moves. The time consumed by the statis-
tical evaluations like the determination of is-
land sizes and positions increases even faster
than with a square law in the system size so
that a run of the same simulation in a system
with the double lateral extension takes longer
by a factor of about six.
III.1.1 Island size distribution
The first routine for data analysis and sta-tistical evaluation of the growth results is
the determination of the number of islands on
the surface. Any cluster of a minimum num-
ber of four atoms is counted as an island. The
temporal evolution of the number of islands in
the simulation gives a first important informa-
tion about the system itself (see Fig.III.2a). If,
for example, the number of islands is growing
or decreasing after the end of deposition, it is
sure to assume, that the system is still evolving
towards equilibrium.
More precise statements can be obtained
from the second step of analysis. Here the size
ÉÊ
If growth conditions induce an optimal island size
of ËÌÌ atoms in a system with ÍÌÌ deposited atoms,
equilibrium can not be found
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Fig. III.2: Analysis of the simulation presented in Fig.III.1. a) temporal evolution of the number of islands
equal to or larger than four adatoms. b) The resulting size distribution after  s and c) the temporal
evolution of the average island size during the growth interruption of 100s. d) shows the spatial distribution
of nearest neighbor distances. Measured is the distance of the centers of mass. e) is the distribution of
absolute inter-island distances obtained from d). In f) the temporal evolution of the average distance of the
centers of mass is given. Parameter:  K, ﬀﬁﬃﬂ  Ml/s and  "!# .
of each individual island is determined and
stored in a histogram. The size is plotted as
the square root of the number of island atoms,
i.e. the mean diameter in atomic lattice units.
In this histogram the total number of islands
with the same diameter $ is stored in depen-
dence of $ , as in Fig.III.2b. Islands have the
same integer diameter $ , if they contain more
than $&% atoms but less than '($*),+ﬃ-.% atoms.
This histogram is also referred to as the size
distribution of islands2 From the size distribu-
tion an average island size can be computed as
well as the standard deviation of the average
size. One speakes of a narrow or sharp size
distribution if the standard deviation of the av-
erage island size is small or, equivalently, if
the width of the size distribution is small. The
temporal evolution of the average island size
is shown in Fig.III.2c.
III.1.2 Spatial arrangement
To determine the quality of the spatial or-dering of islands, first the centers of mass
of all islands are computed. Then, for ev-
ery island the nearest neighbor island is found
by computing the distances between the corre-
sponding centers of mass. The nearest neigh-
bor positions are stored to give a nearest neigh-
/0
Islands of size 1 , wich are monomers to trimers,
also enter the size distribution but are neglected in fur-
ther statistical considerations.
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bor distribution (Fig.III.2d). For an island dis-
tribution of perfectly equidistant islands all
entries in the nearest neighbor distribution
should fall onto a circle centered about the ori-
gin. If certain directions are preferred in the
spatial ordering, this, as well, should show in
the neighbor distribution by accumulation of
points in the equivalent directions. If the dis-
tance between nearest neighbors is in a certain
direction generally different from distances in
other directions, i.e. the ring around the ori-
gin is distorted, this is a sign of diffusional
anisotropy.
The way of evaluating the spatial order-
ing by means of a nearest neighbor distribu-
tion works very much like a two-dimensional
Fourier transformation of the surface but has
the advantage of being directly rather than in-
versely correlated to the surface morphology.
Very much like in the case of the size dis-
tributions, a histogram of island distances can
be computed (Fig.III.2e). Here, all islands
with a nearest neighbor distance between 2 and
24365 fall into the same class of the histogram.
Again, an average distance and a standard de-
viation can be assigned to the histogram of
nearest neighbor distances. The temporal evo-
lution of the average nearest neighbor distance
is shown in Fig.III.2f.
III.2 Temperature
To determine an optimal temperature for thegrowth of quantum dots, the parameters
flux rate and coverage will be kept fixed at val-
ues 798;:=<>5 Ml/s and ?@8;A:CB , respectively.
Then, deposition stops after A s of simulated
time. For this particular time one can evaluate
the average island size in the system for var-
ious temperatures. The result of this analysis
can be found in Fig.III.3a.
As is obvious from Fig.III.3a, there exists a
distinct critical temperature DFE beyond which
the island size decreases rapidly. This effect
is caused by the high thermal energy of the
atoms. The process of island nucleation and
growth is only possible, if the additional diffu-
sion barriers caused by nearest neighbor bonds
are high enough to keep the atoms at the is-
land boundaries from dissociating. If the tem-
perature is increased beyond the critical point
of DGEIHKJA: K, the atoms at the boundary of
an island can easily detach and the whole is-
land looses its stability. Later on, in Chap.IV
a thermodynamical justification for this effect
will be given but it can also be induced by an
alloying effect between quantum dot and sub-
strate [Ter98].
Below the critical temperature DGE the aver-
age island size increases monotonically with
D . For very low temperatures, diffusion pro-
cesses have a low probability L (given by
eq.II.47) and hence adatoms have a small dif-
fusion constant M
M 8 NPOQ
L (III.1)
with
N
the lattice constant. Furthermore, the
additional energy barrier generated by nearest
neighbor bonds is very unlikely to be crossed.
Consequently, adatom polymers are stable and
will not dissociate again for a long time. As
a result each island will on average collect
adatoms from a circular area of a radius of the
mean free path of a single adatom. This sit-
uation leads to a rather narrow size distribu-
tion and a regular arangement of islands. The
same effect has been observed for the growth
of RTS on RUSWVX5Y5Y5ﬃZ at low temperatures of D[8
\
:]<^<^<
QY\
: K [Rat97a]. This is a purely kinetic
effect and the dominant self-organization pro-
cess for temperatures below a threshold tem-
perature D`_ba .
At some point the mean free path becomes
long enough to create islands that are no
longer limited in their growth by the number of
adatoms deposited in their vicinity but rather
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Fig. III.3: a) Temperature dependence of the average island size calculated from the size distributions. b)
shows the standard deviation of the size distribution obtained from a Gaussian fit to the size distribution
function. Threshold temperature cPdfe for beginning cooperative growth and the critical temperature for
islanding cg are shown by vertical lines. Parameters: hﬀijkml Ml/s and noipjq , simulation time: p s.
by the increasing strain that destabilizes the is-
land perimeter.
With increasing temperature above r`sbt ,
more and more atoms will detach from ex-
isting, larger islands, thereby increasing the
monomer density in the system, and thereby
support island nucleation and the growth of
smaller islands. Now islands grow in a coop-
erative growth mode where small islands grow
at the expense of larger ones with less stable
boundaries.
The cooperative growth is solely caused
by strain. Without the strain energy correc-
tion uTvwyx one would expect Ostwald ripening
[Zhd99] as has been shown in [Bos00].
To further classify the quality of the size dis-
tributions, one has to consider the width of the
distribution that can be derived from the stan-
dard deviation of the average island size. The
result is shown in Fig.III.3b.
In the purely kinetically controlled regime
the deviation from the average island size is
about constant. If the temperature is increased
about rzs{t the deviation changes to consider-
ably larger values and assumes a maximum at
r}|~Y K. Here, the cooperative growth is the
reason for the inhomogeneous island size dis-
tribution. A few large islands, making up the
upper part of the size distribution, loose atoms
that are collected by islands that are still small
or have just nucleated. These small islands are
growing rapidly but right after the end of de-
position they broaden the size distribution no-
ticeably.
If the temperature is increased further, the
size dispersion is again decreasing since the
cooperative growth proceeds fast and the ex-
change of material between islands is more ef-
ficient. Smaller islands are growing so fast,
that at the end of deposition only few islands
have not yet reached a size where attachment
balances detachment.
For temperatures close to rF the deviation of
average sizes is even smaller than in the kinetic
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Fig. III.4: Effect of growth interruption on size ordering. Shown is in red the size distriution in a system
with ;ﬃ K,  ¡;¢m£ Ml/s and ¤¥;¦ﬃ§ after the end of deposition and in green after a growth
interruption of £ s. Corresponding Gaussian fits as used for the determination of the standard deviation
are also shown. To the left and to the right the corresponding island distributions are plotted (first layer:
red, second layer: purple).
regime since the islands come ever closer to
their well defined equilibrium sizes, defined in
Chap.IV.
It should be noted that for certain material
systems energetically favourable island sizes,
so called magic island sizes exist, which have
a clear impact on growth kinetics and size dis-
tribution [Sch95]. Size quantization effects
can also be observed in ¨C©«ªU¬ self-assembled
quantum dots on ­¯®PªU¬ [Sch97a].
III.3 Growth interruption
For the case discussed so far, where themorphological evolution of the quantum
dot layer is stopped after the deposition, the
main influence of temperature is to suggest
a preferred island size by kinetic effects for
low temperatures. If the temperature is high
enough to allow close to equilibrium distribu-
tions of sizes, it seems opportune to choose a
temperature close to the critical point °G± , to
take full advantage of equilibrating processes
and thereby reduce effects that result in a large
size dispersion.
The whole problem looks, however, differ-
ent, if the system is allowed to equilibrate by
the introduction of a growth interruption and
it is known that a growth interruption has a
smoothing effect on crystal surfaces [Kam96].
As an example of how remarkably the surface
morphology can change during equilibration,
in Fig.III.4 the island distributions before and
after a growth interruption of ²^³Y³ s are plotted
together with the corresponding histograms of
the size distribution.
It has been argued above, that for the partic-
ular choice of parameters for this system, right
after the end of deposition the size dispersion
assumes a peak value. Suprisingly, after the
growth interruption the system exhibits an al-
most perfect size ordering. In the following
the effect of growth interruptions will be dis-
cussed im more detail.
After a growth interruption of ²^³Y³ s the av-
erage size of islands is plotted vs. temperature
in Fig.III.5a. In the low temperature regime
the average size of the islands has shifted to-
wards larger islands. The shift in compari-
son to the plot in Fig.III.3 is the more pro-
nounced the higher the temperature is. At
the threshold temperature °z´{µ the increase to-
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Fig. III.5: Same as in Fig.III.3 but after a growth interruption of ¶¸· ¹«º¼»¾½ﬃ½ s. a) Temperature dependence of
average island size and b) standard deviation of size distribution. Parameters: ¿Àº½CÁÂ» Ml/s and ÃoºÄ½Å .
wards equilibrium sizes is very fast. Once the
optimal size is assumed, it does not change
with temperature until the critical point ÆFÇ is
reached3.Consequently, if a growth interrup-
tion is introduced, it is not necessary to use
growth temperatures close to the critical point
ÆFÇ to obtain islands of equilibrium size. It
is, on the contrary, a better choice to choose
a lower temperature, as a look on the depen-
dence of the size dispersion on temperature in
Fig.III.5b reveales.
For the temperature ÆGÈWÉ¾ÊÌË ÍYÎÏ K the
size dispersion assumes a minimum while
for higher temperatures the size distribution
broadens again. This effect is expected for
equilibrium size distributions that experience
an entropic broadening with increasing tem-
perature.
To conclude the effect of temperature on the
size distribution, the whole temporal evolution
of the average size for four exemplaric systems
is shown in Fig.III.6.
During the first three seconds of deposition
the average size of the islands increases fast.
The islands grown during this time are the
larger the larger the temperature is. During the
following Ð^ÏYÏ s of growth interruption the is-
lands approach their equilibrium sizes. While
the change in average size for the colder sys-
tems with Æ,ËÑÎYÎÏ K and ÍÏYÏ K is negligible,
generally the process of equilibration is again
faster in hotter systems.
An interesting effect can be seen in the sys-
tem of ÆÒËÔÓÏYÏ K (red curve in Fig.III.6). Af-
ter deposition the average island size is larger
than the equilibrium size and during equilibra-
tion the islands shrink. Presumably, this effect
is due to oversaturation, where the existing is-
lands due to the strain field loose atoms, which
can not find an appropriate, less strained is-
land to attach to. Consequently, the number of
islands will remain constant and the average
island size can only decrease if a new island
nucleates. This situation will be encountered
ÕﬃÖ
In fact the equilibrium size is shrinking with tem-
perature but in these simulations this effect is concealed
by noise. However, it can be made visible by noise re-
duction, as it is done in Chap.IV.
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Fig. III.6: Temporal evolution of the aver-
age island sizes for temperatures between ôöõ
÷ﬃ÷ﬃø ùÜùùú^øﬃø
K. Parameters: ûüõ
øùmý
Ml/s and þßõ
 ﬃø
as in Fig.III.5 and Fig.III.3.
again later on in the case of high coverages,
when the whole surface is covered densely
with islands and no suitable nucleation sites
exist. Additionally, in high temperature sys-
tems the nucleation of new islands is hindered
by the relative instability of dimers, since then
only dimers or trimers can act as island nuclei.
This situation will be revisited in Chap.IV
when the transition from kinetics to the ther-
modynamically controlled growth regime is
considered.
III.4 Flux rate
The flux is a measure of how fast mate-rial is deposited on the surface. It does
not enter any equation concerning processes
connected to self-organization, like the defi-
nition of diffusion barriers or the strain field.
Thus, the flux rate influences the kinetics of
growth only indirectly by determining the den-
sity of monomers on the surface and thereby
the mean free path of adatoms, the nucleation
rate of islands and by determining the time
scale of free diffusion between two deposition
events.
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Fig. III.8: Analysis of Fig.III.7. Average size is
shown in red in dependence of flux rate. The stan-
dard deviation is shown in blue and as error bars.
Parameters: ô õ/.
÷ø
K and þÀõ  ﬃø . Note the
logarithmic scale for the flux.
Since flux is only present during the time of
deposition, one might assume that it is even
less important dominant during growth inter-
ruptions. At least this assumption is, to some
extent, true since the same island distribution
will evolve during equilibration in the same
way, given the same set of parameters. In this
sense, the system has no memory of the flux,
that led to a particular island distribution dur-
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Fig. III.7: Influence of flux rate on the size ordering. The size distributions for the same system of 021
35476
K and 891;: 65< are shown for different fluxes. a) =>1@?BA 6 Ml/s, b) =C1 6 AD? Ml/s, c) =>1 6 A 6 ? Ml/s and d)
=>1
6
A
6E6
? Ml/s. Data refer to the end of deposition after a) 6 A : s, b) : s, c) : 6 s and d) : 6E6 s simulation time.
ing deposition. However, different values of
flux can lead to significant differences in the
surface morphology after the end of deposi-
tion. In the following a system at tempera-
ture FHGJILKM K and a coverage of NOGQPM+R
is considered for different fluxes. In Fig.III.7
the size distributions right after the deposition
of a PM+R coverage are shown4.
In Fig.III.7a many small islands have
formed. Despite the comparatively high tem-
SET
Note that the time for reaching the end of deposi-
tion is different in the four systems. We have U T V s, V s,
V
U s and V UWU s for the flux rates of U T UXUBY Ml/s, U T UBY Ml/s,
U
T
Y Ml/s and Y Ml/s, respectively.
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x x x
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Fig. III.9: Similar size distributions for different growth parameters. The spatial distribution of islands and
the corresponding size distribution are shown for the sets of parameters: a) Z\[^]B]7_ K, `a[2_cb _cd Ml/s and
e
[;fB_g , b) Z;[ihB_E_ K, `C[j_+bkd Ml/s and e [;fE_5g and c) Zj[jh5]7_ K, `C[ldBb _ Ml/s and e [ifB_g
perature of mLno K the islands do not have
enough time to assume their equilibrium size
and consequently the size distribution looks
like a low temperature distribution encoun-
tered in the previous section, where the growth
was purely determined by kinetics. If the flux
is decreased by a factor of ten Fig.III.7b, the
size distribution has clearly changed. Now, the
system is obviously approaching equilibrium
by cooperative growth of islands character-
ized by a broad size distribution. By decreas-
ing the flux rate even further, the system has
enough time during the deposition process to
come close to an equilibrium size distribution
Fig.III.7c. The islands show a small size dis-
persion around the equilibrium size of about
twenty atoms in diameter. The same result is
obtained for a flux of oqproLots Ml/s in Fig.III.7d,
where the size dispersion is again slightly re-
duced.
To sum up the results obtained for differ-
ent flux rates, the average island size and the
dispersion of the size distributions is shown in
Fig.III.8.
As can be seen from the results presented
above the decrease in flux is in some sense
comparable to an increase in temperature.
Fig.III.9 shows, that quite similar surface con-
figurations can be obtained if the effect of a
higher flux is compensated by an equivalent
increase in temperature. This can be under-
stood, at least qualitatively, by the following
reasoning.
If atoms with nearest neighbor bonds are
assumed to be immobile, which is reason-
able at least for low temperatures, the sur-
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face morphology is basically determined via
the interplay between nucleation events and at-
tachment of adatoms to existing islands. The
higher the monomer density on the surface is,
the more important become nucleation pro-
cesses. If only few single adatoms are on the
surface, nucleation of islands by the accidental
meeting of two monomers is much less likely.
In this case most adatoms will attach to exist-
ing islands.
Consider now a situation, where a cer-
tain temperature uwv and a flux xv generate a
monomer density y v at a given time during the
growth process. If the flux is increased to x{z ,
the monomer density will as well increase to,
say, ytz . If now the temperature is increased to
a distinct value u|z the adatoms efficiently dif-
fuse faster. Now, in the same amount of time
more adatoms will make contact with an island
on the surface, to which they can stick. Sub-
sequently, the monomer density is again de-
creased to y+v .
In this simple picture, both pairs of pa-
rameters } uwv~xvB and } uz7~x{zX result in the
same growth kinetics and consequently in the
same surface morphology. This is quanti-
fied by the scaling law which states that the
configuration scales with ax where  
v
q|}%Ł>{u with Ł eV.
III.5 Surface coverage
The coverage describes, how much mate-rial is deposited on the surface. It cer-
tainly has an effect on size distributions, since
one can not expect islands of equilibrium size
if not enough material is deposited. On the
other hand, if more material is transported to
the surface than necessary for optimal island
sizes, small amounts may be compensated by
a reduced distance of islands. At some point,
however, islands will have to merge or make
a transition from in-plane growth to three di-
mensional growth. In the following, this point
will be referred to as the critical coverage de-
noted as W .
At least for coverages below the critical
point W and for low temperatures, where the
growth is mainly kinetically controlled, the ef-
fect on the size distributions caused by a vari-
ation of coverage should not be influenced
by such effects and one should expect an in-
crease of the average island size with the
coverage. Since in this regime every island
collects adatoms from its immediate vicinity
without any considerable exchange of mate-
rial between islands, its size is directly deter-
mined by the amount of the deposited material
around the island.
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Fig. III.10: Dependence of average island size
(red) on coverage after the end of deposition in
a kinetically controlled system. The width of the
size distribution ² is shown as error bars and as
blue dots (right scale). Parameters: ³;´¶µBµB· K and
¸
´;·c¹Dº Ml/s.
In Fig.III.10 the average size of islands in
a system at uQJ»L»¼ K grown with a flux of
x¶½¼q¾¬ Ml/s is shown for different coverages
right after the stop of deposition. It is inter-
esting to note that the increase of average is-
land size is linear, which can only be expected
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Fig. III.11: Corresponding size distributions to Fig.III.12. Size distributions found after the end of deposi-
tion are shown in red. Distributions for the relaxed systems after a growth interruption of ¿WÀBÀ s are in green
color. Parameters: Á;ÂÄÃ#ÀEÀ K and Å>Â\¿ Ml/s for all plots and a) ÆÂ\¿XÀÇ , b) Æ9ÂiÈBÀ5Ç , c) ÆÉÂiÊBÀÇ and d)
Æ9ÂÌËEÀÇ .
for low coverages. Nevertheless, the linear in-
crease in the average size continues up to cov-
erages beyond the critical point Í
Î , where coa-
lescence of islands should influence the size
distribution. Only for a coverage of ÏÐ+Ñ a
clear increase of the average size as well as in
the size dispersion can be seen.
If the temperature is increased and the mean
free path becomes longer than the average
island separation, the qualitative behaviour
changes. In Fig.III.11 the size distributions for
a system of temperature ÒÔÓÖÕ5ÐLÐ K and a flux
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Fig. III.12: a) Dependence of average island size on coverage for cooperative growth conditions after end
of deposition. The average size is shown as red circles. The corresponding width - of the size distribution
is shown in blue and as error bars. b) The same as in a) but after a growth interruption of .// s. The
critical coverage 021 for beginning of three dimensional growth is denoted by a vertical line. Parameters are
35476
// K and 8 4 . Ml/s.
rate of 9;:=< Ml/s for different coverages are
shown. Red and green colums refer to size dis-
tributions before and after a growth interrup-
tion of <,>?> s, respectively. In Fig.III.12a and
b the corresponding average sizes and disper-
sion in dependence on coverage are presented
for the unrelaxed and the relaxed case, respec-
tively. First, the unrelaxed case will be dis-
cussed.
In Fig.III.11a and b broad size distributions
can be found after the stop of deposition. Is-
lands that have nuleated very early during de-
position have more time to collect atoms and
will consequently have reached a larger size
at the end of deposition than islands that have
nucleated later. Hence, the size distribution
compared to colder systems broadens for sub-
critical coverages.
A considerable narrowing of the size dis-
persion is observed, if the coverage allows
for near equilibrium size islands (Fig.III.11c).
Here, the induced strain destabilizes the island
boundaries and thus limiting the island size.
Smaller islands grow cooperatively on the ex-
pense of larger islands.
For high coverages with @BAC@ED coalescence
of islands is observed (Fig.III.11d) and the size
distribution broadens again. In Fig.III.11d the
coalescence of islands creates a second peak in
the size distribution at large island sizes. How-
ever, a cluster of two islands that have merged
will in general not be stable and loose its sur-
plus material to other, smaller islands.
If all the islands in the system have reached
their optimal size and the lateral growth is
hindered by strain, the additionally deposited
material will increase the monomer density
around the islands. This effect is compa-
rable to an increase in the vapour pressure
around a liquid droplet. Similar to this anal-
ogy the radius of an island increases to balance
the higher rate of attachment of adatoms by
an increased rate of ‘evaporation’ processes.
Monomers can only be deducted by the nu-
cleation of new islands or by surmounting a
Schwo¨bel barrier and initiating three dimen-
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sional growth in the next growth layer.
For the case when the growth temperature
is above the threshold for cooperative growth
FHGJI
, the significance of a growth interruption
is considerable. For the green size distribu-
tions in Fig.III.11 the same systems as dis-
cussed above have been allowed to equilibrate
for K,L?L s. Now, the plots for all the cover-
ages show remarkably narrow size distribu-
tions. For low coverages the average size in-
creases (Fig.III.12) with the amount of the de-
posited material up to the critical coverage MEN .
From here on the average size remains con-
stant.
In the systems of low coverage the islands
have not yet reached their equilibrium size,
however, the cooperative growth has induced
a narrow size distribution. This effect can not
be found for temperatures below FOGPI .
It might be suprising that even the systems
with an over-critical coverage show a size dis-
tribution that is centered about the equilibrium
size. One would rather expect to see larger is-
lands since more material has been deposited.
Though, in comparison to a QﬁL#R coverage,
which is below MEN , the system with a S$L#R cov-
erage has a slightly reduced average distance
between islands. This fact can, however, not
account for the whole additionally deposited
material. The difference in the average dis-
tance is only of the order of one or two lattice
constants, giving room for maybe two more is-
lands. But an increase in coverage from QﬁL#R
to S$L#R results in some six additional islands
of diameter TﬁL .
The solution to the problem of the missing
adatoms can be found by looking at the island
distributions in Fig.III.13
For a S$L#R coverage many atoms have sur-
mounted the Schwo¨bel barrier and entered the
second growth layer on top of existing islands.
In some cases the islands have an almost com-
plete second layer or even partly filled higher
growth layers. Once an island has nucleated
xx
y y
a) b)
Fig. III.13: Island distributions demonstrating the
transition from 2D growth to 3D growth. a) System
with a coverage of UWVYX and b) with ZWVYX . First
growth layer is red, second purple, third magenta
and the fourth layer green. Parameters: [5\^],VV K
and _`\ba Ml/s.
on top of another island it is growing fast since
it is unlikely to loose atoms which would have
to cross the Schwo¨bel barrier again to escape.
III.5.1 Spatial ordering
So far, the spatial ordering has not beenconsidered at all, and as it turns out, an
appropriate coverage is crucial to observe spa-
tial ordering effects. However, spatial correla-
tion can also be obtained by growing quantum
dots on patterned surfaces [Lee98a, Kon98a,
Xie95b, CC95], which, of course, implies dif-
ficult preprocessing of the growth substrate.
While the mechanism of size ordering as far
as the thermodynamically controlled growth
regime between FOGPI and F N is concerned,
is caused by the destabilizing of the island
boundaries by strain and a reduced probabil-
ity of attachment, spatial ordering can only be
achieved, if whole sections of existing islands
are rearranged.
Not only that more material has to be
moved, the relevant island-island interaction
is much weaker than the island self-interaction
responsible for size ordering. In both cases the
elastic strain energy mediates the interaction.
The absolute value of strain is largest at the
boundary area of an island and the size lim-
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d)
Fig. III.14: Effect of growth interruption on ordering of distances. The first row of pictures corresponds
to the end of deposition, the second row to the relaxed system. a) and d) show the island distributions,
b) and e) the spatial distribution of the nearest neighbor distances and c) and f) the distance distributions.
Parameters: Growth interruption cdd s after the end of deposition, egf7h,dd K, ijfgd#k dWd$c Ml/s and lmf5nWdYo .
iting effect is very efficient. With increasing
distance from the island the strain energy de-
cays like pqWr?s (see Fig.II.10). Thus, the inter-
action between two islands that induces spatial
ordering, is at least by an order of magnitude
weaker than for the size limiting processes.
Therefore, self-organization effects in the
spatial ordering can only be expected, if the
considered system is able to respond to lit-
tle differences in energy barriers in a com-
paratively short amount of time. This is only
possible for adatoms with a high mobility or,
equivalently, in systems with high temperature
growth conditions. Additionally, the islands
have to be as close together as possible to max-
imize the island-island interaction. This calls
for a system with a critical or even slightly
above critical coverage. The third ingredient
towards achieving spatial ordering is the intro-
duction of a growth interruption since even in
systems with a temperature close to tvu self-
organized spatial ordering is a slow effect.
By assessing the spatial ordering, one has
to differentiate spatial ordering in the distance
between islands from a regular arrangement of
islands in a periodic array. In the latter case
in addition to similar distances between the
islands a preferred direction, in which the is-
lands align, is required.
Generally, the ordering with respect to dis-
tances is more easily achieved and will be dis-
cussed first. To demonstrate the importance of
a growth interruption, in Fig.III.14 the nearest
neighbor distributions after end of deposition
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and after w,x?x s of relaxation are shown together
with the histograms of the distances.
Despite the fact that deposition took place
with an extremely low flux rate of y z
x|{}x?x~w Ml/s, at the end of deposition the or-
dering in the distance is poor. After the
growth interruption, however, the spatial or-
dering has improved dramatically and the dis-
tribution around an average distance of some

w lattice constants between the centers of
mass of two neighboring islands is quite nar-
row.
Fig.III.15 shows an overview of the average
distance between neighboring islands and the
related dispersion in dependence of coverage.
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Fig. III.15: Influence of coverage on spatial or-
dering with respect to distances. The average dis-
tance of centers of mass is plotted vs. the cover-
age as red circles for systems with ¦^§;¨ª©© K and
«
§¬©#­ ©W©$® Ml/s. The standard deviation ¯ of the
average distance is plotted in blue and as error bars.
As can be seen, the ordering in distances is
best for a coverage of Y°± . For lower cov-
erages, the effect of spatial ordering is sup-
pressed by the larger average distance between
islands. This results in a weaker island-island
interaction. Additionally, for coverages be-
low  x ± the average island size decreases,
since the optimal, equilibrium size is not yet
reached. Since smaller islands result in weaker
elastic strain fields, again, the island-island in-
teraction is reduced.
For coverages larger than Y°± the order-
ing in distances is as well less pronounced de-
spite the further reduction of the average dis-
tance between the islands, which would sug-
gest a stronger interaction and a better spa-
tial ordering. Probably the reason for the in-
creasingly bad spatial ordering for coverages
above ²E³ is the beginning of three dimensional
growth. Islands that have started to develop
a second growth layer cannot rearrange as
easily as a monolayer island, since twice the
amount of material has to be moved. This ef-
fect would account for less flexibility in the re-
sponse to island-island interactions and conse-
quently lead to a poorer distance ordering.
III.6 Optimized set of parameters
With this information in mind, it shouldnow be possible to define an optimal set
of parameters for the growth of self-organized
islands that show a good ordering in size as
well as in the spatial aspects of distance and
arrangement. Since the spatial ordering is
the most difficult feature to obtain, parame-
ters will basically have to provide optimal con-
ditions for spatial ordering. However, pro-
nounced spatial ordering is always accompa-
nied by a narrow size distribution. This is eas-
ily understood, for the spatial equilibration in-
duced by island-island interaction consumes
considerably more time than equilibration of
sizes. Thus, spatial ordering among islands
always implies size ordering as an additional
feature.
At this point it should also be mentioned
that regular arrangement of islands can also
be seen in systems that are purely kineti-
cally driven. The example of ´¶µ on ´¶µ·¸w?w?w¹
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y
x
a)
Fig. III.16: Simulation result for a set of parameters optimized towards spatial ordering. In a) the spatial
island distribution and in b) the corresponding size distribution is shown. Plot c) shows the distribution
of distances of the centers of mass and d) the resulting distance distribution. Parameters are º¼»¾½,¿W¿ K,
À
»5¿#Á ¿W¿$Â Ml/s, Ãm»5ÄÅﬁÆ and a growth interruption of ÇÉÈ Êv»ÌËª¿¿ s after the end of deposition.
[Rat97a] has already been mentioned to pro-
duce a kinetically controlled and rather sharp
size distribution. The same geometrical rea-
soning of circular areas from which the is-
lands collect material, can be used to explain a
certain spatial ordering observed in such sys-
tems, where the islands are arranged along
hexagons, since this is the most effective ar-
rangement to cover an area with circles with
the least overlap.
In Fig.III.16 a simulation with optimal
growth parameters for spatial ordering is
shown. Already from the spatial distribution
of islands (Fig.III.16a)it is obvious that here
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not only ordering with respect to distances is
present but also regular arrangement of the
islands has been achieved. To this end it
was necessary to equilibrate the system by a
growth interruption of ÍﬁÎ?Î s. As is expected,
the size ordering is very good (Fig.III.16b) as
well. This should, however, not be much of a
suprise, since the long growth interruption al-
lowed the system to approach its equilibrium
state with a well defined average size of is-
lands and a preferred spatial arrangement that
minimizes the island-island and island-self in-
teraction energies [Shc00].
It should be noted that such a thermodynam-
ical optimum is not approached in the case of
ordering effects in kinetically controlled sys-
tems, hence these systems are far from their
equilibrium state. Here, size ordering and spa-
tial arrangement are pure kinetic effects that
are not persistent and will decay if the system
is allowed to evolve.
Though it is true that for a given set of pa-
rameters a well defined equilibrium state ex-
ists, this energetically favoured state will, es-
pecially for lower temperatures, hardly ever be
reached. The process of equilibration might
take a couple of hours to several days and it
is very questionable if growth parameters and
the absence of contaminating substances in-
side the growth reactor can be kept up for such
a long time.
From this point of view it appears more
promising to use kinetically controlled growth
conditions, which are dominant during the de-
position anyway, to create a proper island dis-
tribution. Subsequently this distribution can
approach the desired equilibrium state during
a growth interruption with different growth pa-
rameters much more efficiently.
III.7 Other Monte Carlo simulations
Already in 1983 a very ambitious pa-per [Mad83] addressed the Monte Carlo
method as the proper tool to handle the simu-
lation of surface growth kinetics during MBE
heteroepitaxy including deposition, desorp-
tion, diffusion and strain in the presence of
crystal defects and impurities. The author also
indicated a possible structure of Monte Carlo
program code but did not present any simula-
tion results.
However, the basic idea of simulating sur-
face growth by means of the Monte Carlo
method was fastly adopted by the surface sci-
ence community and an impressive number of
Monte Carlo simulators have evolved during
the years. A considerable amount of insights
into growth processes has been contributed by
the use of Monte Carlo techniques and a cou-
ple of interesting, numerical investigations re-
lated to surface growth will be presented in the
following.
It should be noted that in most Monte Carlo
simulations the elastic strain field is not taken
into account. Some exceptions are presented
in III.7.3.
III.7.1 Effects in surface growth
Already simple Monte Carlo simulations,which include only a repulsive, non-
extended interaction between dimers diffus-
ing along a crystal surface generate ordered
patterns, as is reported in [RP98]. By using
Coulomb interactions between surface parti-
cles, various periodic structures and surface re-
constructions can be found in the homoepitax-
ial system ÏÑÐ on ÏÑÐÒ¸Ó?Ó?ÓÔ if the particles are
allowed to diffuse [Wat97].
Furthermore, high temperature Monte Carlo
simulations of Õ*Ö desorption during MBE de-
position of ×BØÙÕÚÖ×BÛ on Õ*Ö×ÜÛ have been per-
formed in [Mah97].
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The surface reconstruction is found to have
a clear impact on growth kinetics by influenc-
ing the diffusion coefficient. Surface diffu-
sion, for example, becomes highly anisotropic
for hydogen on the ÝÉÞàßâáã reconstructed sur-
face of tungsten ( äæå?çèÝêé?é~á ) [Nie98]. In this
paper various surface reconstructions of tung-
sten and their influence on the diffusion of ä
have been analyzed by Monte Carlo simua-
tions. In [Gha88a] computer simulations are
reported, which connect surface reconstruc-
tion, stoichiometry and strain in molecular
beam epitaxial growth to defect formation in
the growing adsorbate.
Ehrlich-Schwo¨bel barriers have an influ-
ence on growth kinetics as well. Schwo¨bel
barriers, for instance, are investigated in one
and two dimensions analytically in [Mus98]
to yield effective diffusion coefficients. These
are validated with Monte Carlo simulations of
diffusion in the presence of Schwo¨bel barri-
ers. In a three dimensional system [Ko¨h00]
time resolved in-situ STM measurements have
been applied to ë&ìWåYë&ìÝ¸á?á,é#ã and ç^å?çèÝ¸á?á,é#ã
homoepitaxial islands. The results were then
compared to Monte Carlo simulations. It
turned out that Schwo¨bel barriers stabilize
certain facets in both homoepitaxial systems.
Similar results are reported in [Tu¨r96]. Here,
three dimensional Monte Carlo simulations of
pyramidal quantum dot growth are performed
including only diffusion. The presence of a
Schwo¨bel barrier stabilizes íé~áªÞî facets.
III.7.2 Homoepitaxial systems
If no anisotropy in diffusion induced by a cer-tain surface reconstruction is present and dif-
fusion processes are taking place on a lattice
with high symmetry, pattern formation as the
nucleation stage of quantum dot growth can
nevertheless be found as in homoepitaxial sys-
tems [Sch98d].
By assuming anisotropic nearest neighbor
bonds and diffusion, island nucleation on ter-
races is considered in [Iri96].
A Monte Carlo simulation of growth of ïñð
on ïÑðÝêé?é~áã including deposition and diffusion
only is reported in [Lev98]. The simulations
in three dimensions yield columnar structures
and flakes. In a Monte Carlo simulation of
the growth of ïÑð crystals from the melt stable
facets are identified in [Bea00].
By accounting for both, diffusing kations
and anions, in [Ish98] a two component Monte
Carlo simulation of òÚóôBõﬁå?òÚóôÜõÝêé?é~áã ho-
moepitaxial growth is used to reproduce
RHEED intensity variations during growth on
vicinal surfaces. ôÜõ determines the transition
from 2D growth to step flow growth. Ad-
ditional analysis on island shapes is given in
[Ish99]. A very similar Monte Carlo study of
òÚóôÜõYå?ò*óôÜõÝêé?é~áã homoepitaxy finds transi-
tion between 2D growth and step-flow growth
by, again, taking into account òÚó and ôBõ
as different species [Kaw99]. Here, island
growth is determined by ôÜõ islanding. Fur-
thermore ôÜõ serves as a self-surfactant in step-
flow growth.
Another two-component Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of heterogrowth without the inclusion
of strain efects can be found in [Gro00].
A transition from dendritic to compact is-
lands is observed in Monte Carlo simulations
of strain free island growth in two dimen-
sions [Xia88]. First and second nearest neigh-
bor interactions as well as anisotropic surface-
attachment kinetics and surface diffusion are
taken into account. Varied parameters are tem-
perature, bond energies and supersaturation
determining deposition.
In [Bal94] kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
of nucleation and growth of two dimensional,
unstrained islands on a square lattice are com-
pared to mean-field rate equations. Again, a
transition from ramified shape at low tempera-
ture to compact islands at high temperatures is
found. Surface binding and nearest neighbor
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binding is included. Attachment to islands is
irreversible but diffusion along island edges is
possible.
Another example of irreversible growth and
nucleation of islands during submonolayer de-
position on a perfect substrate with diffusive
processes only is given in [Bar92, Bar95].
This Monte Carlo simulation assumes random
walk diffusion and immobile islands after nu-
cleation with no spatial expansion (point is-
lands). An additional rate equation analysis
with respect to size and separation of islands
is done. The dependence on flux and diffusion
constant ö is examined.
In [Wan00] a kinetic Monte Carlo simula-
tion of facet growth is presented. Included ef-
fects are monomer and dimer diffusion as well
as diffusion along ledges. The growth rates of
facets with certain orientation is extracted.
2D island growth is studied in a Monte
Carlo simulation as a function of coverage and
ratio of diffusion constant to deposition rate
[Rat94c]. Detachment from islands is possi-
ble at a rate determined by a pair bond energy.
Diffusion is Arrhenius like with a binding en-
ergy to the surface ÷ﬁøúù eV and nearest neighbor
bonds û|ø÷ to û|øúù eV taking place on a square
lattice.
Monte Carlo simulations can also be per-
formed on surfaces with other than a square
symmetry. In [Mao99] the epitaxial growth on
the hexagonal surface of üÚýþ is considered
with diffusion processes only.
The growth on a surface with highly
anisotropic surface reconstruction, the
ß 
÷?÷?÷
	

 or so called DAS structure,
is considered in [Kat99]. The Monte Carlo
routine consideres diffusion processes only
but is able to reproduce growth patterns
observed experimentally.
III.7.3 Heteroepitaxial systems
If heteroepitaxial systems are considered, animportant additional ingredient has to be
added to the simulation routines. In [Gha88b]
the influence of compressive and tensile strain
on the growth mode during epitaxial growth is
addressed in a computer simulation study.
In [Tan97] Monte Carlo simulations of epi-
taxial growth on triangular

÷?÷?÷ layers are
presented where the effect of a lattice mis-
match is included by influencing atom-atom
and atom-substrate bonds.
Deposition, diffusion and strain is included
in a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation which is
done in 1+1 dimensions (growth occurs or-
thogonal to particle diffusion) to simulate the
transition from 2D to 3D growth [Kho00]. The
strain is calculated via a spring model account-
ing for nearest and next nearest neighbors.
In [Liu01] a surfactant-mediated Monte
Carlo simulation is presented which reports
a strain induced transition from fractal island
growth to compact growth with increasing
strain field.
Strain is not only induced by heteroepitaxy.
A Monte Carlo study of order-disorder transi-
tions induced by defects on a perfect
ß 
û?û~÷
surface mediated by strain is considered in
[Oka98].
A completely three dimensional Monte
Carlo simulation including elastic strain but
without diffusion dynamics is presented in
[Rou98]. Elastic strain energy is included
within the model of Valence Force Field (VFF)
approximation. Strain and chemical binding
energies between nearest neighbors lead to

÷?÷?÷ facets on quantum dots on zincblende
substrates.
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IV.
Kinetic vs. Equilibrium Size
Distributions
In this chapter the growth dynamics of quan-tum dot systems with respect to their is-
land size distributions will be scrutinized. In
fact, growth kinetics during deposition of ma-
terial is utterly different from equilibrium dy-
namics that can be observed in systems that
have found their optimal, equilibrium state.
The most obvious feature of these two dif-
ferent growth regimes is the emergence of
two largely different size distribution func-
tions that show an opposite dependence on
temperature.
Under common growth conditions it is usu-
ally not clear, which process dominates and
thus the relevance of kinetic size ordering or
equilibrium dynamics is a matter of intense de-
bate. In the following this very problem will
be addressed by means of the Monte Carlo
method. In particular, a focus will be put
on the crossover from kinetic island formation
to thermodynamically controlled size distribu-
tions, since it turns out that here both regimes
of growth dynamics are relevant. Conse-
quently, both forms of growth, kinetics and
thermodynamics, have to be considered in
quantum dot growth at different stages of
growth [Mei01c].
IV.1 Theory
Quantum dots have attracted considerableinterest in recent years since they repre-
sent artificial atoms with unique, controllable
optoelectronic properties. They provide the
basis for constructing a novel generation of
semiconductor devices [Bim99, Lor00]. To
obtain highly efficient quantum dot layers for
optical or electronical purposes it is not only of
importance to grow dislocation-free quantum
dots with a high spatial density, but it is also
desirable to obtain a narrow size distribution
that guarantees a large number of active dots
for a specific voltage or optical wavelength.
A promising way of fabricating such struc-
tures is the self-organized formation of coher-
ent quantum dots in the Stranski-Krastanov
or Vollmer-Weber growth mode [Dar98,
Shc98a]. In such heteroepitaxial systems the
strain prevents Ostwald ripening, which is the
dominant effect in homoepitaxy, and narrow
size distributions of quantum dots are formed
[Ng95, Bar97a, Wan99, Ram98, Sch98b].
IV.1.1 Thermodynamical regime
If the quantum dot array is allowed toequilibrate, the average size of the dots
follows from thermodynamic considerations
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[Shc95b]. Since the entropic contribution
plays a vital role, the average dot size de-
creases with increasing temperature down to
single adatoms at very high temperatures. The
quantum dot size distribution is thermodynam-
ically controlled.
It should be noted that the statements met
by thermodynamical equilibrium considera-
tions presented in the following, as well as
the Monte Carlo simulations apply only to
two dimensional arrays of islands that emerge
in heteroepitaxy at sub-monolayer coverage
[Str98, Ale88]. It is assumed that these 2D-
islands do not change much in size, shape or
position during the 2D/3D transition and act
as the basis for quantum dots [Pri95]. Conse-
quently, morphological contributions [Mol98]
to the considered energies can be neglected.
Furthermore, arrays of highly dilute arrays are
considered to exclude elastic island-island in-
teractions. This assumption corresponds to
low coverages well below ten percent.
For such systems the equilibrium concentra-
tion per unit atomic site of islands consisting
of  atoms  is given by the Boltzmann
distribution
 ﬀﬂﬁﬃﬀ! ﬃ"# (IV.1)
where ﬁ$ is the island energy per atom
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Here the first term &3( denotes the binding en-
ergy to the surface, which is chosen to be
46587
eV in the following simulations. The sec-
ond term is the binding energy of the island
boundary and the third term describes the elas-
tic relaxation energy caused by the surface
stress discontinuity at the island boundaries.
The constants
*,+
and
*9/
can be calculated from
the elastic constants of the considered material
system.
*,+
is proportional to the energy of a
pair bond &': . The constant
*/
can be obtained
experimentally by calculating the strain field
at the island boundaries or from elasticity the-
ory following [Lan70]1. The function ﬁﬃ is
plotted in Fig.IV.1.
For zero temperature the size distribution
is infinitely sharp with a preferred island size
<;=%>?A@B
*,+

*/
)DCE such that the elas-
tic strain energy is minimized. This island size
corresponds to the minimum of ﬁﬃ given by
eq.IV.2 (see Fig.IV.1).
For finite temperatures, one has to consider
the Helmholtz free energy with an entropic
contribution and, following [Shc00], finds that
the optimum size of an island is given by
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where
S
is the total coverage. With increasing
temperature the maximum of the size distribu-
tion given by eq.(IV.3) moves towards smaller
islands. As an additional effect of the entropic
contribution we find that the size distribution
is broadened and a second maximum emerges
at small island sizes due to the generation of
individual atoms.
IV.1.2 Kinetically controlled regime
On the other hand, often a contradictory ef-fect to the thermodynamically controlled
temporal evolution of island size distribu-
tions can be found experimentally, particu-
larly if the system is cooled down or capped
immediately after the formation of the dot
layer. Here the average dot size increases
with increasing temperature as has been ob-
served, for example, for UVﬀWUOVXC 4W4  [Mo91]
Y9Z One finds: [X\]_^ Z`Y eV for both numerical and the-
oretical calculations. Note that for very large islands the
numerical value of [ \ deviates from the theoretical one
since the strain at an island boundary is limited by our
code to one pair bond ( ^ Z a eV)
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Fig. IV.1: a) Dependence of energy per atom in an island consisting of b atoms given by eq.IV.2. b)
Optimal island size in dependence of temperature given by eq.IV.3 for thermodynamically controlled island
growth.
or c'dfehg#dijWjWjBkl [Wan91]. Due to the higher
mobility of adatoms at higher temperatures
the attachment to existing islands is more
favourable than the nucleation of new islands.
Thus for low temperatures many small islands
are formed, whereas for high temperatures few
large islands are observed. The size distribu-
tion is dominated by kinetic effects. For the
same reason in homoepitaxy Ostwald ripen-
ing may be suppressed, and quantum dot ar-
rays with a rather sharp size distribution may
be grown [Zha98, Mo92].
For the case of kinetically controlled growth
the interplay of diffusion and deposition is cru-
cial. Diffusion is characterized by the diffu-
sion constant m given by
m n mporq!sut?vXwx (IV.4)
with mpo#nzy{}|~
of
a constant depending on the
lattice constant | o of the crystal surface and

the attempt frequency. The justification of
eq.IV.4 and, especially, the independence of
the factor mpo of temperature is actually ex-
tremly difficult. Attempts to give a basis to
eq.IV.4 have been done in form of the transi-
tion state theory [Gla41, Vin57].
For the case of irreversible island nucle-
ation it is clear that the island density  de-
creases with an increase of the ratio of diffu-
sion to deposition rate. If m increases, de-
posited atoms can – on average – travel far-
ther between deposition events and aggrega-
tion to existing islands becomes more likely
than nucleation processes, since nucleation ne-
cessitates the accidental clustering of two sin-
gle adatoms2 to build a stable nucleus for is-
land growth. Hence, one expects a scaling re-
lation of the form
  m_sBB (IV.5)
A mean-field approach to describe quantum
dot formation is presented in [Dob97].
r
Depending on parameters like temperature, strength
of nearest neighbor bonds and deposition rate the num-
ber of atoms to form a critical nucleus might be two or
larger.
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c)a) b)
Fig. IV.2: Schematic island size distributions in the kinetically controlled regime for a) low and c) high
temperatures. Islands are drawn in blue and pools of attraction in pink. b) shows the corresponding temper-
ature dependence of the average island size  for the kinetic regime (eq.IV.6)
In [Bar92] an equation for the dependence
of the island density on temperature is derived
  pŁ
ﬀ


Ł
pBr
X

ﬀ (IV.6)
with
Ł
the relative surface coverage. The same
exponent  , has been recovered by
[Jen94] in a deposition-diffusion-aggregation
model. Growth exponents for a one dimen-
sional system have been obtained by means of
rate equations in [Lai91].
Furthermore, in the kinetically controlled
regime during deposition a characteristic dif-
fusion length  can be defined as the aver-
age distance between nucleation sites. It is
[Ven84, Sch95]

 
 
¡  (IV.7)
with

the flux rate to the surface. The same
result has been obtained by means of Monte
Carlo simulations in [Gha92].
This leads to the following situation de-
picted in Fig.IV.2. Fig.IV.2a) and c) show the
schematic island distributions at low and high
temperatures, respectively. The characteris-
tic diffusion length  for low temperatures is
short. So is the average distance an adatom can
travel before meeting another adatom. Conse-
quently, the radius of the area, an existing is-
land can draw adatoms from (pink circles in
Fig.IV.2a) and c)) is small and more islands
will nucleate. This results in a high island
density  of comparatively small islands. For
higher temperatures, few large islands emerge
due to the large diffusion length  and a low
island density  .
The average island size ¢¤£K¥#¦ is now in-
versely proportional to the square root of the
island density  , and one finds:
¢¤£K¥#¦
 O§
X¨


Ł
p©
X

§
Xª (IV.8)
A schematic plot of ¢¤£K¥#¦ is shown in
Fig.IV.2b).
As a remarkable result one finds that the de-
pendence of average island size on tempera-
ture for the thermodynamic regime (Fig.IV.1b)
and the kinetic regime (Fig.IV.2b) are of rather
opposed character.
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IV.2 Evolution of average size
For the Monte Carlo simulations presentedin this chapter the isotropic strain field
as described in Appendix A has been used,
since the anisotropic contributions to the sur-
face strain seem of little importance in the
context of size ordering. Indeed, on the
highly anisotropic surface of «¬­®W®B¯° very
similar results for the size ordering have been
obtained as compared to isotropic surfaces
[Mo91, Bar92].
The strain energy is consequently calculated
from the strain tensor components by II.9
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Since dilute arrays of islands are con-
sidered, island-island interaction can be ne-
glected. Hence, it is assumed that the strain
field extends only five lattice constants away
from the island boundaries to speed up com-
putations. This implies a varying lower energy
cut-off for islands of different size. However,
due to the steep falloff of the strain energy with
increasing distance from the island boundary,
still about ÊWÆ percent of the total energy are
captured even for the largest islands.
All simulations have been performed on a
250x250 atomic sites lattice. As an initial step
a coverage of ÇﬃË was deposited randomly on
the surface at a flux of ¯ Ml/s. Every ®6Å`®B¯ s a
histogram of the island size distribution was
recorded. Especially for higher temperatures
the fluctuations in the size distributions are
considerable. To reduce the noise, ten simu-
lations with different initial conditions but the
same set of parameters were used to calcu-
late an average. The effect of averaging is
displayed in Fig.IV.3, where the typical his-
tograms of a single run and the averaged re-
sult over ten simulations at a temperature of
Ì
·.Í
º
Æ K is shown.
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Fig. IV.3: Comparison between the temporal evo-
lution of the average island size in a single system
at temperature äæå¤çèé K (green) and an averaged
result over ten realisations of the same system with
same parameters in red.
To display the temporal evolution of the av-
erage island size, the average diameter êë ì$í
of the islands was calculated from the his-
tograms. Islands with a size below four atoms
were not considered in the averaging. In
Fig.IV.4 the simulation results for tempera-
tures of Ì
·ïî½Í
Æ!ðñÅJÅJÅ
Í
Æ!®Wð are displayed.
IV.2.1 Kinetic results
From Fig.IV.4 it is evident that in the ini-tial stages of island growth the size dis-
tribution is clearly kinetically controlled. At
lower temperatures many small islands have
formed whereas at higher temperatures fewer
and larger islands emerge.
At lower temperature the nucleation of is-
lands is the dominant process. Since the mo-
bility of adatoms is low the density of sin-
gle adatoms increases fast during the deposi-
tion and pairs of atoms are formed randomly.
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Fig. IV.4: a) Temporal evolution of the average island size for ﬁﬀﬃﬂ K (blue), ﬀ! ﬃ K (green) and
"#ﬀ%$ﬂ%& (red). Simulations have been performed on a 250x250 grid and averaged over ten runs with
the same set of parameters. a) First five seconds of b) enlarged. Additionally, the temporal evolution of the
average island size for '(ﬀ%ﬂﬃ K (orange) is shown in a).
Those act as nuclei for islands. Consequently,
one observes many small islands for low tem-
peratures.
With increasing temperature the adatoms
become more and more mobile. A single
adatom in a hot system can travel a long dis-
tance until it finds an existing island to which it
will attach. The adatom density therefore de-
creases and nucleation of new islands is sup-
pressed. The final spatial configuration in the
kinetically controlled regime exhibits few and
large islands.
IV.2.2 Crossover
Would there be no elastic strain in the sys-tem the growth of islands would con-
tinue even beyond deposition, though at a re-
duced speed. The largest islands would cap-
ture most of the diffusing adatoms and grow
on the expense of smaller islands until, even-
tually, only one single island is left in the sys-
tem. One would, in other words, observe Ost-
wald ripening.
In the presence of strain the system behaves
different from Ostwald ripening. On short
time scales of a few seconds right after depo-
sition (Fig.IV.4b) the islands do not grow by
a considerable amount or even appear to have
stopped growing. The scaling of the island
size with temperature seems to be kinetically
controlled, still.
An impatient experimentalist dealing with
short time scales only might be led to the as-
sumption that the average island sizes do not
change perceptably in time and call the kinet-
ically controlled state a stable configuration.
This conclusion suggests itself especially for
low temperatures since here the temporal evo-
lution towards equilibrium becomes expone-
tially slow.
Right after the end of deposition, however,
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the islands begin to equilibrate. The sys-
tem is now in an intermediate state between
kinetic island growth and thermodynamically
controlled growth conditions. Characteristic
for this regime is the slow increase of island
sizes and a crossover of the average island size
for systems of different temperatures.
During this intermediate state, elastic strain
is of the essence since it drives the system
towards equilibrium, though it is a compara-
tively slow process.
The strain destabilizes the island boundaries
proportional to their size. Depending on the
external parameters temperature and coverage,
the strain sets an explicit upper limit to the in-
crease in island size through Ostwald ripening.
Once an island has reached its critical size
given by eq.IV.3 it stops growing. At this par-
ticular point the attachment rate of adatoms
to the island driven by its size just equalizes
the detachment rate generated by the bound-
ary destabilization due to elastic strain. Since
the equilibration process has to be conveyed
by the kinetic effect of diffusive material trans-
port, its effectiveness depends sensitively on
temperature.
For low temperatures the growth process is
the slowest and the higher the temperature be-
comes the faster the islands approach their av-
erage equilibrium size.
Once the equilibrium size distribution is
reached, the average island diameter remains
indeed constant as can be seen in Fig.IV.4b.
In the course of equilibration the islands in
the low temperature systems continue to grow
until they reach their equilibrium size at an
average diameter above that of the islands of
the hotter systems, as is expected for islands
grown under equilibrium conditions. Thus it
comes to a crossover of size distributions that
can be called a key feature of the equilibration
process.
In [Sar92] the idea of crossover effects due
to processes with different time scales is gen-
eralized. Here MBE-growth is described as a
system of self-organized criticality. Growth
processes are dominated by crossover effects
accociated with different time scales or kinetic
rates like Arrhenius hopping, deposition etc.
The authors emphasize that the proposed con-
cept of generic scale invariance is valid only
asymptotically. Experiments on shorter time
scales are very likely dominated by crossover
effects as various kinetic rates are tuned as ex-
ternal parameters change.
IV.2.3 Thermodynamic regime
Fig.IV.5 shows the histograms of the sizedistributions taken at a time )+*-,/. s which
is well beyond kinetics and inside the ther-
modynamically controlled regime. The solid
curves are Gaussian fits to the data, omitting
the tail of small islands.
Here, all the important features of thermo-
dynamically controlled island growth can be
recovered. For low temperatures, the size dis-
tribution has a well pronounced maximum.
Mostly large islands are present and only very
few individual adatoms or small groups can be
found. With increasing temperature the size
distribution broadens and the number of single
adatoms increases due to the entropic contri-
bution to the free energy. The maximum of the
distribution shifts towards smaller islands. For
the highest temperature 01*324.45 K a distinct
maximum of the size distribution is hardly vis-
ible and the tail of single adatoms and poly-
mers becomes dominant. For even higher tem-
peratures the maximum of large islands disap-
pears and only single atoms or small groups
can be found.
For the highest temperature 0 * 24.45 K,
equilibration is very fast and the equilibrium
size distribution is reached almost directly af-
ter the end of deposition. Looking on a shorter
time scale (Fig.IV.4b), one notices that for this
particularly high temperature the average is-
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Fig. IV.5: Equilibrium size distributions for temperatures vxw#y4z%{ K (diamonds), vxwdz!|| K (circles),
vwz%}ﬃ{ K (squares) and vwz%{%| K (triangles) taken at ~w{ . The solid lines are numerical fits to the
data. The tail of single atoms and small islands has not been included into the fit. The simulations have
been averaged over ten different realisations to reduce noise.
land size is indeed larger in the kinetically
controlled regime and islands have to shrink
to reach their equilibrium size distribution.
This effect might be caused by oversaturation
where the attachment of adatoms to existing
islands is strongly favored as opposed to nu-
cleation of new islands. Only if enough island
nuclei have been generated the excess atoms of
large islands can be drawn off. Here, it seems
important to note that the size limiting effect of
elastic strain that should prevent islands from
becoming too large, is a comparatively slow
process and can to some extent be overcome
by fast aggregation of adatoms at higher tem-
peratures.
As an important conclusion from this obser-
vation one can expect that there exists a dis-
tinct temperature at which the equilibrium dis-
tribution is approached immediately.
IV.2.4 Various simulation models in the
kinetic regime
To elucidate the influence of various sim-ulation models on the evolution of the
average island sizes in the kinetically con-
trolled regime, Monte Carlo simulations in the
time during deposition and shortly after have
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Fig. IV.6: The evolution of average island sizes and corresponding spatial island distributions (a) to d))
during deposition for various simulation models is shown in e). In a) (blue line) only deposition is consid-
ered. Diffusion and strain effects are neglected. b) shows simulation results for a model including diffusion
(green line). Atoms are assumed to be immobile after attachment to an island. c) (cyan line) depicts a
model with complete diffusion, but atoms cannot disconnect from islands. In d) (red line) full diffuson with
attachment and detachment processes is used. The orange line shows the equivalent island size evolution
with an additional strain field around islands. (Coverage ¦§@¨ %, Flux ©ª§¬« Ml/s, Temperature ­@§(®ﬃ¯%° K,
Simulation time in a) to d): °²±³«!® s).
been performed using different levels of model
complexity.
The simplest model possible consists of ran-
dom deposition of adatoms only. Diffusion is
excluded as well as elastic strain. The spatial
distribution of adatoms depicted in Fig.IV.6a)
shows a noise-like pattern. Islands can only
form by accidental deposition of adatoms at
adjacent places. Since only islands consist-
ing of at least four atoms are counted as is-
lands, for about ´¶µ·´¹¸ s no islands are detected
at all. Then the average island diameter in-
creases very slowly until the end of deposition
(blue line in Fig.IV.6e). Due to the absence of
diffusion the end of deposition also marks the
end of the temporal evolution of island sizes.
As a next step one might now include sur-
face diffusion. The islands in Fig.IV.6b) are
obtained by allowing for diffusive steps for
single adatoms which become immobile as
soon as they attach to another adatom. This
simulation scheme generates fractal islands
which grow very fast due to their compar-
atively large perimeter (green line). Since
atoms cannot move after attachment the end
of deposition also stops island growth.
In the simulation model used for Fig.IV.6c)
diffusion along island edges is allowed.
Adatoms can, however, not detach from is-
lands. The islands formed now are of com-
pact shape and compared to the fractal islands
have a smaller perimeter. Consequently more
islands nucleate and the average diameter is re-
duced (cyan line).
If one now additionally allows atoms to de-
tach from islands no prominent difference in
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spatial island distribution or average island di-
ameter can be observed during the time of de-
position (Fig.IV.6d) and red line). But now the
end of deposition no longer sets an end to is-
land growth and the average island diameter
increases still at times beyond deposition end.
This efect can be understood as Ostwald ripen-
ing.
The orange line in Fig.IV.6e) shows the tem-
poral evolution of the average island diame-
ter for the complete growth model including
strain, as it has been used in the previous sec-
tions. Again, during deposition the evolution
of island sizes does not differ from the ones
generated by models c) and d).Since the pa-
rameters for the simulation are chosen as in
the Monte Carlo simulations in the previous
sections, with the end of deposition the islands
have reached an average size above their ther-
modynamically favoured one.
Though the spatial distribution of islands is
indistinguishable from the simulation results
in d), the strain drives the system away from
pure Ostwald ripening. Instead the islands are
reduced in size by the nucleation of new ones.
These freshly nucleated isalnds grow coopera-
tively with the larger islands until equilibrium
is reached.In the above example this equili-
bration process is by an order of magnitude
slower compared to the kinetic effect of depo-
sition and takes about one second of time to
reach equilibrium.
Note that this effect would not be visible for
a significantly slower deposition rate since the
destabilizing effect of strain on island bound-
aries is always present and can only be over-
come by the introduction by a much shorter
time scale of kinetically driven island growth
by using a high flux of material to the surface.
IV.2.5 Comparison of simulation and
thermodynamic equilibrium the-
ory
By means of eq.(IV.3) one can calculate thetemperature dependence of the average is-
land size in equilibrium and compare to the re-
sults of the kinetic MC simulation (Fig.IV.5).
With º»¼¾½¶¿ÁÀ eV and ºÃÂÄ¼¾½¶¿ÆÅ!½²Ç eV one finds
an optimum island size for ÈÉ¼Ê½ K: ËªÌ(¼
Í
½/½/½ . With increasing temperature the opti-
mum island size shrinks almost linearly and
suggests a critical temperature at ÈÏÎÐ¼ÑÇ/Ç4Ò K,
where an optimum island size ceases to ex-
ist. The average island sizes extracted from
the Gaussian fit to the kinetic MC results in
Fig.IV.5 are in good quantitative agreement
with this predicted thermodynamic behavior.
Beyond Ç4Ò4½ K the definition of a preferred is-
land size by means of numerical analysis is in-
deed almos impossible.
Furthermore we can extract the dispersion
of the average island size as the width of the
size distribution (Fig.IV.7). The thermody-
namic theory predicts an almost constant dis-
persion that increases significantly only close
to the critical temperature È Î . In fact, in our
kinetic MC simulations, which are close to È
Î
,
a distinct increase of the size dispersion can be
observed, albeit within a large error bar.
To investigate the temperature dependence
of the size dispersion in a larger temperature
range, where the MC kinetics becomes ex-
tremely slow, substantially higher computa-
tional efforts would be needed.
IV.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been shown by meansof a Monte Carlo simulation that right after
the deposition the island size distribution is ki-
netically controlled. For low temperatures one
observes many small islands while islands be-
come larger for higher temperature systems.
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Fig. IV.7: a) shows the dependence of average island size on temperature. The theoretical prediction (red
line) and the numerical results (circles) are plotted. Error bars are taken from the gaussian fits to the size
distributions in Fig.IV.5 as FWHM/2, which is plotted in b).
During equilibration a crossover takes place
where the islands in hot systems approach
their equilibrium distribution faster than the is-
lands in cold systems. Here the islands con-
tinue to grow until they reach their equilibrium
size that exceeds the size of the hot system is-
lands. The size distribution now is in agree-
ment with thermodynamic equilibrium.
For the equilibrium regime it has been
shown that the presented numerical Monte
Carlo results are in good agreement with the
thermodynamical findings as far as the optimal
size distribution at equilibrium is concerned.
Similar work has been done on the de-
pendence of the size distribution on strain
[Rat94b], limited, however, to near equilib-
rium systems and a spatially non extended
strain field.
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V.
Elastic Anisotropy
As has been shown in Chap.III andChap.IV, strain gives rise to self-limited
growth of island sizes and spatial ordering pro-
cesses. Though strain is quite effective in lim-
iting the spatial extension of islands and gen-
erates narrow size distributions in reasonable
amounts of time, the spatial arrangement of is-
lands induced by isotropic strain is not as eas-
ily obtained.
It will be shown in this chapter how
anisotropic contributions to the elastic strain
fields generated by epitaxially grown islands
can enhance the formation of spatially corre-
lated island distribution.
The results obtained numerically by Monte
Carlo simulation will be compared to experi-
mantal findings gained by liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE) experiments of ÓÕÔŁÖŁ×ÙØÛÚÝÜ%Ø on ÓÕÔ_Þß/ßqàﬃá
done by M. Schmidbauer et.al. [Sch98b].
Good agreement between experimental data
and simulations is found [Mei01b].
V.1 Introduction
It has been argued in the previous chapterthat, compared to kinetic effects, the transi-
tion from a given spatial distribution of islands
towards the equilibrium state is slow. This is
even more true if the focus is not on size or-
dering but rather on spatial arrangement of the
islands. Depending on initial conditions gen-
erated by ’unordered’ kinetic effects as ran-
dom deposition and surface diffusion, it might
necessitate a considerable amount of mate-
rial transport to reach the energetically most
favourable systems state.
In any case self-organisation processes that
lead to either size ordering or spatial correla-
tion of islands do rely on an interplay between
kinetic effects which are intertwined with ma-
terial transport, and the strain field that ’de-
fines’ equilibrium by introducing long range
interactions.
Though most of the early theoretical work
on spatially correlated growth of quantum dots
is based on energy considerations, the in-
fluence of kinetic effects during growth has
turned out to be crucial. Recent studies have
shown, for example, that a kinetic energy bar-
rier for growth on island facets can lead to self-
limiting growth [Jes98, Ka¨s99] where quan-
tum dots with a surface facetted in certain di-
rections are particualrly stable and hence do
not grow fast assuming a surface with a dif-
ferent orientation. Those kinetic limitations
play a central role for a detailed understand-
ing of island growth and they strongly depend
on growth conditions.
The aim of this chapter is to improve the
understanding of self-organized quantum dot
growth by compairing experimental results ob-
tained in LPE grown ÓÕÔSâäã åmæ%ÚÝÜﬃâäã çŁæﬃè/ÓÕÔ islands
with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. In par-
ticular it will be shown that the interaction
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of an anisotropic strain field with kinetic dif-
fusion processes might promote the effect of
spatial ordering by defining not only preferred
distances, as isotropic strain does, but ad-
ditionally introducing preferred directions so
that spatial correlation of islands is more read-
ily obtained.
V.2 Theory
V.2.1 Close to equilibrium Monte Carlo
To obtain Monte Carlo simulation resultsthat are comparable to experimental find-
ings two points are of particular importance.
First, the anisotropy of the éÕêmëÝì -compound
has to be considered in the calculation of strain
fields and secondly simulations have to be per-
formed as close to equilibrium as possible.
Generally the second part can be tackled by
choosing a low deposition rate of í¶î·íqï mono-
layers per second at reasonably high tempera-
tures1. Thus it is ensured that single adatoms
have a long mean free path in comparison
to typical island sizes, and island nucleation
takes place at energetically favorable posi-
tions rather than by accidental dimer formation
caused by a large numer of diffusing adatoms.
A sufficiently long mean free path of diffus-
ing atoms is most important as far as the com-
patibility of experiment and simulation is con-
cerned since the Monte Carlo simulation is not
designed to handle dissolution of atoms from
the substrate as an additional way of material
transport. In LPE, on the other hand, the trans-
port through the melt is a very efficient way of
moving atoms around as compared to pure sur-
face diffusion.
Fortunately, the emerging structures in equi-
librium systems do not depend on the particu-
lar transport mechanism which led the system
to equilibrium.
Ihe inclusion of anisotropic strain can eas-
ily be done by using the Green’s function ap-
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Fig. V.1: Contour plot of the anisotropic strain
energy of a circular island in the ﬃ !#"%$ -plane for
the system &('*),+ -/.021 )3+ 45.768&(' with elastic moduli
93:/:<;
"!= >%?A@B"3
:
4
erg/cm C , 93: 4 ; = D!E@B" 
:
4
erg/cm C
and 9GF5FH; =JI!IK@"3
:
4
erg/cm C . b) shows the strain
profile for a cut along the red line in a).
proach to strain calculation discussed at length
in Appendix B. Here, the elastic displace-
ments LEM are calculated by means of the elastic
Green’s tensor of elasticity theory ë MON#PRQSGQUTWV
LXM
PRQVZY [
\#]2^_
Q
T
ë`MON
PRQSGQ
T
V/a
N
PRQ
T
V (V.1)
The integration is carried out along all is-
land boundaries where the line forces a N act
as the sources of the strain. The strain field b%MON
c d Of course, the effect of temperature is closely re-
lated to the surface binding energy. For the simulations
presented in the following, surface and nearest neigh-
bor bonds are egfih c3d j eV and elkmhon d j eV, respec-
tively. With those parameters reasonably high tempera-
tures should not be lower than p7q,n K.
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itself is then given by the partial derivatives of
the displacements
r8sOt u v
wyx{z}|
s
zX~
t
z}|
t
zX~
s!
(V.2)
Since the Green’s tensor contains the elastic
constants of the considered material the elastic
anisotropy is fully taken into account.
Finally, to calculate the modification of the
diffusion barriers caused by the strain, the lo-
cal elastic strain energies are evaluated by
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(V.3)
where
!ŁGŁ
,
!Ł

and

G
are the elastic constants
of a cubic crystal in Voigt notation. In the in-
set of Fig.V.1 a strain energy profile of a step
is shown. The quadratic decay of the elastic
energy with increasing distance from the step
is in agreement with theoretical predictions.
For the system   %8 

% the elastic
constants of the binary compound have been
calculated in linear approximation from the
bulk values of  and i . The numerical val-
ues are shown in Table V.1.
The nearest neighbors for group IV semi-
conductors are in the 
vvv 
-direction. Con-
sequently this is the elastically hard direction
whereas the  
v 
-direction is elastically soft,
as can be seen in Fig.V.1.
V.2.2 Liquid phase epitaxy
In contrast to isotropic strain, where spatialordering has only be obtained for a very nar-
row parameter window after long equilibra-
tion times (see Chap.IV), in the system pre-
sented below anisotropic strain allows for spa-
tial ordering for a comparatively huge param-
eter window making this method of grow-
ing ordered arrays of islands less feeble to-
wards changes of external parameters during
the growth process.
It should be noted, however, that the spa-
tially ordered state is still a state close to equi-
librium which is thus only reached under suit-
able conditions and after an appropriate (and
usually long) period of time.
Hence, the experimental results have been
obtained by means of LPE of /i3 *
v%¡
,
where for sufficiently high coverage a high
degree of positional correlation has been ob-
served.
As compared to well known growth tech-
niques such as molecular beam epitaxy or
metal organic chemical vapor deposition, LPE
is carried out rather close to thermodynamic
equilibrium[Bau85]. A metal melt (e.g. ¢£
or ¤¥ ) containing e.g.  and/or  is put
onto a ¦ substrate and cooled down such
that epitaxial growth occurs via oversatura-
tion of the melt. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the growth procedurecan be found in
[Sch98b]. As a consequence of conditions
close to equilibrium, highly regular, facetted,
coherent ¦
ŁG§}¨
i
¨
truncated pyramids with a
narrow size distribution are grown on 3 *
v%¡
.
For this material system it has been shown
that the island size is independent of the
growth rate and growth temperature but is
given by a simple scaling behavior between
the island base width and the i concentra-
tion, which corresponds to the lattice mis-
match. By varying layer composition and thus
the elastic strain island sizes can be adjusted
from ¥ª© - to «ª© -range[Dor98b].
By adapting the Monte Carlo method de-
scribed in the previous chapters to the close-to-
equilibrium growth conditions of LPE an ex-
planation of the emergence of ordered island
chains can be given in terms of an interplay of
kinetic effects and the anisotropic strain fields
generated by the islands on the 3 *
v%¡
sur-
face.
At this point it has to be noted that a di-
rect kinetic Monte Carlo growth simulation is
not yet feasible in case of liquid phase epi-
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¬!­G­ [ ®¯
­G­
erg/cm ° ] ¬!­± [ ®¯
­G­
erg/cm ° ] ¬3²G² [ ®¯
­G­
erg/cm ° ]
³¦´
16.57 6.39 7.96
µ¶
12.89 4.83 6.71
³¦´· ¸ ¹º%µi¶%· ¸
±
º
15.79 6.00 7.65
Table V.1: Elastic constants for
³¦´
and
µ¶
in Voigt notation [Hel82]. The elastic constants for the
compound
³´ · ¸ ¹º µi¶ · ¸
±
º
are obtained in linear approximation from the bulk values of
³´
and
µi¶
.
taxy. Even for the comparatively simple case
of molecualr beam epitaxy a Monte Carlo
simulation cannot treat the three dimensional
growth of arrays of fully developed islands.
However, with appropriately chosen growth
parameters and a self-consistently included
strain field, a kinetic Monte Carlo routine can
simulate the initial stages of epitaxial growth
processes close to equilibrium conditions un-
til platelets of islands arise[Sch98d, Bos99a,
Pri95].
In Chap.IV it has been shown that for suffi-
ciently long simulation times from an initial,
kinetically controlled regime thermodynami-
cally limited close-to-equilibrium conditions
can be reached. Therefore it is appropriate
to compare LPE experiments to Monte Carlo
simulations performed with an anisotropic
strain field using the elastic constants of
³´
and
µi¶
.
V.3 Experimental and numerical re-
sults
In LPE experiments [Sch98b] the formationof island polymers that is groups of two or
more islands equidistantly arranged along a
line in the »®¯¯¼ direction, can be observed
for low coverages (Fig.V.2b), evolving into
extended island chains for increasing cover-
ages (Fig.V.3b). This obviously implies an
anisotropic (inhomogeneous) probability of is-
land formation around an already existing is-
land.
Performing Monte Carlo simulations con-
sidering anisotropic strain and considering re-
strictions with respect to thermodynamic equi-
librium, linearly ordered chains of islands can
be found in a temperature regime of ½¾U¯ K
to ¿¯¯ K. For low and high coverages of 5%
(Fig.V.2a) and 20% (Fig.V.3a), respectively,
island distributions are found that agree well
with LPE experiments. The presented simu-
lations have been performed on a À#¯¯ÂÁyÀ#¯¯
grid.
For a temperature window of ½¾U¯ K to ¿¯¯ K
we find island chains oriented along ÃÄ®¯¯Å
that compare well to the experimental findings
(Fig.V.2).
For low coverage most chains consist of two
islands but island polymers containing three or
four islands can be found as well. The orienta-
tion in the ÃÄ®¯¯Å - or Ã ¯Æ®¯Å -direction is choosen
at random.
Over the whole temperature regime, where
polymers are found, the islands tend to have
a preferred distance from each other while the
distance between different chains is larger, ex-
actly as observed in the LPE experiments. The
centers of mass of two islands in a chain are on
average fourteen lattice constants apart. The
average island size for a temperature of ½ÇU¯ K
is eight lattice constants in diameter. However,
the average island size increases with temper-
ature so that for temperatures beyond ¿¯¯ K is-
lands in the chains begin to cluster.
For very low temperatures the nucleation
processes are dominated by random dimer
formation and the self-organisation of island
chains is largely suppressed. Furthermore, for
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Fig. V.2: Results of the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation ( ÈÊÉÌË!Í%Î K, growth rate Î#Ï Î#Ð Ml/s, coverage ÑÒÉ
Î#Ï Î!Í , after Ó%Î%Î s growth interruption. A high percentage of islands is arranged in dimers and trimers along
Ô
Ð Î%Î!Õ (e.g. marked by circles). b) Atomic force micrographs picture of LPE grown Ö(×*Ø,Ù Ú/ÛÜ2Ý Ø,Ù Þ/Û ß%Ö(×GàWÎ!Î#Ð á
islands at low coverage ( ÑâÉãÎÏ ÎÓ ) [Mei01b].
1 µm[110]
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b)
Fig. V.3: Same as Fig.V.2 for a coverage of Ó%Îä . a) Results of the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation for
ÈoÉåË!Í8Î K, flux æçÉåÎ#Ï Î#Ð Ml/s after Ó8Î!Î s growth interruption. b) Linear island chains along Ô Ð3Î!Î!Õ at a
coverage of Ñ<ÉyÎ#ÏèÐ3Ë (Scanning electron micrograph). Islands are arranged in extended chains in a preferred
direction, as is marked with lines [Mei01b].
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low temperatures the average island size is
small resulting in comparatively weak strain
fields. Since the spatial ordering is to the larger
part conveyed by the strain, only little effects
can be expected.
V.4 Discussion
The emergence of ordered chains of islandsin LPE at sufficiently high island densi-
ties have been attributed to an underlying rip-
ple pattern due to a kinetic surface instabil-
ity of the plane layer which is aligned along
éêëëì [Dor98a]. This effect was first observed
by [Ale88], who found that for surface re-
constructions with broken symmetry and an
anisotropic strain field, the surface is unsta-
ble towards the formation of elastic stress do-
mains. In the case of íî3ï
ëëÆê%ð
stipes are
formed from steps of monoatomic height. This
ripple pattern, at later stages of growth, trans-
forms into three dimensional islands. The
corresponding distances between islands are,
therefore, determined by the wavelength of the
underlying ripple pattern. Such a pattern is
only observed for low ñò content ( óãô ëöõ÷ê8ø ).
Positional correlation is observed, however,
also in the case of an absent ripple pattern for
óúù
ëöõ÷ê8ø
.
Furthermore, the equidistant arrangement of
islands as polymers or chains cannot be at-
tributed to a ripple pattern alone. Instead,
the positional correlation is significantly influ-
enced by anisotropic strain effects.
Diffusion processes on strained surfaces
lead in general to an enhanced mobility of the
adatoms caused by the lower binding energy in
the strained areas and, as a result, a net current
of atoms from the strained regions to the un-
strained ones can be observed. Applying these
considerations to the material system at hand
one would expect a higher island nucleation
rate in the elastically hard directions ( éêêëì )
as seen from the island since in those direc-
tions the strain decays more rapidly than in
the soft directions ( éêëëì ), where the strained
region extends further away from the island
boundary. On the other hand in the experi-
ment as well as in the computer simulation the
island chains are oriented along the soft direc-
tion which seems to disprove the above rea-
soning.
As can be seen in Fig.V.1 the elastic
anisotropy of the íî/ñò!ûíî -system generates
a monotonically decaying strain field in the
soft
éêëëì
-direction. In the elastically harder
éêêëì
-direction the strain does at first indeed
decay faster. There is, however, a local max-
imum of the strain some distance away from
the island boundary that leads to an average
flux of adatoms to the areas in the soft direc-
tion, where island nucleation is consequently
enhanced.
For islands of a size of eight atoms in di-
ameter the local strain maximum in the hard
direction is ten lattice constants away from the
island boundary. This value agrees well with
an average island separation of fourteen lattice
constants, as can be seen in Fig.V.4.
One further point calls for clarification. In
the LPE experiments the nominal coverage of
the surface is considerably lower than in the
corresponding Monte Carlo simulations. Still,
the experiment and the simulations seem to
have yielded islands of the same size. Though
the simulation does not treat diffusing kations
and anions separately and is rather dealing
with the diffusion of effective atoms, this sim-
plification in the simulation routine cannot ac-
count for the surplus of material at the surface
as it is observed in the experimental samples.
The additional material is rather added by
exchange processes of the growing islands
with the wetting layer. Such an active wet-
ting layer has been observed experimentally in
a transmission electron microscopy study by
[Lia99]. Here, ñò dots on í¦î3ï ëëÆê%ð relax strain
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Fig. V.4: An island dimer in an equilibrium dis-
tance defined by anisotropic strain. All measures
are taken in units of the lattice constant. Distances
are measured from the center of mass (CoM) or the
boundary of the island.
by an alloying process. Trenches are formed
around the islands and the island/substrate in-
terface moves towards the substrate. By this
process, the island morphology changes con-
siderably and in the LPE grown samples the
islands appear larger than in the simulations,
where an active wetting layer is not included.
V.5 Conclusion
It has been shown that under the assump-tion of an anisotropic strain field calculated
for the üýþiß ü¦ý -system the experimentally
observed formation of island polymers along
the elastically soft 	 -direction can be ex-
plained. A local maximum of the strain field
in the elastically hard direction provides a flux
of adatoms to enhance island nucleation in the
elastically soft directions.
Good agreement between experiment and
numerical simulation has been found and a
satisfactory understanding of the processes of
the self-organized island chain formation dur-
ing liquid phase epitaxy has been obtained by
the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations presented
above.
Even though this scheme was originally de-
signed for the simulation of MBE growth it
should be noted that under growth conditions
close to thermodynamic equilibrium the large
number of individual hopping events simulates
well the exchange processes with the liquid
phase.
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VI.
Stacks of Quantum Dots
VI.1 Introduction
For most electro-optical applications forquantum dot layers as active media it is
generally most favorable to have access to as
many dots as possible per unit area. All of
these dots should be of about the same size to
ensure similar electro-optical properties.
As has been shown in the previous chap-
ters, the self-organized growth of quantum
dots with a narrow size distribution is readily
obtained by choosing appropriate growth con-
ditions. All dots with the same size exhibit
the same electronical structure and can thus
be excited simultaneously with the same sig-
nal. To further improve response, one has to
increase the filling factor which is defined as
the area occupied by dots per unit area divided
by the unit area. For purely two-dimensional
island growth the filling factor is equivalent to
the surface coverage. By increasing the filling
factor the density of dots addressed with a sig-
nal is increased and thus device performance
is enhanced [Bim96, Hei97, Max98].
To increase the density of quantum dots dis-
tributed randomly over the surface, they have
to be grown in ordered patterns. Unfortu-
nately, the ordering in spatial dimensions is
not as easily obtained as a narrow size distri-
bution. In Chap.III it has been shown that spa-
tial ordering can only be observed for a com-
paratively tiny parameter window after long
equilibration times. In contrast to size or-
dering, which can be readily obtained un-
der kinetically controlled growth conditions
(see Chap.IV), spatial ordering is induced by
island-island interactions which are acting on
an altogether different time scale. Hence,
the approach of a spatially ordered, equilib-
rium state is time consuming at best. In sys-
tems, which allow low growth temperatures
only, equilibrium might practically never be
reached since reasonable equilibration times
would have to be measured in weeks or even
months.
In Chap.V a diversion has been presented by
the introduction of anisotropic strain to obtain
laterally correlated arrangements of islands if
not much faster but at least for a considerably
larger parameter window than for isotropic
strain.
Anisotropy in the surface strain field can be
observed, more or less pronounced, in all crys-
tals. For appropriate systems it creates a di-
rectional variation in strain strong enough to
enhance nucleation of islands in certain direc-
tions and to reduce nucleation in others. By
this effect the path towards equilibrium is cut
short. Nevertheless, equilibrium has still to be
approached via long equilibration times.
Now there is evidence [Spr00] that ordered
quantum dot layers can be grown without ne-
cessitating time consuming equilibration pro-
cesses. A clever method obtains spatial order-
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ing by depositing a larger number of quantum
dot layers on top of each other with thin buffer
layers of substrate material in between.
For those quantum dot stacks spatial order-
ing is increasing in parallel with the number
of deposited layers. Here, the spatial corre-
lation emerges in a system with no or only
short periods of equilibration, the kinetic pro-
cesses of deposition and diffusion being the
only relevant transport mechanisms. Not only
the spatial arrangement is enhanced. It has
been shown in [Ter96, Spr98, Liu99b, Pin99]
that apart from the spatial arrangement also the
uniformity of size, shape and spacing of the
dots can be improved by growing quantum dot
superlattices.
The strain field at the surface generated
by the buried layers of quantum dots is held
responsible for the spatial ordering effect
[Xie94]. In the following, Monte Carlo sim-
ulations will be presented which aim at the
growth of self-organized quantum dot stacks.
The important difference to the previous chap-
ters is basically the extension of the self-
consistently calculated strain field into the
third dimension – which is the direction of
growth – so that the strain generated by the
buried layers can induce spatial correlations
between islands at the surface.
VI.2 Theory
VI.2.1 Experimental footing
The emergence of ordering effects in quan-tum dot stacks has been observed experi-
mentally by cross-sectional scanning electron
microscopy studies[Xie95c, Eis99] or pho-
toluminescence spectroscopy[Hei97, Hei98].
Novel electronic devices can be produced by
using very thin spacer layers [Mil99]. Verti-
cally correlated quantum dot layer grown by
this method exhibit a strong electronic cou-
pling with unique properties [Fle99, Hei98]
and the resulting structure is referred to as
a quantum dot superlattice [Xie95c, Sol96,
Bar97b, Sch98a, Hei97].
Vertical alignment of quantum dots has been
observed experimentally in various material
systems. In [Xie95c, Sol96] evidence for
vertically aligned columns of quantum dots
in 
 superlattices is given and in
[Sch98a] the growth of ﬀﬂﬁﬃ superlat-
tices is reported. Vertical quantum dot su-
perlattices of ! "ﬁ have also been grown on
! $#&%(')ﬂ*+',ﬁ [Spr00]. Here, lateral and ver-
tical correlations can be tuned by variation of
spacer layer thickness. Furthermore, a differ-
ent evolution of dot sizes and shapes is ob-
served for different spacer layer thicknesses
[Xie95a].
VI.2.1.a Correlation
Experimental results on the influence of strain
on vertical correlations can be found in
[Xie95c]. For thin buffer layers correlated
growth can be observed. In Fig.VI.1a the qual-
itative behavior of the pairing probability in
dependence of the spacer layer thickness as
presented in [Xie95c] is given. The pairing
probability is defined as the fraction of dots in
the surface layer which have nucleated directly
above another dot in the buried layer beneath.
For thin spacer layers the pairing probability
is high and the dots are correlated. With in-
creasing buffer layer thickness the correlation
effect decays and beyond -.. monolayers un-
correlated growth with a pairing probability of
.0/21 is observed.
VI.2.1.b Anti-correlation
The problem of how strain influences the equi-
librium properties of stacked quantum dots has
been treated theoretically by [Shc98b].
This work also tries to explain the exper-
imentally observed effect of anticorrelation.
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Fig. VI.1: a) Schematic dependence of the pairing probability h(i on spacer thickness in monolayers after
[Xie95c] and b) transition from correlation to anticorrelation of h(i after [Shc98b].
Here quantum dots in different layers do not
grow on top of each other (correlated) but
rather on positions most distant from the dot
positions in the buried layer (anticorrelated).
It should be noted that anti-correlated
growth can occur in more complex stacking
sequences as well. In [Spr98] a triagonal dot
lattices with jeklk -stacking can be obtained by
simulations for mn - n!m superlattices.
The qualitative pairing probability function
after [Shc98b] in dependence of buffer layer
thickness is shown in Fig.VI.1b. For thin spac-
ers the dots grow in a correlated way with a
pairing probability of above op %. For increas-
ing buffer layer thickness the pairing probabil-
ity drops below op % indicating anticorrelated
growth.
VI.2.2 Numerical modelling
VI.2.2.a Simulated quantum dot stacks
The simulation routine is based on the Monte
Carlo code presented in the previous chapters.
To extend the calculation of the strain field into
three dimensions the isotropic strain ansatz in
Appendix A is used.
The simulation scheme goes well beyond
the simulations of [Ter96], where the growth
of quantum dot superlattices was simulated
and vertical alignment was observed that lead
to progressively increasing island sizes and
spatial ordering. In contrast to the routine ap-
plied here, the results were obtained from sim-
ple strain calculations treating the buried is-
lands as point like strain sources and a nucle-
ation model that places islands at strain en-
ergy minima but did not include diffusion pro-
cesses.
Nevertheless, the limitation to buried point
sources of strain gives results, which compare
well with experimental findings. In [Hol99]
various alignment patterns for superlattices of
quantum dots can be explained by assuming
anisotropic strain to model the elastic islans-
island interactions. Different material systems
have been elucidated in this paper.
The schematic procedure for a numerical
growth simulation of a quantum dot stack used
in this work is depicted in Fig.VI.2. The
growth of the first layer starts with a per-
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Relaxation
Growth Over-growth
Fig. VI.2: Algorithm for simulating the growth of quantum dot stacks. Growth begins with deposition
(Growth) of material on a plain surface (a). After deposition (b) the system relaxes (Relaxation(c)) and is
subsequently overgrown with substrate material (Overgrowth) and the cycle is closed.
fect surface with a locally homogeneous strain
field (a). Then material is deposited and in
the course of growth islands form in a self-
organized way and induce strain in the sub-
strate (b). After the end of deposition the en-
semble is allowed to equilibrate (c) before the
islands are buried beneath a buffer layer of
variable thickness.
The process of capping the islands with sub-
strate material freezes the strain field and all
diffusion processes are stopped. After the pro-
cess of capping the surface is again assumed
to be flat but now the buried islands generate a
non-homogeneous strain field along the sub-
strate surface. The actual strength of strain
is calculated self-consistently from elasticity
theory with the buried islands as the sources
of strain. It depends in amplitude and shape
on the thickness of the spacer layer (d). Then
another deposition process is started and a new
layer of islands grows, now subjected to two
sources of strain, the buried islands and the is-
lands on the surface layer.
Of course, the strain at the surface of a stack
of quantum dots is not only determined by the
topmost buried layer but all the buried lay-
ers contribute to the surface strain, albeit with
decreasing relevance with increasing distance
from the surface. For all presented simulations
in the following, the strain induced by the top
five layers has been considered for the surface
strain calculation.
However, for very thin spacer layers of, say,
five monolayers the lowest considered layer is
separated by only qr lattice constants from the
surface. The following few layers down to a
distance of about rs lattice constants are still
in a distance where interaction with the grow-
ing surface layer could be expected, since in
[Spr00] it has been shown that variations in
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strain energy by the order of t meV might be
sufficient to induce ordering effects.
It is, however, assumed that the upper buried
layers have a much stronger impact on island
growth by exerting much higher strain so that
minor contributions from lower layers to the
total strain can be neglected.
This assumption is supported by [Dar99a],
where molecular dynamics simulations are
used to dertermine the stress distribution in an
ordered quantum dot superlattice. It is found
that embedded islands generate a stress field at
the surface, which is in good agreement with
analytical expressons based on point like force
dipoles. Consequently, the stress field decays
rapidly and only the topmost buried layers are
of importance.
VI.2.2.b Simplifications of the growth
model
Some important differences between the
model used for simulating the growth of quan-
tum dot stacks and the actual growth processes
have to be mentioned.
In the simulation the buffer layer surface de-
fines the surface for growth of new islands. In
reality before the emergence of quantum dots
a wetting layer would form coherently upon
the substrate. Thus the buffer layer thickness
used in the simulation is a relative value de-
scribing the added thicknesses of spacer and
wetting layer.
The missing wetting layer also gives rise to
another important difference between model
and experiment. For very thin buffer layers
the quantum dots are not fully covered by sub-
strate material and in the further growth pro-
cess material from the half-buried dots is trans-
ferred to the substrate surface to contribute
to the wetting layer. This form of interac-
tion between buried layer and surface is not
possible in the simulation since three dimen-
sional growth of dots is not considered and
only two dimensional monolayer islands are
used to mimic the buried quantum dots be-
neath the buffer layer.
Additionally, in the growth simulation an
increase in nucleation rate at certain places
is conveyed by a locally modulated diffusion
constant due to surface strain alone. How-
ever, the interplay between buried dots and
the substrate-to-wetting-layer interface leads
in general to dislocations and surface defects
above buried dots for sufficiently thin spacer
layers. These strain induced surface disconti-
nuities increase the probability for island nu-
cleation at these places, and hence an en-
hanced correlation in vertical alignment can be
expected in experiments.
Even for thick spacer layers the model
clearly deviates from the natural growth pro-
cess, since no simulation of three dimen-
sional island growth is performed and struc-
tural changes in the shape and size of quantum
dots during the process of overgrowth are not
considered. Shape transitions between surface
dots and dots embedded in the bulk are a com-
mon phenomenon and caused by differences in
the way of strain relaxation which imply dif-
ferent geometries for the lowest energy state
for free and embedded dots.
A change in the induced surface strain is
connected, of course, with a change in the dot
shape . This effect cannot be taken into ac-
count by the simulation model. It is, however,
assumed that the main contribution to the sur-
face strain field does not originate from mor-
phological details but is rather given by the
position and lateral size of the islands. These
quantities can be handled well by the numer-
ical algorithm and a sufficient generality of
the simulation results with respect to experi-
mentally observed growth processes can be ex-
pected.
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Fig. VI.3: Nearest neighbor distribution from surface layer to the topmost buried layer for a) anticorrelated,
b) uncorrelated and c) correlated growth. The corresponding values of the pairing probability u(v is indicated
with arrows. Red circles in distance distributions denote the average distance of islands in the growing layer.
( wyx{z|| K, }~x|	 |ﬃ Ml/s, Oxﬃ , spacer thickness a) | Ml, b)  Ml and c)  Ml)
VI.2.2.c Pairing propability
A good measure for correlated or anticorre-
lated growth in stacked quantum dot layers is
the pairing probability, which indicates the ra-
tio of islands that have grown directly above
another island. A pairing probability of ’  ’ de-
notes perfect correlation and the value ’  ’ is
associated with fully anticorrelated growth. If
the stack of quantum dots is growing uncorre-
lated, the pairing probability is equal to 0Ł2 .
To characterize the growth mode, the sim-
ulation routine calculates a quantity equiva-
lent to the pairing probability each time before
overgrowing a completed layer of islands. To
this end the centers of mass of the surface is-
lands and of the islands of the topmost buried
layer are determined. Then, for each surface
island the distance to the lateral position of the
nearest island in the buried layer ﬃ is cal-
culated. Vertical distances are neglected. For
correlated growth all islands are supposed to
grow on top of each other resulting in com-
paratively small distances   . From all the
distances ﬃ an average distance 

ﬃ is cal-
culated and normalized by the maximum aver-
age distance possible for islands on a square
lattice:  ﬃ0	  , where  ﬃ is the average
distance between islands in the surface layer.
Thus a pairing probability is defined via:
 





ﬃ

ﬃ
(VI.1)
Examples of the pairing probability  for
the various cases of correlated growth, uncor-
related and anticorrelated growth are shown
in Fig.VI.3a, b and c, respectively, together
with the corresponding distance distributions.
The average distance of surface islands   is
given as the full circle around the origin in the
distance distribution plots. A variance  of
the pairing probability can be introduced as the
variance in the distances to the nearest neigh-
bors O +" Oﬃ U  ¢¡ 
£
¥¤ .
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VI.3 Simulation results
The key ingredient for vertical correlationof quantum dot layers is the strain field
at the surface of the stack produced by the
buried islands. The non-homogeneous strain
increases the probability of island nucleation
at certain positions. To allow for nucleation
to take place at these distinguished places,
the flux rate to the surface during deposi-
tion should not be chosen too high so that
nucleation is driven rather by aggregation of
adatoms at energetically favoured places than
by accidental nucleation processes due to a
high overall monomer density. For all the fol-
lowing simulations, the flux to the surface has
been chosen to be ¦0§A¦¨ monolayers per second.
Generally, a surface coverage of ©ª« is used.
After deposition the island configuration was
given ¨¦ seconds of time to equilibrate before
overgrowing the island layer and thus freez-
ing the strain field which is calculated self-
consistently from the three dimensional exten-
sion of isotropic, elastic strain eqns.A.11.
All simulations are performed on a ¨ª¦y¬
¨ª¦ grid. Binding energies are chosen as in
Chap.V to be ­®°¯²±§2© eV for surface bonds
and ­´³K¯µ¦0§2© for the bonding between near-
est neighbors. The elastic constants for the
isotropic strain calculation are ¶·¯ ¦0§2©¨¸
±¦¹»º erg/cm ¼ and ½¾¯¿¦0§2ªﬃÀÁ¸l±¦¹»º erg/cm ¼ , sim-
ilar to the choices in Chap.IV. With Âﬃ¦¦ K as
the temperature used in all simulations an en-
hanced adatom mobility is ensured.
VI.3.1 Correlated growth vs. deposited
layers
To show the increase in spatial orderingwith the increase of deposited layers, a
stack of islands consisting of 150 single lay-
ers was simulated. After each deposited layer
of islands having a coverage of ©ª % each, the
pairing probability Ã+Ä was calculated. The
Fig. VI.4: Evolution of the pairing probability Å(Æ
in dependence of the number of deposited layers
consisting of island layer and capping layer. The
error bars denote the variance ÇyÈÊÉ ËÍÌÎﬃÏlÐÑÒÑÓ of
the pairing probability. ( ÔÕÈ{Ö×$× K, ØÙÈy×	Ú ×ﬃÛ Ml/s,
Ü
ÈÞÝﬃßà , buffer layer thickness álß Ml, simulation
time ÝÖÚâß s/layer)
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Fig. VI.5: Size distributions for buffer layer thicknesses of a) thirty, b) fifteen and c) five monolayers.
The different colors denote the size distribution after 5 (red), 10 (orange), 15 (green) and 20 (blue) grown
island layers. The vertical line marks the optimal island size for equilibrium conditions (after eq.IV.3).
( ãyä{åææ K, ç~äæ	è æﬃé Ml/s, êOäëìﬃí , simulation time ëåèâì s/layer)
spacer thickness was chosen to be îÒï mono-
layers. The resulting dependence of ðñ on
the number of deposited layers is shown in
Fig.VI.4.
For the first few layers the pairing proba-
bility is close to ò0ó2ï indicating uncorrelated
growth. From the fifth layer on the pairing
probability clearly tends towards larger values
witch is a sign of correlated island growth. Af-
ter the deposition of ôò layers the pairing prob-
ability reaches a value of ò0ó2õ and increases
only very slowly beyond this point.
For all further simulations a stack height of
twenty layers has been assumed to be suffi-
cient to characterize the growth mode.
VI.3.2 Size ordering vs. deposited layers
For the above simulation with a buffer layerthickness of fifteen monolayers as well as
for two equivalent simulations with five and
thirty monolayers spacer thickness, respec-
tively, the size distribution functions have been
calculated after every five deposited island lay-
ers. The results are shown in Fig.VI.5.a to c.
It can be seen that with increasing number
of deposited layers the size distribution shifts
towards larger island sizes. This effect is most
pronounced for thin buffer layers (Fig.VI.5.c).
The shift in the average island size can be
understood as the approach of the equilibrium
state, as it has been discussed in Chap.V. The
additional strain from the buried layers en-
hances the mobility of the diffusing adatoms
which is comparable to an increase in temper-
ature. A higher growth temperature, on the
other hand, means a faster evolution towards
equilibrium. Additionally, the inhomogeneous
strain field creates preferred nucleation sites
for islanding at places of reduced strain. This
effect induces a spatial correlation between the
growing layer and the buried layers again pro-
moting equilibration of the islands.
In Fig.VI.5a to c the average island size
for equilibrium islands calculated after eq.IV.3
has been marked as a green, vertical line. The
effect of strain is reduced for thick buffer lay-
ers, hence the acceleration in the equilibration
process is less pronounced for spacer thick-
nesses of fifteen and thirty in Fig.VI.5.a and
b, respectively.
VI.3.3 Correlated growth vs. coverage
The dependence of the pairing probabilityon the total coverage of the island layerhas
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Fig. VI.6: Dependence of the pairing probability
on the surface coverage. Error bars denote the vari-
ation ö in the pairing probability. ( ÷ùøûúü$ü K,
ý
øþü	ß ü  Ml/s, spacer thickness 6ü Ml, relaxation
time  $ü s/layer)
been studied by computing the pairing proba-
bility after the growth of twenty stacked island
layers with varying coverage and a constant
buffer layer thickness of ten monolayers. The
result can be seen in Fig.VI.6.
For very low coverages below  % the
pairing probability indicates anticorrelated
growth. As a result of the low coverage,
the distance between islands is comparatively
large and hence the areas of strain induced by
the buried islands do not overlap (Fig.VI.7.a).
Thus, adatoms are driven away from areas atop
buried islands and nucleation takes place fa-
vorably in between buried islands, where the
strain field is lowest. This consequently leads
to anticorrelated growth.
For a coverage of about  % the growth
proceeds uncorrelated. For coverages well
above  % the growth mode changes to cor-
related growth. Here, the strain between the
islands is strong due to a deceasing island sep-
aration with increasing coverage. Now the nu-
cleation on top of buried islands becomes more
favorable since here the surface is only weakly
strained. This can be understood by looking at
the strain generated at the island boundaries.
The strain discontinuity along the boundary
of large islands induces a constant strain at
the island center which is usually weaker than
the strain in between islands if the coverage is
high enough (Fig.VI.7.b).
The pairing probability function in Fig.VI.6
has a maximum at a coverage of 
	 %.
Further increase of the coverage leads to clus-
tering of islands and the correlation effect is
reduced again.
For the following simulations the peak cov-
erage of 	 % has been chosen in order to ob-
tain the maximum correlation effect.
It has to be mentioned that in experiments
the effect of anticorrelation for low coverages
has not been observed. In this context it seems
important to recall that the simulation is lim-
ited to strain effects that are purely energetical
in nature. Dislocations, lattice defects or sur-
face reactions caused by strain, which could
well serve as island nuclei, are not included in
the numerical routine. These phenomena do,
however, influence the island nucleation con-
siderably in growth experiments [Kun00].
VI.3.4 Correlation and Anticorrealtion
In the last part of this chapter the dependenceof the pairing probability on the buffer layer
thickness is scrutinized. Simulations with pa-
rameters optimized for correlated growth have
been done with varying spacer thicknesses.
For a coverage of 	 % the pairing probabil-
ity after the twentieth deposited island layer
has been calulated to give a dependence of the
pairing probability on spacer thickness shown
in Fig.VI.8.
For a spacer thickness of less than  mono-
layers the growth is correlated. For increas-
ing buffer layer thicknesses the correlation de-
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a) b)
Fig. VI.7: Spatial distribution of strain fields for the case of a) low coverage with  and for b) high
coverage with  . Areas of low strain appear blue. Highly strained regions are colored red. Island
layers are capped with a spacer of two monolayers thickness. ( ﬀﬁﬀ K, ﬂﬃﬀ! ﬀ" Ml/s, spacer thickness
" Ml, relaxation time "ﬁﬀ s/layer)
Fig. VI.8: Simulation results for the dependece
of the pairing probability on the spacer thickness.
Error bars represent the variation # of the pairing
probability. ( $%ﬀﬁﬀ K, ﬂ&ﬀ' ﬀ" Ml/s,  ,
simulation time   s/layer, stack height "ﬁﬀ island
layers)
cays and gives uncorrelated growth for a buffer
thickness of about () monolayers. For even
thicker spacer layers the growth becomes anti-
correlated and assumes a minimum for a buffer
thickness of forty monolayers. From here with
increasing buffer thickness any correlation ef-
fect between sheets of islands decays again
and uncorrelated growth is observed for spac-
ers thicker than some )+* monolayers.
VI.3.4.a Correlated regime
The correlated growth regime can be found
for thin spacer thicknesses. Here, as has
been argued above, the least strained regions
are areas above centers of buried islands (see
Fig.VI.7.b). The effect of lower strain above
island centers is solely induced by the island
morphology, especially its size, and vanishes
fast with increasing spacer thickness since for
the isotropic strain model, the strain profile of
a buried island becomes more and more spher-
ical with increasing distance from the island.
In the limit of large distances, the buried is-
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Fig. VI.9: Evolution of pairing probability depending on deposited layers for the case of correlated growth.
The three topmost island distributions are shown in b), c) and d). Coverage ,.-/0 %, spacer thickness is 0
monolayers, 12-34ﬁ4 K, Flux 56-4!7 4!8 Ml/s, simulation time /37 0 s/layer, stack height is 9ﬁ4 layers.
land can be treated as a point source of strain
with a spherical strain field.
It is thus important to note that the extent
of correlated growth does not only depend on
the spacer thickness but rather on the com-
bined effect of the average island size and the
buffer layer thickness. This observation is in
clear contrast to anticorrelated growth, as will
be shown below.
As a consequence, correlated growth can be
observed for thin buffer layers and large is-
lands. In Fig.VI.9.a the evolution of the pair-
ing probability in dependence of the number
of grown layers is shown. The buffer layer
thickness for this simulation was chosen as
five monolayers.
For the first few layers the growth occurs
uncorrelated and then becomes increasingly
correlated up to the 16th layer, where the
pairing probability reaches saturation and re-
mains almost constant at a value of :<;ﬃ=?>A@CB .
In Fig.VI.9.b to d the island distributions of
the topmost three island layers are shown to
demonstrate the spatial correlation in the ver-
tical direction.
The interplay of spacer thickness and is-
land size might also explain why correlated
growth is not instantly observed. For the first
few island layers the growth occurs uncorre-
lated but the size distribution shifts consider-
ably towards larger islands (see Fig.VI.5) fi-
nally giving rise to correlated growth as seen
in Fig.VI.9.a.
VI.3.4.b Anticorrelated regime
As has been seen in the previous section, for
large buffer layer thicknesses the buried is-
lands appear as point sources of strain and the
strain field at the surface has a circular symme-
try around the island with a maximum value
vertically above the island center. Nucleation
of islands at the surface is consequently en-
hanced between the islands and anticorrelated
growth is observed.
Since this growth mode does not depend on
the lateral extension of the buried islands as
sensitively as the correlated growth does, the
onset of anticorrelated growth is already vis-
ible for the first few grown island layers in
Fig.VI.10. After ten deposited island layers
the pairing probability reaches saturation at a
value of >A@CDE . Fig.VI.10.b to d show the last
three island layers of the stack consisting of D+>
layers in total. The island distributions clearly
show vertically anticorrelated growth.
If the buffer layer becomes thicker than a
critical thickness of some F+> monolayers the
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Fig. VI.10: Evolution of pairing probability depending on deposited layers for the case of anticorrelated
growth. The three topmost island distributions are shown in b), c) and d). Coverage G&HJIK %, spacer
thickness is LM monolayers, NH$OMﬁM K, Flux PQHM!R M!S Ml/s, simulation time I+O+RTK s/layer, stack height is UﬁM
layers.
increasing distance to the strain sources results
in strain fields too weak to influence the sur-
face kinetics of diffusing adatoms significantly
and the growth occurs uncorrelated.
VI.4 Conclusion
It has been shown in this chapter that succes-sive overgrowth of island layers with sub-
strate material under the assumption of an
extended, three-dimensional strain field leads
to an improvement of the self-organized size
ordering and spatial arrangement of the is-
lands. Thermodynamical equilibrium can be
approached by kinetic deposition and diffu-
sion processes alone without equilibrating the
system for long periods of time.
For thin buffer layers, correlated growth
can be found. Apart from the spacer thick-
ness, correlated growth depends on the aver-
age size of the buried islands which also in-
creases during the stacking process. Thus, the
self-organized increase in average island size
induces an additional aid in growing correlated
island stacks.
For large spacer layers anticorrelated
growth can be observed and for buffer
layer thicknesses beyond growth proceeds
uncorrelated.
These observations are in qualitative agree-
ment with various experimental findings.
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VII.
Conclusion
In all the previous chapters the effect of self-organization did have a major impact on the
dynamics of island growth. For the particu-
lar system of heteroepitaxially growing quan-
tum dots on a semiconductor surface it has
been shown that the elastic strain generated by
the lattice mismatch of substrate and adsorbate
is intimately connected to the self-organizing
processes by providing a means of long range
interaction between the growing dots.
All simulations presented in this work were
limited to the initial, two dimensional phase of
growth, where the first monolayer is formed.
These islands determine during the further
steps of three dimensional growth the size and
location of the fully grown quantum dots. The
Monte Carlo simulation routine described in
chapter II, which was used for all presented
simulation runs included atom interactions el-
ementary for surface kinetics and used a self-
consistently calculated, extended strain field
generated by the growing islands. Details on
interaction terms and the simulation routine
have been given in chapter II.
V
Though short ranged interactions like the
nearest neighbor binding energy might be suf-
ficient to induce ordering effects with respect
to shape by preferring compact islands, neither
size nor spatial ordering can be observed in the
absence of elastic strain. It has been shown in
chapter III that for islands with increasing size
also the contribution of strain along the island
boundary increases. Consequently the growth
of islands is hindered by a destabilizing effect
of strain and size ordering is induced. The av-
erage island size assumed in an ensemble of
islands increases with increasing temperature
up to a critical point, where the islands begin to
dissociate. Is the system allowed to equilibrate
for a certain time, a temperature regime can
be found, where the size distribution becomes
narrow, i.e. most islands are of the same size.
By increasing the surface coverage the aver-
age island size increases as well up to the point
of about WX!Y where coalescence of islands or
the transition from two-dimensional to three-
dimensional island growth becomes relevant.
Note, however, that this result has been ob-
tained for systems with no or only short equi-
libration times. Hence the temperature de-
pendence of the average island size given in
chapter III is valid only for kinetically con-
trolled systems. In those systems the flux of
atoms to the surface during deposition has a
pronounced effect on the island density on the
surface, which increases with increasing flux.
The strain field does not only induce size
ordering effects but is related to spatial order-
ing as well. Since the elastic strain extends
along the substrate over distances of the or-
der of typical island separations, it generates
an island-island interaction. This interaction
defines an optimal separation of islands or cre-
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ates preferred nucleation sites. As a result, is-
lands grow in ordered patterns. This interac-
tion, however, has been found to be weak and
spatial ordering has been observed for a nar-
row parameter window of high temperatures
and long equilibration times only. Addition-
ally, a proper coverage of about Z[!\ has to be
chosen to minimize island separation.
An optimized set of parameters to achieve
good spatial ordering and a narrow size dis-
tribution has been identified as high temper-
ature ]_^a`bbc , low deposition flux de^
bAfgbbih Ml/s, a high coverage of Zjk\ and a long
equilibration time of ]l^m[+bb!n .
o
As has been seen in chapter III the relax-
ation time clearly affects the average island
sizes as well as the spread in the size distribu-
tion. Actually, there is a fundamental differ-
ence between kinetically controlled systems,
which have had no or only little time for equi-
libration, and systems, which are close to the
thermodynamic equilibrium, as was shown in
chapter IV.
In the kinetically controlled regime the av-
erage island size increases with the systems
temperature and small islands are expected for
low temperatures, large islands for high tem-
peratures. This behaviour has been verified ex-
perimentally as well as in theory. Thermody-
namic equilibrium theory, however, predicts a
different temperature dependence of the island
sizes, where the average size decreases with
increasing temperature.
Long time Monte Carlo simulations for dif-
ferent temperatures presented in chapter IV
have shown, that the average island size dur-
ing or shortly after deposition indeed follows a
distribution as is expected for kinetically con-
trolled systems. In the course of equilibration
the average island sizes slowly approach their
equilibrium values and a cross over from ki-
netically controlled size distributions towards
equilibrium size distributions can be observed
in the Monte Carlo simulations.
In the kinetically controlled regime the av-
erage island size is determined by the island
density, which varies with deposition rate, and
the strain, which limits the island size. For
the thermodynamically controlled case strain
alone sets the limit to the island sizes and
the final self-organized systems state is com-
pletely independent of the deposition proce-
dure.
o
By introducing anisotropic strain into the
simulation routine it has been shown in chapter
V that certain ordering effects in heteroepitax-
ial material systems can be explained by the
elastic anisotropy of the growing compound.
It has been shown by [Sch98b] that in the
material system prqtsvu wyxﬁz|{svu }~xprq spatial self-
organisation of islands along prqyhbb' direc-
tion can be observed in LPE grown samples.
By including the anisotropic bulk elastic mod-
uli for pq
svu wyx
z{
svu }~x
into the strain calcula-
tion, a local minimum of the elastic strain en-
ergy has been identified. This minimum en-
hances the nucleation probability in the yhbb'
direction and thus generates spatial ordering
in a preferred direction. Qualitatively a good
agreement between the simulation results and
the experiment has been found.
For low coverages of about jk\ mainly is-
land polymers consisting of two or three is-
lands form. For increasing coverages of hb'\
long island chains can be found, resulting in a
rather regular pattern at the surface.
However, it has to be mentioned that the
simulation routine is not able to capture all rel-
evant processes for LPE growth by design and
agreement between simulation and experiment
can only be expected asymptotically, i.e. close
to thermodynamic equilibrium.
Though it would be a major task to adapt
the program code to simulating LPE growth
it would certainly be interesting to include an
active wetting layer as it is observed in ex-
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periment. An active wetting layer would con-
tribute material to the growing islands in de-
pendence on the local strain and significantly
different growth dynamics could be expected.

In chapter VI the self-organisation pro-
cesses in quantum dot superlattices have been
investigated. It has been shown that the re-
peated growth of quantum dot layers in a ver-
tical direction, separated only by a thin buffer
layer, is a potent way to introduce spatial or-
dering. Again, the elastic strain is held re-
sponsible for the emergence of self-organized
spatial correlation, since after overgrowth the
strain of the buried islands creates preferred
nucleation sites on the crystal surface.
After a certain number of deposited layers,
depending on the thickness of the buffer layer,
spatial correlation can be found for sufficiently
large islands. Additionally, the average island
size increases with the number of deposited
layers. Again, this effect is more pronounced
for thin buffer layers.
If the average island size becomes too small
or the separating buffer layer too thick, anti-
correlated growth can be observed. Here, the
islands in the topmost layer grow in between
buried islands. In the Monte Carlo simula-
tions the transition from correlated growth to
anti-correlated growth with increasing spacer
thickness or decreasing surface coverage has
been found and is in good agreement with ex-
perimental observations.
Optimal parameter sets have been identi-
fied for correlated and anti-correlated growth
as    K, Ł Agi Ml/s,  !
and a spacer thickness of  and + mono-
layers, respectively. These parameters lead
to well pronounced correlated/anti-correlated
growth conditions after the deposition of
twenty monolayers.
As a future task one might add the possibil-
ity to compute a three dimensional strain field,
which includes cubic anisotropy. It is likely
that correlation and anti-correlation effects are
related to elastic anisotropy. For certain pa-
rameter windows the self organization with re-
spect to size ordering and spatial arrangement
of islands might be further improved by the
introduction of spacer layers with high elastic
anisotropy.

The calculation of anisotropic strain as it
was presented in this work is limited to cubic
crystals. Further interesting results on growth
dynamics might, however, be obtained by in-
troducing a program code which is able to deal
with fully anisotropic crystals and is not re-
stricted to a certain symmetry. This exten-
sion would allow for a general approach to
material specific simulations, which have been
performed for the cubic r system in
chapterV with great success. Also additional
ordering effects might be obtained for differ-
ent symmetries in the elastic anisotropy.
Another valuable extension of the simual-
tion routine would be the option to include
the transition from two dimensional growth of
islands to three dimensional growth of quan-
tum dots in a self consistent way. This, again,
would necessitate to expand the strain calcu-
lation into the third dimension to calculate a
strain field in dependence of the exact shape
of the dots. By this improvement statements
about the critical layer thickness for the tran-
sition from 2D to 3D growth could be gained
or even estimates about kinetically controlled
quantum dot shapes extracted.
Also, the full three-dimensional shape of
the quantum dots may influence the correla-
tion and anti-correlation effects in quantum
dot stacks.
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A.
Appendix – Isotropic strain
For isotropic media the displacement field + generated by the forces  satisfies the inhomo-geneous, differential equation [Lan70]
 
 
¡
y¢¤£$¥¦
§'¨
©£
¢
¢«ª
¡
¥­¬

¬¯®
r±° (A.1)
This equation looks like Poisson’s equation in electrostatics and can be solved similarly. The
homogeneous form of eq.A.1 is also called Navier’s equation.
A solution to this equation is to be found for the special case known as Cerruti’s problem (see
Fig.A.1) of a tangential force acting on the boundary of a semi-infinite solid. For the solution two
potentials have to be defined: the Lame´s strain potential and the Galerkin vector potential. Each
of the both potentials is a solution to eq.A.1.
According to Helmholtz’s theorem, any vector function  can be written as a sum of terms
F x
y
z
Fig. A.1: Cerruti’s problem of a tangential force ² acting on the boundary of an semi-infinite plane along
the ³ direction.
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resulting from a scalar and a vector potential ´ and µ , respectively.
¶ · ¸
´¹
¸»º
µ½¼ ¾¿ÁÀÃÂ
¸¯Ä
µ
· ÅAÆ (A.2)
If one chooses Ç&´ ·ÈÊÉ!ËÍÌ À Æ and µ ·JÅ , the scalar function ´ is called Lame´ strain potential
and it is easy to show that any harmonic function ´ can be used to satisfy Naviers eq.A.1 with
¶ · Î
ÏÐ
¸
´Ñ¼ Ò
Ð
·lÈÊÉ!ËÓÌ
À
ÆÕÔÆ (A.3)
Furthermore one can define a vector potential Ö , that is connected to the displacement field by
ÏÐ
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¸¯Ä
Ö
ÔÆ (A.4)
This, again, is a general solution to the homogeneous Navier’s eq.A.1, if the Galerkin vector Ö
is a biharmonic function, since the substitution of eq.A.4 in eq.A.1 gives ÇÙÒÚÇÛÖ ÔÜ·lÅ .
To solve Cerruti’s problem, a special choice for ´ and Ö is made
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and eq.A.3 and eq.A.4 superponed as
ÏÐ
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´¹
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¸¯Ä
Ö
ÔÆ (A.6)
to give the solution of the homogeneous eq.A.1.
By using the generalized Hooke’s law, which relates the displacement field ¶ defined by the
strain tensor components ìígî to the stess tensor components ïÍíTî the constants
å
,
æ
and
Ý
can
be determined by the conditions of vanishing stress at the surface for ïÍðêð and ïÓñð , while on any
horizontal plane at depth á from the surface the sum of all forces along the
Þ
-axis must balance ò ,
i. e.:
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One finds for the constants
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Now, the displacements can be calculated:
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The components of the strain can be calculated using the strain-displacement relations
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These expressions simplify considerably if the
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B.
Appendix – Anisotropic strain
For a complete modelling of the elastic strain on crystal surfaces it is indispensable to includeanisotropy effects. This can be done by the use of the Green’s tensor formalism from elasticity
theory. The complete set of equations for the strain field for the general case are quite involved,
instead the strain will be derived below for the special case of a cubic crystal. However, the cubic
symmetry is assumed by many relevant semiconductor materials like k%lnmpo and q#rOkts .
B.1 Green’s tensor formalism
An anisotropic crystal that is subjected to external forces uwv]xzy({ acting on its surface will respondwith a deformation that is represented by the elastic displacement field |Sxzy({ . The displace-
ments are determined by the equilibrium equations of elastic theory in the bulk [Lan70], using the
summation convention over equal indices,
}
vB~
v
xzy{
}

|^xzy{bQ  (B.1)
where vanishing body forces are assumed. The forces acting along the boundary q enter the
boundary conditions

v
xzy({w~Ł
vD
xzy({
}

|

xzy({b#   u
v
xzy{ (B.2)
where  vKxzy({ is the external normal to the crystal surface.
Formally, eq.B.1 with the boundary conditions B.2 can be solved by the solution of an equivalent
set of equations
}
vp

v
xzy{
}

k
S
xzy]Gyﬁ{bi 


xzypyﬁ{ (B.3)
where kxzyGy

{ is the static Green’s tensor of elasticity theory. Its components kMŁxzyGy

{ are
the elastic deformations |nxzy

{ caused by a unit force acting at point y in direction  . These
components satisfy the stress free boundary conditions of a crystal surface

vKxzy({

Ł
vD
xzy({
}

k%ŁxzyGy

{bp

  (B.4)
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The elastic displacements Gz can be obtained from eq.B.3 by multiplying both sides by z(
and integrating over all space
 (¡¢]£¥¤
:z¦¨§M©«ª f§D¬­ z¦ ¬P® ­¯z°Gﬁ±²b³µ´
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¤
·Vf¯K·nzM¸`9± (B.5)
Integration by parts gives
¹(º»¢]¼¥¤
:z:ª §¬­ z(¦ ¬½® ­¯z°G9±¸
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:zbÀ(¦ ¬ﬁ® ­S¯Łz]°Gﬁ±Á´ ¯zﬁ± (B.6)
The surface integral vanishes by inserting the boundary conditions B.4. Then, by applying the
symmetry relation ª f§n¬­ ´Âª ¬­^§ and another integration by parts of the second integral in eq.B.6
one obtains
¸
¹KºÃ¢]¼¥¤
® ­S¯Łz]°Gﬁ±:ª ¬­Ä§ z(¦t§:z3Å
 (¡¶¢]£¥¤
® ­S¯z]°Gﬁ±¦ ¬
¾
ª ¬­Æ§ z¦¨§ﬃGz(bÀQ´ n¯z9±
(B.7)
The second summand is equal to zero as can be seen by substituting the equilibrium eq.B.1. In-
serting the boundary conditions B.2, exchanging  with 
±
and applying the theorem of reciprocity
for the Green’s tensor components ® f§]z]°G
±
B´
®
§Oz°G
±
 one finds


z(j´ ¸
¹
º
¢
¼
¤
±
®
§
z°G
±
nÇ
§
z
±
 (B.8)
B.2 Green’s tensor components
Now, the Green’s tensor components ® §Kz]°G ±  have to be found for the special case of a semi-infinite crystal with a planar, stress free surface at È`´ÊÉ . Furthermore, the crystal will be
assumed to be homogeneous throughout the lower half plane ( È`ËÌÉ ). Then the components of
the Green’s tensor depend only on the distances Í^ÎÏ´LÎ
±
¸Î and Í^Ð¿´LÐ
±
¸Ð . If one restricts
all considerations to the surface of the crystal, the z-components of  and 
±
are equal to zero and
one finds
®
z]°G
±
Ñ´
®
,Í¶ÎÒ°Í^Ð (B.9)
For the following derivation of the Green’s tensor components it will be most convenient to carry
out a transformation into Fourier space. To this end forward and backward Fourier transformations
of a quantity Ó!z( are defined as
Ô
Ó^zÕÒj´
 .¢
¼
¤BÖ(×
ÙØPÚ
Ó!z( (B.10)
Ó!z(j´ Û
ÜÝ
 Â¢
¼
¤#Ö
ÙØPÚ
Ô
Ó^zÕÒ (B.11)
Eq.B.8 in Fourier space then reads
Ô
zÕÒj´ ¸
Ô
®
§KzÕÒ
Ô
Çw§nzÕÒ (B.12)
Now, the static Green’s tensor for a cubic crystal in Þ -space has been derived by Portz and
Maradudin [Por77]. Unfortunately, the vectorial basis for the above considerations will in general
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not be the same as for the tensor components ß(àá^âzãÒä used in [Por77]. To find the components
å
æMçè
âzãÒä it is necessary to introduce a rotation of coordinate space by an angle é so that
å
æMçè
can be
expressed in terms of ß(àá .
This rotation may be expressed by the transformation ê
ç
à and its back transformation êÆë1ìç
à
like
ê
ç
àîí ïðñóò1ô õöò1÷ùø
ò ÷ ò ô ø
ø ø ú
ûü
ýcþ ê
ë1ì
ç
à
í ïðñ ò1ô ò1÷ ø
õ»ò ÷ ò ô ø
ø ø ú
ûü
ýóß
(B.13)
where
ò1ô
í Ré and
ò1÷
í

é are the components of the two dimensional unit vector 	 in
direction of ã . Then the components of the Green’s tensor in Fourier space
å
æMçè
are given as
å
æMçè
âzãÒäjí
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è (B.14)
or explicitly
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From [Por77] the form of the Green’s tensor components of a cubic crystal at the crystal surface
is known to be
ßàá!âzãÒäÁí
ú

àá^â	Sä (B.16)
with  í
÷ﬀ:÷ﬀ
the shear modulus of a cubic crystal and

àá dimensionless polynomials, that
reflect the angular dependence of anisotropic strain. The polynomials

àá depend only on ratios
of elastic moduli and the direction of ã . By retaining only the two lowest order polynomials,

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can be approximated to be
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while the necessesary symmetry properties are still obeyed. These interpolated formulas show
good agreement with the exact solutions obtained numerically in [Por77] (see also Fig.B.1). The
constants ﬂ
ì:ì
, ﬂ

, !
ì:ì
, !
ì

, !

ì
, !

, ,
ì
 and , 
ì
contain the material parameters, that deter-
mine the anisotropic parameters of the crystal. The cubic anisotropy can be eliminated by setting
!
ì:ì
í!
ì

í.!

ì
í/!

í
ø
. This is done in Appendix C to show the equivalence of strain
fields for the isotropic and the anisotropic expressions.
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To find the Green’s tensor components in real space, eqns.B.17 have to be inserted into
eqns.B.15 and the Fourier back transform to be applied. As it turns out after lengthy and cum-
bersome evaluations of Fourier integrals of up to sixth order polynomials [Shc99b], the Fourier
back transform is rather simple. It can be obtained simply by the following substitutions
0
1 2
0
3547698 :;
<
2 =
;
>
8 :
<
:
>
2 ?@=
>
=
<
8 :;
>
2 =
;
< (B.18)
where A is the unit vector in real space with = <CBEDGF 6 and = >7BEHIF 6 ; The back transform then
yields for the Green’s tensor components
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with the angular dependent functions
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B.3 Material Parameters
Now, the last task is to determine the material parameters d-rts , j-rts and purts . The values for dvff ,d
;;
, jCff and j
;;
can be expressed analytically in terms of the elastic constants S ff , S f
;
and
STT in Voigt notation [Shc99b, Shc95a].
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Fig. B.1: Relative deviation of the interpolated formulas ¨C©«ªK¬ given by eqns.B.17 from the numerically
exact solutions ¨ in dependence of the azimuthal angle ­ where ­¯®° corresponds to the ±²²°´³ direction
and ­µ®.¶·¸ corresponds to the ±²°´°´³ direction. Plotted are ¨C©¹ªº¬»»9¼ ¨ »» in blue, ¨½©¹ªK¬¾Z¾(¼ ¨ ¾¾ in red and
¨C©«ªK¬
»¾
¼
¨
»¾ in green.
where the the cubic anisotropy ¿ as defined in eq.II.10 has been used as well as the derived
quantity À
À Á Â½Ã
¿ÅÄÆÃÇÉÈ
(B.22)
It is possible to give explicit expressions for these parameters, since the dependence of ÊYËË´ÌOÍÎ
and Ê5ÏÏÌOÍÎ on the elastic constants Ð´ËË , Ð´Ë\Ï and ÐÑÑ is known from [Shc95a]. By a numerical
evaluation of the exact equations for ÒÓË\Ï and ÒÔÏË from [Por77], the parameters ÕgË\Ï , ÕÖÏË , ×$Ë\Ï
and × ÏË can be obtained from a fit to the numerically exact solutions.
Exemplarily, the parameters ¿gËËºØ
ÈKÈKÈ
Ø×ÙÏË are given for the material systems Ú7Ûq¿ÝÜ and
Þß\àá âã
Úgä
àá
Ï
ã
in table B.1. The elastic constants Ð´ËË , Ð´Ë\Ï and ÐÑÑ for various semiconductors with
zinc-blend or diamond structure are shown in table B.2.
To show the good agreement of the interpolated formulas eqns.B.17 with the exact solutions ob-
tained by numerical evaluations of the complete equations in [Por77], Fig.B.1 shows the angular
dependence of the relative deviations ÒÔåæ´çè´Ò for ÚvÛY¿ÖÜ parameters [Shc99b]. The parameters for
Òéåæç
êKê and ÒÔå«æçëë have been calculated directly from the elastic constants of Ú7Ûq¿ÝÜ while the param-
eters in Ò å«æçêKë have been obtained by a fit to numerically obtained exact solutions. All deviations
are well below two percent.
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Parameter ìvíYîÖï ðñòó ôõìvöºòó ÷õ
îvøø -0.9661 0.4193
î-÷÷ -1.1765 -1.1251
ù
øø -0.0677 0.0697
ù
ø\÷@ú
ù
÷ø 0.0926 -0.0534
ù
÷÷ 0.1765 0.1251
û
ø\÷ ú
û
÷ø -0.0780 0.0962
Table B.1: Elastic parameters for the cubic semiconductors ðñìvö and ìvíYîÖï . The elastic constants
for the compound ðñ\òó ôõìvöòó ÷õ are obtained in linear approximation from the bulk values of ð"ñ
and ìvö .
ü
øø
ü
ø\÷
üýý
[ þKß øø erg/cm   ] [ þKß øø erg/cm   ] [ þKß øø erg/cm   ]
û
10.76 1.25 5.77
ðñ 16.58 6.39 7.96
ìvö 12.85 4.83 6.68
ðñ\òó ôõºìvöòó ÷õ 15.79 6.00 7.65
î

13.20 6.30 6.15
î

îÖï 12.50 5.34 5.42
î

ð 8.77 4.34 4.08
ì7í

14.12 6.25 7.05
ì7íqîÝï 11.81 5.32 5.94
ì7íað 8.84 4.03 4.32


10.22 5.76 4.60

îÖï 8.33 4.53 3.96

ð 6.58 3.57 2.98
	

ð 10.32 6.46 4.62
	

ð*ö 8.10 4.88 4.41
	

ö 7.13 4.07 3.12
û

ö 5.35 3.68 1.99

ð*ö 6.90 5.19 2.33

ö 5.08 3.58 2.05
Table B.2: Elastic constants for semiconductors with zinc-blend or diamond structure [Hel82].
The elastic constants for the compound ð"ñ\òó ôõìvöòó ÷õ are obtained in linear approximation from
the bulk values of ðñ and ìvö .
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B.4 Anisotropic strain field
Once the static Green’s functions are known, it is possible to derive the strain field  fromthe derivatives of the displacement field  given by eq.B.8. One has
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 ﬀ  !
'*)
ﬂ,+
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ﬂ -
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ﬀ/.
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ﬂC>- 8@A 
;
B >  
;
ED (B.23)
By approximating the boundary of an island by straight line segments of length F where the
line forces B >  
;
 act, the surface integral can be broken down into a sum. The summation will be
carried out at all discrete places  
; ;
where  
; ;
"HGI 
;KJ
B >  
;
ML"ONP . One finds
ﬁﬀﬃﬂ !#" FRQTSVU U
'
<
ﬀ?>  W@A 
; ;

'2)
ﬂ
B
>

9 ; ;
 (B.24)
The partial derivatives of
<
ﬀ?>
 W@A 
;
 can be easily obtained but the calculations are lengthy and
will not be presented here.
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C.
Appendix – Equivalence of strain
models
In the isotropic limit the anisotropic formulas for the elastic strain as defined in Appendix Breduce to the isotropic formulas from Appendix A, as is shown below. In both cases the equi-
librium equations of elasticity theory have been solved and, consequently, the Green’s formalism
from Appendix B can be understood to be a mathematical extension of the potential ansatz made
in Appendix A.
C.1 Anisotropic formulas
Following the definitions from the previous section Appendix B, the displacement field in ananisotropic crystal is given by
X*YCZ[!\#] ^`_
acb8d
[fehgY?iZ[8jA[fek\mliWZ[Iek\ (C.1)
were the body forces are assumed to be zero and the crystal to be homogeneous.
C.1.1 Fully anisotropic case
By examining surface forces only, the dependence on the n -direction can be neglected and onlythe surface components of the Green’s tensor
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with

¢¡£Ł
given by eqns.B.20 need to be considered.
C.1.2 Isotropic reduction
To compare the analytical formulas for the anisotropic case to the isotropic one we set ¤ C
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. The Green’s functions then simplify to
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C.2 Isotropic displacements as solution of Cerruti’s problem
On the other hand, for a force ­ tangential to the crystal surface acting at one point along the

-direction the solution in terms of displacements is given by [Saa74]
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With the choice of constants for Poisson’s ratio ¾ and the shear modulus
ÄÆÅ
, which can be
gained from eqns.B.21 by assuming isotropic conditions with Ç
O¥
and
¨
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it is easy to show that the eqations (C.4, C.5) and (C.6, C.7) are indeed equivalent.
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